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However, that is provided for in the
Act. The wages of a worker cannot be
touched other than by a garnishee order
of the Commonwealth, or unless a worker
voluntarily signs an order to allow deduc-
tionis to be made.

Under the provisions of this Bill the em-
ployer will be able to deduct his damages.
It would be more reasonable to say that
one person was guilty. Of course, that
person would be guilty through the obser-
vation of an Inspector: it would be
second-hand Information.

What is wrong with allowing common
law to take over here? This is an avenue
which would be available to the woolgrow-
er If we removed this provision. It should
be removed in all fairness because It is
wrong in law and in all other ways, as I
have explained so many times. Let the
common law apply. Let the employer
adopt a sensible attitude by saying, in the
first instance, that the worker is respon-
sible, and allowing the inspector to do the
job which the Act bestows upon him to
ensure the buildings are kept in good order
and condition. The employer can go to
common law for recovery of damages sus-
tained to the shearing shed and other
equipment: or he can go to the small
claims tribunal, which will not cost him
much and where he and the shearer can
state their cases simply.

The Innocent person will not have a1chance under this legislation. There is
nothing in the Act to protect him because
he is guilty along with everyone else. I
say this section of the Act should be re-
pealed because it imposes a burden upon
the innocent person and presupposes guilt
without a trial. It says the inspector will
be the judge and jury. The employer will
be informed by the Inspector that damage
has been done. I ask the Committee to
agree to the repeal of this section. I do
not believe it has any place in the Act. Its
repeal will not put the woolgrower at a
disadvantage but will right a wrong that
has existed In this legislation at least since
1957.

Mr HARTREY: I feel in duty bound to
support the member for Swan. It does
seem to be a rough and ready way of en-
suring premises will not be damaged by
obstreperous or overexuberant shearers to
require that all members of the team con-
tribute equally to the cost of repairing
any damage. It does not seem to be
even elementary justice, and as I have al-
ways stood up for elementary justice to
the community at large I do not see why
I should desert the shearers whom, as soli-
citor for the AWVU at Boulder, I have had
the honour to represent for many years.
I support the new clause.

Mr SKIMORE: I rise reluctantly be-
cause I thought the Minister would have
commented on the argument I advanced.
It appears he is again adopting the attitude
of being unconcerned. If he feels there is

some justice In this section, he should de-
fend It. Apparently the Minister Is not
prepared to answer the argument which
has been advanced. This is discouraging
when one has attempted to right a
wrong; and It must be recognised by every
member that it is a wrong.

It Is also wrong that the Minister should
sit in silence and make no effort to defend
the Bill he has brought before this Cham-
ber. Perhaps by his silence he Indicates
his disapproval, but I would have thought
It was a matter of courtesy-if such a
thing exists for Ministers in this Chamber
-to reply to an argument.

New clause Put and negatived.
Title put and Passed.

Report
Eill reported, with amendments, and the

report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr

Orayden (Minister for Labour and Indus-
try), and transmitted to the Council.

House adjourned at 11.27 p.m.

ii'rvflBati (gnunrii
Thursday, the 21st November, 1974

The PRESIDENT (the
Griffith) took the Chair at
read prayers.

Ron. A. P.
2.30 p.m., and

QUESTIONS (11): ON NOTICE
1. COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES

Part Hedland
The Hon. J. C. TOZER. to the Minis-
ter for Health:
(1) As the Proposed new Community

Health Services Regional Office at
Port Hedland comprises both
offices and consulting rooms, is 3t
not reasonable to expect that it
would be incorporated in either-
(a) the Community Health

Centre; or
(b) the comprehensive Govern-

ment office complex,
rather than in an area that is
environmentally less than satis-
factory and quite remote from
what will be the principal centre
of population?

(2) As the Minister's reply to part (1)
of my question without notice on
the 8th October, 1974, states that
consideration Is being given to
including Community Health
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offices in the Proposed Community
Health Centre, does not the call-
ing of tenders for separate prem-
ises now Indicate an inconsis-
tency?

(3) Will the Minister give urgent
consideration to reviewing the
intention to Place a new separate
Regional Office in such an III-
favoured site?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER replied:
(1) The Community Health Service

Regional Office, as Its name in-
plies, is the headquarters for the
Community Health Service In the
Pilbara area. The proposed site
is considered to be the best avail-
able. A branch office and clinic
in the Community Health Centre
will Provide service for South
Hedland. A Government office
Complex would be most unsuitable
for this type of service.

(2) No.
(3) The site is considered very suit-

able for the required service. If
the Hon. Member so desires he
would be Welcome to discuss the
matter with Whe Director of Ad-
ministration.

TOWN PLANNING
Hamersley ShoPpsing Centres

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON, to the
Minister for Justice:
(1) Is it a fact that in the develop-

ment of shopping facilities at the
corner of Beach Road and Erin-
dale Road, Hameraley, Charlie
Carters Pty. Ltd. was required to
retain a number of the existing
trees, whilst in the adjoining
development by Australasian
Shopping Centres the whole site
was bulldozed clear?

(2) If so-
(a) was it a condition of develop-

ment that some of the frees
were retained on the Charlie
Carters' site; and

(b) who was responsible f or this
condition being Placed on the
development?

(3) Was a similar condition Placed on
the Australasian Shopping
Centres' development?

(4) Who was responsible for the set-
ting of development conditions on
this site?

(5) Does the Minister believe that
such an apparent lack of uniform-
ity is desirable?

(6) If the answer to (5) is "No" will
he advise what action he intends
to correct such Inconsistencies?

3.

4.

5.

The Hon. N. McNEILL replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) Yes.

(b) The Shire of Wanneroc.
(3) No-work commenced on the Site

without the necessary MRFA ap-
proval and Local Authority build-
Ing permit.

(4) The MRPA and the Shire of
Wanneroo.

(5) Not applicable.
(B) Not applicable.

BREAD SUPPLIES
Cue Hostel

The Hon. 8. J. DELLAR, to the Min-
ister for Community Welfare:

Further to the reply given to my
question on the 19th November.
1974, regarding the supply of
bread to the Kyarra Hostel at
Cue, will the Minister advise the
reasons why bread is no longer
purchased from the bakery at Mt.
Magnet?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER replied:
The bread now obtained from
Perth is of preferred quality to
that from Mt. Magnet. Reliable
supplies come from Perth at vir-
tually no extra cost.

TOWN PLANNING
District Planning Schems

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON, to Whe
minister for Justice:
(1) Which local authorities have not

adopted and received final ap-
proval for district planning
schemes for their districts?

(2) Which local authorities are at
present awaiting approval of their
schemes by the Metropolitan
Region Planning Authority?

The Hon. N. McNEULL replied:
(1) In the Metropolitan Region, four

local authorities have adopted
District Planning Schemes but
they have not yet received final
approval. They are-
(i) Perth City Council
(ii) Eassendean Shire Council

(III) Rockingham Shire Council
(iv) Subiaco City Council

(2) Local Authority Town Planning
Schemes are not required to have
the approval of the Metropolitan
Region Planning Authority.

ABORIGINES
Housing, and Welfare Services

The Hon. J. C. TOZER. to the Minis-
ter for Community Welfare:
(1) As a result of the encouraging

progress being made in Aboriginal
housing in northern towns, is the

2.
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Community Welfare Department
embarrassed by an Inability to
place matching social workers In
the field to provide essential
guidance to the tenants of the
new houses?

(2) Is the enrolment of persons suit-
able for employment as (for in-
stance) "homemakers", inhibited
by the stated Government Policy
of restraining growth in numbers
of departmental employees?

(3) As the value of the Aboriginal
housing programme may be jeop-
ardised by the absence of appro-
priate back-up services, will the
Minister endeavour to arrange
that such services be regarded as
an Integral part of the housing
programme or, in other words,
that Commonwealth provided
housing funds be utilised for the
employment of necessary "home-
makers" for a specified period?

The Hon, N. E. BAXTER replied:
(1) Yes. The department's pro-

grammne to assist the resettlement
of Aboriginal families when mov-
ing into conventional homes is
held back by our Inability to
obtain staff for vacant items in
many of the imberley towns,
namely Fitzroy Crossing, Halls
Creek, Kununurra and Derby.

(2) No. Home Makers are wages staff
and are not directly covered by
the recent restraint on growth of
the Public Service. However,
funds for the appointment of
Home Makers are limited and
only minor expansion has been
possible this year.

(3) it would be to the advantage of
the Aboriginal people if unspent
Federal housing funds could be
utilised for the appointment of
additional Home Makers and wel-
fare supports. Inquiries into this
possibility are proceeding.

6. TOTALISATOR AGENCY BOARD
Agency Hours

The Hon. S. J. DELLAR, to the Min-
ister for Justice:

What were the reasons for the
cha~nge In hours of business for
Totalisator Agency Board agen-

5521
... 8784
... 29973

1969
3
5 564

16 425
67 295

cies which were Introduced on the
30th October, 1914?

The Hon. N. McNEILL replied:
Changes were introduced as flex-
ible hours were considered more
appropriate for all concerned, im-
provements in security were nec-
essary, and the containment of
costs essential.

CARINE HIGH SCHOOL
Enrolments

The Hon. Rt. F. CLAUGHTON, to the
Minister for Education:

In view of the serious problems
being experienced by the Carine
high school in accommodating Its
expected enrolment for 1975, what
further action is the Government
contemplating to resolve these
problems?

The Hon. N. McNeill for the Hon.
G. C. MacKINNON replied:

Every endeavour Is being made to
provide for a smooth opening of
the 1975 school Year at the
Carine High School. Investiga-
tions are being made Into the
Possibilities of-
(a) the use of accommodation In

other schools;
(b) the provision of demountable

rooms;
(c) arranging the school time-

table for staggered sessions.

ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS
Perth

The Hon. S. J. DELLAR, to the Min-
ister for Health:

For each of the financial years
commencing on the 1st July, 1961,
to the 30th June, 1974, what
amounts of capital expenditure
were spent at the Perth Zoo on
the provision of improved faci-
lities for the housing and display
of-
(a) animals; and
(b) birds?

The Hon. N. B. BAXTER replied:
For the financial Years ended
30th June--

1970
S

15 168
28 363
40645

1971
S
8 75
4 694

117 224

1972
8
6 540
2 856

70051

1973
S
4 603

50 555
67 787

1974
8

62 710
4 892

81 029

Total .. ... $44 278 889 284 $84 166 $130O 703 379 447 3122 945 6148 631
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The amounts quoted in (c) in-
capable of separate costing allo-
cation. were expended to secure
and adequately provide water,
sewerage, drainage, electricity and
paving to cages, enclosures and
surrounds.

9. This question was postponed.

10. ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS
Perth

The Hon. S. J. DELILAH, to the Min-
ister for Health:

Further to the reply to my ques-
tion on the 19th November. 1974.
regarding the Perth Zoo, will he
advise-
(a) what were the various types

of the-
(1) 81 animals; and

dii) 68 birds;
destroyed since the 30th
June, 1967; and

(bi by what means were the
various animals and birds
destroyed?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER replied:
(a) QI) species of mammal de-

stroyed:,
Western Native Cat
Tasmanian Devil
Western Grey Kangaroo
Western Euro
Red Kangaroo
Agile Wallaby
Bruslitailed Possum
Dingo
Coyote
Husky flag
Red Fox
Ferret
Himalayan Bear
Malayan Bear
Polar Bear
Striped Hyaena
Spotted Hyaena
Tiger
Stumptailed Monkey
Pigtailed Monkey
Crabeating Monkey
Sacred Baboon
Lar Gibbon
Agile Gibbon
Ass
Horse (Welsh Mountain

Pony)
Red Deer
Fallow Deer
Samnbar Deer
Tahr
Sitatunga
Water Buffalo

(it) Species of bird destroyed:
Emiu
Little Egret
Whistling Kite
Blackshouldered Kite
Wedgetalled Eagle

11.

Mute Swan
Boobook
Budgerigar
Sulphurcrested Cockatoo
Longblled Corella
Little Corella
Oalah
Kookaburra.
Magpie
White! ron ted Chat
Raven
Crow
Little Crow

(b) (1) Euthanatisation by over-
dose of nembutal or other
anaesthetic.

00i Shooting.

CATTLE
Exports

The Hon. D. J. WORDSWORTH, to
the Minister for Justice:
(1) How many head of live cattle are

exported from Western Australia
for slaughter-
(a) in Singapore; and
(b) elsewhere?

(2) (a) From where do these coun-
tries normally import their
supplies; and

(b) has the outbreak of foot and
mouth disease in Timor af-
fected these markets?

(3) Could the circumstances referred
to in (2) (b) result In an increase
of exports from Western Aus-
tralia to Singapore by 50 head per
month?

(4) What regulation limits exports
from Western Australia to these
markets?

(5) Under whose ministerial control
are these regulations and con-
trols?

(6) What are the reasons for limiting
these exports?

(7) Does the Western Australian De-
partment of Agriculture consider
that Western Australia should be
further developing these markets?

The Hon. N. McNEILL replied:
(1) (a) 310 in 1973-74.

(b) 100, to Bahrein, in 1973-74.
(2) (a) Singapore imports from

Thailand, Indonesia and other
Asian mainland countries.
Arabian Gulf countries im-
port from Somalia and near-
by African States.

(h) There is no foot and mouth
disease in Timor but there is
in the island of Bali.

(3) There is no effect on cattle ex-
ports from Western Australia
resulting from the disease situa-
tion on Timor.
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It is understood that most cattle
exports from Bali normally go to
Hong Kong; not many go to
Singapore.
It is believed that the disease
situation on Bali would have
little or no effect on existing
Asian markets for cattle from
Western Australia.

(4) The Customs Prohibited Export
Regulations and Third Schedule
of the Customs Act requiring
consultation with and approval
by the Australian Department of
Agriculture for certain export
items including live cattle.

(5) Minister for Customs and Excise.
(6) I am informed that controls are

imposed so as to ensure-
Excessive exports of breeding

cattle do not occur.
Meatworks are not unduly de-

prived of good quality cattle."
A total embargo of cattle of all

types to North America.
(7) The department favours the

development of any market oppor-
tunity of value to Western Aus-
tralian Primary Producers.

BILLS (2): INTRODUCTION AND
FIRST READING

1. The Perpetual Executors, Trustees
and Agency Company (W.A.) Lim-
ited Act Amendment Bill.

2. The West Australian Trustee Ex-
ecutor and Agency Company Lim-
ited Act Amendment Bill.

Emls introduced, on
Hon. N. McNeill
Justice), and read

motions by the
(Minister for

a first time.

WHEAT INDUSTRY STABILIZATION
BILL

Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and,
on motion by the Hon. N. McNeill (Min-
ister for Justice), read a first time.

Second Reading
THE HON. N. MeNEI1LL (Lower West-

Minister for Justice) [2.49 Pm.J: I move--
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
The purpose of this Bill is to make pro-
vision for the new wheat stabilization ar-
rangements which are to operate for the
period from the 1st October, 1974, to the
31st October, 1979.

There is a long history of wheat stabili-
zation In Australia going back to the In-
troduction of the first scheme in 1947,
coupled with the establishment of the
Australian Wheat Board to carry on from
the board established under emergency
regulations during wartime.

The features of the wheat legislation
have been the total acquisition of the Aus-
tralian crop by the Australian Wheat
Board, Its marketing by this single Aus-
tralian marketing board, the guarantee-
ing of a minimum export Price for a fixed
amount of wbeat-200 million bushels for
the 1968-1973 scheme-and the fixing of
a home consumption price.

Stabilization has been achieved through
the establishment of a trust fund to which
farmers contributed when the actual ex-
port price exceeded the guaranteed price.
In the periods that the actual export price
was below the guaranteed price, payments
were made into the pool from the trust
fund. In the event of there being no funds
in the trust fund the shortfall with respect
to the guaranteed Price has been made up
without limitation by the Federal 'Treas-
urer.

Initially the guaranteed price was based
on the estimated cost of production con-
tained in the Bureau of Agricultural Ec-
onomics' survey carried out throughout
the Australian wheatgrowing areas over a
period of years. In order to reduce the cost
of production and the consequent Govern-
ment commitment, the yield was increased
In 1963 to reduce the estimated costs of
production. At that time the increase in
the yield divisor could be supported by
Commonwealth statistics.

In 1968 the concept of calculating the
guaranteed price from the estimated cost
of production was abandoned and the
guaranteed price was modified only after
the first year of the agreement on the
basis of movements in cash cost associated
with the production and marketing of
wheat to the point of delivery at port. The
so-called imputed costs of interest on capi-
tal invested and the owner-operator al-
lowance were not scaled upwards as had
been done Previously.

Despite these changes the basic con-
cept of a guaranteed export Price on a
fixed quantity of wheat, coupled with the
home consumption Price, was retained. To
obtain the home consumption price, a
fixed amount was added to the guaranteed
price. In 1968-1973 this amount was 25c
a bushel.

There have been major changes in the
legislation now presented for approval.
These have been well publicised in the
Press and the subject of considerable con-
cern within the industry and within this
Government.

The major change has been that the
concept of the guaranteed price has been
abandoned. Instead, an export price-
which is the sliding average of previous
export prices and the current export price
-is established, according to the formula
shown in clause 29 (5) of the Common-
wealth Wheat Stabilization Plan, and this
is called the stabilization price.
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In effect, this formula establishes that
the stabilization price for the current year
Wml be equal to Whe stabilization Price for
the previous season, plus one-quarter of
the difference between the average export
Price for the current season and one-half
of the suam of the average export price
for the season immediately preceding the
current season and the stabilization price
for the Immediately preceding season.

This stabilization Price will apply to all
wheat exported from Australia.

While broadly similar provisions exist
for payments by growers into the trust
fund and for payments out of that reserve
fund, there is a financial limit imposed of
$30 million in any one year, or 15c a bushel,
whichever is the lesser, of Payments either
into or out of the reserve fund.

The Federal Government for Its part
has Only agreed to refund any deficit in
the reserve fund up to a total of $80
million Provided always that, should there
be a shortf all during the Period of the
stabilization scheme which requires a Com-
monwealth Pay-in followed by aL sharp
rise requiring a farmer pay-in, the first
charge against the funds paid in by the
growers will be to offset tihe amount of
the Commonwealth Government's contri-
bution. This is the so-called mid-term re-
payment provision.

The Federal Government has agreed
that it will meet any deficit in the fund
Only at the end of the stabilization Period.
but I repeat that this obligation is limited
to $80 million.

The current situation is that, as a result
of very favourable prices in 1973-74 which
are expected to continue through 1974-75,
the wheatgrowers of Australia have al-
ready contributed some $45 million to this
fund and can anticipate contributing a
further $30 million during the Present year.

The fund will, therefore, at the end
of the first year, be some $75 million in
credit with a limitation on the Pay-outs
from the fund of $30 million in any Par-
ticular Year. The funds which will be
available at the end of the first Year will
cover the total pay-out for a further 2J
years with a maximum Commonwealth
contribution to any deficit of a further 1*
Years, amounting to a possible total of
$45 million.

It seems unlikely, in view of the present
wheat situation, that even this amount of
the Commonwealth pay-out will be re-
quired. It is for this reason that this
scheme has been called an equalisation
rather than a stabilization scheme.

Another major Provision which has been
subject to negotiation between the Aus-
tralian Wheat Growers' Federation and
the board is the extent of the direction by
the Federal Minister.

For some years the Federal Act has
provided that the Minister may direct
the board, but, as a result of a direction

given to the board during the most recent
hostilities between Egypt and Israel, the
Australian Wheat Growers' Federation has
required the Government to underwrite
the extent of losses incurred by any agree-
ment made on noncommercial termis at
the direction of the minister. This pro-
vision Is not repeated in the State Bill
before the House as it does not relate to
action within the State.

The other area of substantial concern
Is in the home consumption price. The
Government has made a provision in its
agreement to the stabilization plan that
the home consumption pnice commencing
on the 1st December, 1974, be $10.41 a
tonne plus such increases or decreases,
if any, that are made in the price by the
Federal Minister for Agriculture, after
consultation with the relevant State Min-
isters. to allow for changes in prices of
wages or rates or charges payable with
respect to the production, transport, and
lien or storage of wheat.

There is no provision within these
adjustments for a change in the owner-
operator allowances and this has been a
matter of representation to the Federal
Minister on behalf of wheatgrowers. To
date,' the only undertaking which the Fed-
eral Minister has given Is that he will give
consideration to this matter when deter-
mining the home consumption price for
the year commencing the 1st December.
1975. and subsequently.

Could I now just turn to the constitu-
tional position? Firstly, it is true to say
the extent to which constitutional power
rests with either the State or the Federal
Government in this area is not particularly
clear. For this reason it has been the
practice for Australian wheat marketing
legislation to have mirror provisions In
both the Commonwealth and State legis-
lation. There are two aspects which I
would, however, particularl like to point
out.

In the first instance, the wheat is ac-
quired by the Australian Wheat Board in
Western Australia under powers vested In
the Australian Wheat Board by the State
legislation. It follows that the sale of this
wheat Is controlled under the State legis-
lation. It would, therefore, be appropriate
for the State Minister and not the Federal
Minister to fix the home consumption
price for wheat.

In the Interests of a uniform stabiliza-
tion plan, State Ministers have agreed to
the provisions of clause 21 In this Bill. If.
however, difficulty is experienced in nego-
tiating what is considered to be a satis-
factory home consumption price for wheat
in future years the vesting of this power
in the Federal Minister will have to be
re-examined by the State Government.

In the same way the sale of wheat by
producers In Western Australia to an over-
seas country is effectively controlled by
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Powers vested in the board by the State
legislation. in the event of a situation
arising in which it is considered that un-
due direction to the detriment of wheat-
growers in Western Australia is being
given to the board by the Federal Minister,
the State could amend the legislation to
require the Federal Minister to obtain the
approval of the State Minister prior to
authorising such a sale. This position will
be carefully watched.

These are the major aspects which make
this Bill differ from other wheat stabiliza-
tion Bills which have been before this
House in previous years. I will now turn
to some of the less significant changes
which have been made and, In doing so,
I will also refer to changes in the wheat
Quota legislation which are consequent on
changes in the stabilization arrange-
ments--

(1) The definition of "wheat pro-
ducts" has been changed from the
1968 legislation. This definition
bas, been widened in order to in-
crease the scope of the board to
deal with infringements of the
legislation.

(2) Sub-sections 14(1) (a) and (b)
have been modified to give the
board more control over wheat
being delivered to it. As Part of
these changes, sub-sections
14(2)(a) and 14(2)(b) have been
included. With the change of the
Act and omission of the guaran-
teed price, there has also been
some change in the penalties as-
sociated with these unauthorized
dealings In wheat. The previous
penalty was a penalty of three
times the guaranteed price of
wheat per bushel, whereas the
penalty in this ease is a flat rate
of approximately $5.50 a bushel.

(3) The authorisation of a pollee offi-
cer to enter premises Is identical
with the Provisions of the 1968
legislation, although it does differ
from the model legislation which
was submitted by the Common-
wealth draftsman. It is consider-
ed that the State legislation Is
more effective in this field.

Some complementary amendments to the
Wheat Delivery Quotas Act are also neces-
sary to complete the arrangements for the
scheme. I commend the Bill to honourable
members.

Debate adjourned, on motion by the
Hon. R. T. Leeson.

WHEAT DELIVERY QUOTAS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and,

on motion by the H-on. N. McNeill (Min-
ister for Justice), read a first time.

Second Reading
THE HON. N. MeNEILL (Lower West-

Minister for Justice) [3.01 pm.]: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
This Bill seeks to make certain alterations
to the Wheat Delivery Quotas Act, 1969-
1973, most of which are consequential
upon the current Bill dealing with wheat
industry stabilisaton.

The other alterations are-
(a) The power of the State to declare

a nonquota year in a year Ini
which there Is a quota year de-
clared under the Commonwealth
legislation has been removed
because it is considered that
under such circumstances, there
is no alternative for the State but
for the quota provisions to be
abided by. Experience in 1973-
1974 and 1974-75 confirms this.

(b) A new provision is Included in
the legislation to Permit the
Wheat Quotas Committee. If re-
quired by the Minister, to main-
tain records In Periods when
wheat quotas do not apply. Con-
siderable effort has been devoted
to the establishment of wheat
quotas, and it seems desirable for
the records to be maintained,
until the precise effect of removal
of quotas at this time on de-
pressed meat and wool Prices has
been determined. The option rests
with the Minister to require the
quota committee to take this
action or not.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by the

Hon. R. T. Leeson.

PAINTERS' REGISTRATION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and,

on motion by the Hon. N. McNeill (Minis-
ter for Justice). read a first time.

Second Reading
THE HON. N. McNEILL (Lower West-

Minister for Justice) (3.03 pm.]: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
This Bill amends the Painters' Registra-
tion Act, 1961-1970, to correct a number of
anomalies which have become apparent in
recent years and to provide the Minister
with a greater degree of flexibility in the
setting of registration and examination
fees.

I think it is fair to say that when the
Act was Placed on the Statute books, It
was on the basis that the cost of admin-
istration would not be a charge against
general revenue. To enable the necessary
funds to be raised, the Act provided for an
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annual registration fee and there were fees
payable by candidates sitting for examina-
tions. The board was entitled to retain
against expenses, penalties which were
payable under the provisions of the Act.
The original registration fee was a stum
not exceeding $14.70, while the amount
authorised to be charged for examination
papers was $6.30.

Until recently these charges and fees
were adequate to permit the board to
obtain sufficient revenue to meet expen-
diture with something in reserve. How-
ever, escalating costs in the last two or
three years have placed the board in a
Position where it is running at a loss with
no power to increase the present maximum
fees, and by the end of this year it is
expected that all its reserves, which were
once in the order of $8000, will have been
exhausted.

To avoid this situation developing again
in the future, it is proposed to prescribe
the registration fee and the fee for exam-
ination by regulation. This will enable the
board to put forward from time to time
recommendations to amend the scale of
charges so that a state of balance is main-
tained without the necessity of submitting
an amending Bill to Pariament. Members
may be assured that the fees in the future
will not be raised unnecessarily. Any In-
crease will be on the basis that additional
revenue is required to enable the board to
meet its outgoings.

A further anomaly was that the Act, by
implication, provided that any person who
had completed a five-year apprenticeship
was entitled to be registered without fur-
ther examination. The board submitted to
the Minister that In the interests of the
public it was desirable that painters
obtaining registration under the Act had
additional qualifications to those gained
through serving their apprenticeship.

Therefore It Is proposed to introduce
progressively a number of subjects which
a person seeking registration must pass.
The subjects proposed by the board cover
basic accountancy, costing and modern
Paint technology. It Is in the interests
of any young tradesman desiring to set
himself up in business as a master painter
to have a knowledge of these subjects to
increase his capacity to carry out work of
a high standard and to maintain a proper
appreciation of the financial standing of
his undertaking.

A further amendment is to strengthen
the Act in regard to dumm~ying. The
board has advised the Minister for Works
and Housing that there have been cases
where a Person holding the registration
on behalf of a painting company occupies
a position which has no greater authority
than that of a foreman. This is unsatis-
factory and not in accordance with the
Intention of the Act. Trhis can result in
the person with the knowledge and skill
which would ensure a satisfactory Job

having to accept direction as to the Qual-
ity of the workmanship and the materials
being used.

Experience has shown that it is difficult
to control dummying, but by increasing
the penalty In section 14(b) from $100 to
$400 and requiring any employee of a
partnership or company who is registered
under the Act to be responsible for the
standards of workmanship and materials
employed in the painting, It is hoped that
there will be an improvement in the pres-
ent unsatisfactory state of affairs.

Associated with this amendment the Hill
contains a provision that the board may,
on complaint, conduct an inquiry where
a registered painter being a partnership
or company has failed to comply with any
of the provisions of section 14(b).

Another new provision introduced by
this Bill, is the granting of the right to
enter Premises to inspect painting. No
right of entry was included in the prin-
ciple Act when originally passed, since
when the Inspectors of the board have
been frustrated by those who are aware
of this disability refusing the right of
entry to Inspect painting being carried out
on Private Property. The proposed amend-
ment will overcome this legal technicality
which is used by those people attempting
to avoid their obligations under the re-
quirements of the Act. The new provision
provides that a person obstructing an In-
spector or other authorised person may
be fined a maximum of $40.

Section 21 of the principal Act requires
the Payment of an application fee of $4.20
when registration is sought and an annual
registration fee not exceeding $14.10 upon
acceptance of an application. Section 11
is now being amended to provide that the
application fee will be prescribed by regu-
lation. The Act provides that when the
application is accepted, there shall be pay-
able a proportional amount of the annual
registration fee commensurate with the
unexpired period of the registration year
which expires on the 31st day of January
each year. It is now proposed to amend
section 21 to ensure that on registration
an applicant shall pay a full year's fee as
prescribed by the regulations Irrespective
of the time of the year when application
for registration Is made.

A further amendment provides that
where a company or other body corporate
is convicted of an offence the directors or
members of the governing authority of
the company or body corporate or an offi-
cer concerned In the management who
authorised or committed the offence is
also guilty. Such person may, on the re-
quest of the complainant, be convicted on
the proceedings on which the company or
other body corporate is convicted If the
court Is satisfied that the person had
reasonable notice that the complainant in-
tended to make that request.
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This provision Is designed to overcome
the problem of companies with minimal
capital deciding to cease carrying on busi-
ness when convicted of an offence, in order
to avoid paying the fine. If the directors
or other responsible persons are also con-
victed, It will be Possible to recover the
penalty irrespective of the fate of the
company.

Debate adjourned, on motion by the
Hon. R. F. Claughton.

BILLS (2): RECEIPT AND FIRST
READING

1. Shearers' Accommodation Act Amend-
ment Bill.

Bill received from the Assembly; and,
on motion by the HOn. N. McNeil
(Minister for Justice), read a first
time.

2. Reserves Hill.
Bill received from the Assembly; and,

on motion by the Hon. N. E. Baxter,
(Minister for Health), read a first
time.

ROAD TRAFFIC BILL
17n Committee

Resumed from the 20th November. The
Deputy Chairman of Committees (the
Hon. Rt. J. L. Williams) in the Chair; the
Hon. N. E. Baxter (Minister for Health) in
charge of the Bill.

Clause 5: interpretation-
Progress was reported after the clause

had been partly considered.
The Hon. R. THOMPSON: Progress was

reported last night so that we could obtain
some advice with regard to the definition
of "patrolman", which the Bill defines as
follows-

"patrolman" means a member of the
Police Force transferred for duties
In the Traffic Patrol Pursuant to
section 13;

The opinion is held that patrolmen are
still policemen, with which the Minister
disagrees. He claims that once a police-
man is transferred under the provisions of
proosd section 13 he will no longer be a
polcean but a patrolman. I claim that
will not be so because under the provisions
of the clause which sets out the functions
of the aulthority and the engagement of
people under contracts of service-and
that is the only Part of the Bill which
gives the authority the right of engage-
ment-there Is no mention that patrolmen
will be engaged. Therefore, my opinion
is that patrolmen will still remain police-
men.

We want to know whether a person
working for the authority will be a police-
man or a patrolman. The other point
which I raised was that as no vote has
been made available in the current Bud-
get to service the new authority I imagine

the wages will be paid out of the police
vote. If not, from which vote will they be
paid?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: The reply to
the first query raised by the Leader of the
Opposition is as follows-

Once a Policeman has been
ferred to duties with the Traffic
and thus becomes a patrolman
in the capacity of a patrolman,
the control of the Authority.

trans-
Patrol
he is,
under

The Authority Is the body which de-
termines where he will carry out his
duties, for example, whether he and
other patrolmen are to join a mobile
patrol, or whether he will be, for
example, assigned to point duty or
other traffic Patrol duties in a par-
ticular place.

Consequently, he will be a Patrolman.
The Leader of the Opposition said yester-
day, and his query today Is along the same
lines-

If we were told from which vote the
members of the new authority will be
Paid I would be satisfied. If they are
to be Paid from a vote not yet pro-
vided, and they are not to be paid
from the police vote, we can say they
will be Patrolmen. However, if they
are Paid from the police vote then.
naturally, they will be policemen.

The reply to that query Is that patrolmen
will be Paid out of the vote Provided for
the authority as from the 1st July, 1975.
The $700 000 Provision for the authority is
contained in the Premier and Treasurer's
vote "Miscellaneous Services" and will
provide for any exigencies which may arise
in the setting up of the authority. If the
Leader of the Opposition examines the
Estimates he will find that item 193 sets
out a sum of $700 000 for the road traffic
authority. There is no other reference.
I think that answers the query raised
when the Leader of the Opposition said he
would be Prepared to accept that the per-
sons engaged would be Patrolmen if they
were paid Out of a vote other than the
Police vote.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I could not
get that answer last night. That has
cleared up that particular matter but,
of course, we will have more to say with
regard to clause 12.

The Hon. D. K, DANS: I would like the
Minister to answer my query briefly and
to the point.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: I have never
been anything but truthful.

The Hon. D. K. DM18: I was talking
about answering briefly, not truthfully.
When a Patrolman transfers from the
Police Force I take it he ceases to be a
member of the Police Force?

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: The answer is
"Yes".-
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The Hon. Di. K. DAMS: He ceases to
be a member of the Police Force?

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: Yes.
The Hon. R. t. CLAtYGHTON: I do not

know whether that has cleared up the
Point because under the definition of a
"Patrolman" he will remain a member
of the Police Force. Those words are in
the definition. The definition states that
a Person will be transferred for duties in
the traffic patrol. The definition does
not state that he will cease to be a
Policeman. Either the definition is wrong,
or the explanation given by the Minister
is wrong; they cannot possibly both be
right. The words in the definition state
that a "patrolman" means a member of
the Police Force. It does not say a
Patrolman is a Person employed for traffic
duties with the proposed authority. It is
Plainly stated that he will be part of the
Police Force. I do not know how the
Minister will get around that point.

floes the Minister suggest that the
Government will amend this particular de-
finition? When we discuss succeeding
clauses, I will examine some other aspects
of this matter. However, unless the ex-
planation is something different at this
time, I do not see how the Government
will get around the statement the Minister
made: how it can line up this explanation
with the words in the definition.

The Bon. N. E. BAXTER: Mr Thompson
and Mr flanes have apparently accepted
now that patrolmen, as stated in the
definition, are patrolmen and not police-
men. However, apparently Mr Claughton
is not prepared to accept this.

The Hon. R. Thompson: We do not
accept that; we are asking You for an
explanation.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I gave an
explanation which I thought satisfied Mr
Thompson and Mr Dans. Apparently Mr
Claughton will not agree that a patrolman
is not a policeman when he is under the
control of the traffic authority. A police-
man who is transferred to the authority
is under its control. A police officer is
under the control of the Commnissioner
Of Police. Section 5 of the Police Act
reads as follows--

5. The Governor may from time
to time appoint a fit and proper per-
son to be Commissioner of Police
throughout the said State, and as
occasion shall require may remove
any Commissioner of Police and ap-
Point another in his stead: and every
Commissioner of Police shall be
charged and vested with the general
control and management of the Police
Force of the said State, and also of
any special constables who may be
appointed as hereinafter prodided.

The Commissioner of Police will be
charged and vested with the general con-
trol of policemen. once a Police constable

transfers to the traffic patrol, the Com-
missioner of Police is no longer charged
with his general control and management.
Patrolmen are under the control of the
traficl authority. I think that is clear
enough.

The Hon. Di. K. DAMS: Last night I
said I was simply looking for an answer.
I hope the Minister will correct me if I
am wrong as I wish to reiterate this to
know where I am going. A policeman
transferred to the road traffic patrol is no
longer a policeman. I am happy with that.

The Hon. R. Thompson: The police are
not.

The Hon. D. K. DAMS: Thereby hangs
another tale! The Minister tells us that
a patrolman will operate under the con-
trol of the authority, but what code of
discipline will he be subject to? Will he
have to take another oath because the only
reference to the taking of an oath appears
In the Police Act?

The lion. N. E. BAXTER: I stated that
the code of discipline is that set out in the
Police Act. Although it has been referred
to as an oath, it Is not actually an oath.
Yesterday I quoted the conditions under
which these men will be working.

The Hon. D). IK DAMS: We want to be
brief, as we said we would be. I asked
whether a policeman transferred to the
road traffic authority ceases to be a police-
man, and the Minister replied, "Yes." I
also accept the explanation of the Minister
that a patrolman is subject to all the con-
ditions of the Police Act, and this is set
out in clause 13 (3) (a) of the Bill. I cannot
follow that. I feel we will have a great
deal of trouble with this provision.

I do not know how we can accomplish
this without gazetting other regulations or
introducing amending legislation. The
Bill makes no provision to have a patrol-
man subscribe to some form of oath. There
must be some disciplinary code for the pro-
tection of the general public, but more Im-
portantly-and I will use this term ad-
visedly-for the protection of the patrol-
man. We must bear in mind all the
things a policeman has to do to cease
being a Policeman. These conditions are
set out in the Police Act. How can he
still be bound by the conditions in the
Police Act? In saying this I am accept-
lng the Minister's explanation of this
clause.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I may have
conveyed a wrong impression, or perhaps
used an Incorrect word. As a matter of
strict law a person transferred In this way
Is both a6 policeman and traffic patrolman.
He will be paid police rates, retain his
seniority as a policeman, and receive the
sme allowances, leave, and other condi-

tiones Of employment as do policemen not
serving with the traffc patrol. On the
other hand, he will not be performing
duties at places determined by or under
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the control of the Commissioner of Police;
rather, he and all other patrolmen will In
those respects be deployed under the con-
trol of the authority.

The only Instance in which any acts he
performs would be under the direct con-
trol of the Commissioner of Police are
when he performs dutiesnormally in
emergency situations-of a true police
nature. For example, a patrolman might
come upon someone attempting to set fire
to a vehicle or assaulting another person.
He continues to enjoy the full powers of a
policeman under the other laws of the
State-that Is, the Police Act and the
Criminal Code-and would be expected, if
no Policeman was in the vicinity, to take
action In those circumstances. His subse-
quent reporting and action whenever such
a situation arose would be direct to a
superior officer of the Police Force, but in
all other respects his reports on action
taken as a patrolman, the places in which
he performs his duties. etc., will be ulti-
mately determined by the authority and
not the Commissioner of Pollee.

The Hon. H, W. GAYTER: I am In a
bit of a quandary about this. I would like
to ask a question of the Minister. Let us
presume the authority wishes to send a
patrolman to Port Hedland. However, this
man lives in the city with his family and
he refuses to go. Can the authority then
sack him for not complying with Its wishes?
And If this does happen, is the wan still
employed by the Police Department?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: if a patrol-
man were ordered by the authority to go
to Port Hedland and refused to go, he
would be in the same position as a Police
officer who refused to obey a direction of
the Commissioner of Police; in other words,
he would be liable for refusing to go to
Port Heffiand.

The Hon. H. W. GAYFER: We have
been told that the patrolman is both a
policeman and a patrolman.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter; I said that.
The Hon. J. Heitmnan: No, once he trans-

fers to the authority he Is a patrolman.
The Hon. H. W. GAYFTR: And he Is no

longer a policeman?
The Hon. J. Heitman:, That is right; he

becomes a Policeman again only when he
transfers back to the Police Force.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: strictly speak-
ing, he Is both a patrolman and a Police-
man.

The Hon. Hf. W. GAYFER: Who gives
him the power of arrest?

The Hon. 0. W. Berry: Are you con-
fused?

The Hon. H. W. GAITER: Yes. I am
really confused.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: Strictly, In
law he Is a policeman and a patrolman;
I have already explained this to members.

He Is sworn In as a policeman under the
conditions of the Police Act. He gets his
Powers as a policeman from clause 13 (3)
(a). He makes an affirmnation. If a police-
man refused to go somewhere when direc-
ted to do so, he would be liable for such
refusal under the conditions of his ac-
ceptance of the duties of a policeman.
This would apply also to a patrolman.

The Hon. H. W. GAITER: I cannot uin-
derstand how he can be fired by the author-
ity for insubordination If he refused to go
to Port Hediand, If he is dismissed as a
Patrolman, he Is still a member of the
Police Force; however, he Is no longer a
patrolman.

The Hon. R. Thompson: No, the Min-
ister said he was not a member of the
Police Force.

The Hon. H. W. CIAYFER: So he can
be only half fired?

The Hon. D, K. Dans: Yes, only the
Patrol half can be fired.

The Hion. H. W. GAITER: So he will
remain a Policeman. As I said yesterday,
the authority lacks teeth. The greatest
authority anybody can have is the author-
ity to hire and fire and, in my opinion,
Patrolmen cannot be hired or fired; they
will always have the Police part of their
job on which they can fall back.

The Hon. R. THOMIPSON:, I think Mr
Gayfer made a very good point yesterday.
I rose earlier today and mentioned that
there Is no way this Bill will give the
authority the right to hire and fire. Under
clause 12 of the Bill it can engage special-
ized staff and so on. However, I believe
the Minister has confused the issue. First-
ly he tells us that a patrolman is not a
member of the Police Force. We accepted
that definition of a patrolman as the Min-
ister's interpretation, 'although we are not
saying we accept it is the correct inter-
prepation.

However, let us say we do accept he is
only a patrolman. Mr Gayfer asked
whether he would be sacked If he refused
to be transferred to Port Hediand, in the
same manner as a policeman would be so
disciplined. I would say that if for some
obscure reason a patrolman refused to be
transferred, he could transfer back to the
Police Force. Clause 13 (2) states--

The Commissioner of Police shall
arrange with the Authority for mem-
bers of the Police Force to be trans-
ferred for duties in the Traffic Patrol
under the provisions of this section.

Clause 13 (3) states-
It is hereby declared that a refer-

ence in any other Act or law of the
State to a police officer or member of
the Police Force shall be construed as.
Including any patrolman, and It Is
hereby further declared that-

I think we are on cloud nine here; Mr
Qafer's point is a valid one.
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However, at a later stage, the Minister
quoted from clause 13 (3) (a), which
states-

any law of the &n-ie including the
Police Act, 1892 and the rules, orders
and regulations in force thereunder)
or industrial agreement or award re-
lating to the seniority, promotion,
transfer, salary, allowances, leave or
other condition of service or the dis-
cipline of police officers or members of
the Police Force applies to and in
relation to a patrolman-

There is no argument about that; it Is
spelt out. Clause 13 (3) (a) continues--

-and that for the purposes of any
such law, agreement or award, service
as a patrolman is service as a police
officer or member of the Police Force;
and-

Now we have established that a patrolman
comes within this category. I do not
think it needs any explanation; he is no
longer a member of the Police Force. This
is what the Minister has told us and this
is what members here and in another
place and the Police Union have been
trying to extract from the Minister since
May of this year. The Minister has given
a categorical answer that he is not also
a member of the Police Force.

The Hon. J. C. Tozer: Legally, they
are; however, for the purposes of adminis-
tration they are not.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: Members op-
posite cannot have two bob each way.
Patrolmen have the same powers of arrest
and the same functions as policemen;
this was spelt out in the Minister's second
reading speech, and I agree with it. A
member of the Police Force also has
exactly the same Powers as a patrolman;,
there is no argument about that; we ac-
cept it.I

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: Strictly in law
he is also a member of the Police Force;
I read that out to members opposite.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: The Minister
cannot have it both ways; he said he is
not a member of the Police Force. He
cannot now double back and say that he
is. I should like the Minister to read
that statement again.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: The definition
Is as follows--

Once a policeman has been trans-
ferred to duties with the Traffic
Patrol and thus becomes a patrolman
he is, in the capacity of a patrolman,
under the control of the Authority.

Is that clear? Once he goes over to the
authority, he is under the control of the
authority.

The HOD. D. K. flats: Yes, that is clear.
The Ronl. N. E. BAXTER: It continues-

The Authority is the body which
determines where he will carry out
his duties, for example, whether be

and other patrolmen are to join a
mobile patrol, or whether he will be.
for example, assigned to point duty
or other traffic patrol duties in a
Particular Place.

He is under the strict control of the
authority as a patrolman after he trans-
fers to the authority. I also said-

As a matter of strict law he is
therefore both a policeman and traffic
patrolman.

I have been informed that the Police Union
which has obtained legal advice on this
matter, has been informed that as a matter
of strict law the officer is both a police-
man and a patrolman. Does that clear
up the matter?

When it comes to a matter of disciplin-
ing a patrolman, he is subject to discipline
under section 10 of the Police Act because
of the form of his engagement.

The Hon. R. Thompson: Clause 13 (3)
(a) spells that out.

The lion. N. E. BAXTER: The condi-
tions of that clause also govern the en-
gagement under section 10 of the Police
Act.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: In between the
question raised by Mr Thompson and the
use of the term "a matter of strict law"
by the Minister, I would pose this ques-
tion to him: Briefly and simply will the
Minister tell me, when a policeman is
transferred to be a patrolman, whether he
remains a member of the Police Force?

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: He is both.
The Hon. D. K. DANS: The minister

has said that the officer ceases to be a
member of the Police Force.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: Strictly he does
cease to be a member of the Police Force,
although he Is still a policeman.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: I know that was
what the Minister said. However, he
should have said that to all intents and
purposes patrolmen and policemen are
members of the Police Force, and that
members of the Police Force who transfer
over to traffic patrol duties under the
authority will operate under the direction
of that authority until such time as they
are transferred back again to general
duties in the Police Force.

The Hon. J. C. Tozer: That was what
the Minister told you.

The Hon. D. K. DAMS: No, he did not. I
was amazed at the answer given by the
Minister. He said the moment those officers
became patrolmen they ceased to be mem-
bers of the Police Force. The MInIster
then mentioned something about a matter
of strict law. The Public are entitled to
know the type of officers with whom they
have to deal. At the moment we do not
know who will be the head of the proposed
authority or even the type of uniform
that will be worn by the patrolmen,
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The Hon. N. E. Baxter: Does that make
any difference?

The Hon. D. K. DANS: It makes a great
deal of difference. If they are to wear
police uniforms I shall be quite satisfied,
because the people have become accustom-
ed to dealing with officers in police uni-
forms. They have come to recognise the
blue uniforms of officers on road patrol
duties. If patrolmen cease to be policemen
one can only assume that they will wear
some other type of uniform.

It would have been far better for the
Minister to say: "They are now policemen:
they will always be policemen: they will
transfer to the authority as policemen;
they will still be policemen and operate as
Patrolmen under the authority; and If
subsequently they want a transfer back
to general duties in the Police Force they
may have a transfer."

Mr Clayfer raised a very good point in
his contribution to the debate. I Imagine
the authority will invite police officers to
transfer to duties on traffic patrol. A
patrolman having served some time under
the authority might desire a transfer back
to the Police Force. In those circumstances.
the Commissioner of Police could say that
an officer had breached some regulation
made under the Police Act, and for that
reason he would be dismissed. That is the
real situation.
Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4.04 p.m.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: We have
been attempting to obtain clarification
of a definition. It has been our conten-
tion that a patrolman will be a member of
the Police Force and will be assigned to
duties with the traffic authority. During
that time he will be called a patrolman.

The Hon. R. Thompson: He will cease
to be a member of the Police Force.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: I do not
believe that is so. I1 believe he remains a
member of the Police Force. He does not
resign: he is simply transferred for duties
with the traffic authority, and on comple-
tion of those duties, he can be transferred
back to the Police Force. The action of
transfer is done by the Conmnissioner of
Police. That is my understanding, and if
I am right I am quite happy to leave the
clause as it stands. At least we have clani-
fled the definition.

The Hon. N. IS. BAXTER: What the Bill
does is establish a traffic authority. Patrol-
men will be "sworn in" under the Police
Act. They are transferred then to the
traffic patrol as patrolmen. They area still
policemen by virtue of the fact that they
have taken the oath under the Police Act
and they are subject to all the conditions
which apply to a policeman concerning
duty, superannuation, and so on under the
Police Act.

The Hon. H. W. Gayfer: They are se-
conded to the authority.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: They are
transferred. Being seconded and trans-
ferred are two different things.

The Hon. H. W. Gayfer: I know that.
The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: They are

transferred to the authority. Parliament
is saying that under the Bill these men will
be traffic patrolmen, and also policemen.
They are not at that time under the con-
trol of the Commissioner of Poliee. Polle
officers will be under the Police Act. There
will be two sets of people--one being police
officers under the control and charge of
the Commissioner of Police, and the other
being patrolmen and policemen under the
control of the traffic authority except on
occasions when they can be responsible to
the Commissioner of Police in exceptional
circumstances like riots, etc. in those cir-
cumstances they will be under the control
of the Commissioner of Police.

That is surely a clear explanation of the
situation. As I have said before, the Police
Union has been advised of the situation.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: In other words it
is a police force divided into two parts.
one under the Commissioner of Police, and
the other under the authority.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: In a way, but
they are patrolmen for the purposes of
traffic. patrol.

Reference was also made to uniforms
and the honourable member said he would
like the patrolmen to wear police uniforms.
I would point out that on a wet day when
a policeman wears a leather jacket and
a, helmet it is not possible to recognise him
as a policeman.

The Hon. D. K. Dana: I always know a
policeman.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I often see a
motor cyclist with a white helmet and
think he is a policeman and so make sure
I watch my "P's" and "'Q's".

The Hon. D. K. Dans: We all do.
The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: A white hel-

met does not mean anything.
The Hon. D. K. Dana: A policeman has

a long, lean, hungry look!
The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: A lot of people

including myself have that look!
The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I do not want

Mr Claughton or anyone else to be con-
fused about this matter. A concise ques-
tion was asked: Would the minister say
whether memibers transferred to the
authority were still members of the Police
Force?. The Minister replied, "No, they are
not."

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: That is right.

The H-on. R. THOMPSON: That Is the
Minister's answer.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: They are still
policemen.
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The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I know that.
I have explained that before.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: That Is right.
I have been trying to explain that all the
time.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: Long before
r spoke on the Bill and when I first saw
clause 13(3) (a) I realised that all the
Government had done was to borrow the
Police Act. Rather than write everything
into the Act it has borrowed the Police
Act for conditions and so on.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: That is right.
The Hion. R. THOMPSON: We accept the

Minister's. explanation and this is what we
were trying to ascertain last night. We
wanted to know whether or not they were
members of the Police Force. We have a
definite ad categorical answer now. They
are not members of the Police Force. So
as far as I am concerned, I will move on
to the next point, still on clause 5.

Regulations are supposed to Include a
by-law made by a local authority under
this legislation, I would like to know what
type of by-law It Is envisaged a local
authority could make in conformity with
this legislation.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: One particular
by-law which a local authority could make
would be In regard to signs. I am trying
to think of another.

The Hon. R. Thompson: The Main Roads
Department is responsible for signs.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: That Is right.
I am trying to think of by-laws which have
been made by local authorities in regard to
traffic. The leader of the opposition has
caught me on the hop. I am sure there is
an answer, but unfortunately the Parlia-
mentary Counsel has had to depart on an
urgent matter for a short time. I would
be prepared to postpone the clause and
return to it later if the honourable mem-
ber would so desire.

The Ron. J. HEITMAN: I do not think
there Is any need for the Minister to spell
out every little item under clause 5. The
provision is made in case something crops
up and a by-law Is necessary. Surely
the Leader of the opposition does not con-
sider the legislation should be brought back
to Parliament every time a local authority
wanted to make a by-law under this legis-
lation. The provision is to be included In
case It is required. The Minister does not
need to spell out every little Item. After
all, if we cast our minds back to the legis-
lation introduced by the labor Govern-
ment, we will recall that it did not tell us
much.

The Hon. R, THOMPSON: That ex-
planation is not worth a reply because the
honourable member did not listen to the
question.

The Hon. J. Heitman: Perhaps you
could tell us why you want to know this.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: One can look
at any Act one likes.-the Police Act or the
Traffic Act, for Instance--and one will find
It contains a section relating to the mak-
Ing of regulations. It is accepted that
under all Acts there is provision for mnk-
Ing regulations. We are setting up a new
authority. Under certain provisions of the
legislation It will be able to delegate pow-
ers, make arrangements with local author-
ities, etc. But the overriding provision in
this legislation as far as the control of
traffic in Western Australia is concerned is
the constitution of the authority.

The definition reads--
"regulation" means a regulation made
under this Act-

There Is no argument about that. It con-
tinues.-.

-and Includes a by-law made by a
local authority under this Act;

That is totally different from what we find
In other legislation. I would like to know
of any other Act which contains such a
provision. I want to know the reason for
It. that Is all.

The Hon. N, E. BAXTER:, The answer
is contained on page 108 of the Bill,
where subolauses (3), (4), and (5) of
clause 1I1 read-

(3) A local authority may, with the
approval of the Governor, make by-
laws regulating the fares for and the
driving and operation of taxi-cars in
Its district and imposing penalties not
exceeding two hundred dollars for any
breach thereof.

(4) Where there is any inconsist-
ency between the regulations and any
by-law made or preserved pursuant to
this section, the regulations shall Pre-
vail and the by-laws shall, to the ex-
tent of the Inconsistency, be of no
effect.

(5) Any by-laws made under section
49 of the repealed Act shall continue
in force, but may be amended or re-
voked, as if made under subsection
(3) of this section.

Clause put and Passed.
Clause 0: Establishment of Authority-
The Hon. H. W. GArrETt: To be con-

sistent with what I said previously, I move
an amendment--

Page 5. lines B and 9--Delete the
words "Road Traffic" with a view to
substituting the words "Highway
Patrol".

1 have previously stated why I think the
authority should have a distinctive name.
Perhaps "highway Patrol" would be accept-
able to the Government. We need a dis-
tinctive organisation. I do not believe it
will be a success unless It has a name which
wWl capture the imagination and be dis-
tinctive. The name I suggest will allow
movement and take away from this mar-
riage, as It were, between the Police Force
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and what Is proposed to be called the
"Road Traffic Authority".

The Hon. D). K. Dans: It is a de facto
arrangement.

The Ron. H. W. GAYFER: It is a mar-
riage, and If it is called "highway patrol"
people can forget it is only a branch of the
Police Force and will realise we are setting
up something entirely new. I believe to
use something of an appealing nature
would help in the endeavours the Minister
has outlined. He will ask, "What's in a
name?" If there Is nothing In a name.
let us try to be original and get away from
"road traffic", which will make the author-
ity appear to be only an appendage of the
Police Force,

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: As I indicated
earlier, I am niot Prepared to accept this
amendment. The Bill provides for traffic
control on all roads in Western Australia,
not only on highways; and the term "high-
way Patrol" would be a misnomer because
it does not include all other roads in West-
ern Australia. It is for that reason that
the words "road traffic" have been used.

The Hon. H. W. GAYPFA: Again I say
I do not believe the Minister is correct.
If we set up an authority and call it a
highway Patrol, Its charter will state the
areas in which It wiil operate. To say a
highway patrol can operate only on high-
Ways Is a lot of rot. It could be all-em-
bracing, Just as any other terminology
could be.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I am remind-
ed of the signs reading "'Traffic control
area" which have been erected adjacent to
the metropolitan area. They do not read
"Metropolitan traffic control area". The
words "highway patrol" denote a patrol of
highways. A person driving a vehicle who
leaves the highway might Imagine there
will be no patrol so that he can drive over
the speed limit. People take words at their
face value.

The Hon. R. F. CILAUGHTON: The
Minister should have very little difficulty
in accepting the reasons given by Mr
Gayfer for his Proposed amendment. It
could embrace all that the present name
embraces. We have police control in fact,
yet we are told it Is not police control.
If the argument against Mr (3ayfer's
amendment is that It would be confusing,
the Minister should set about correcting
the misconceptions which have arisen
because of the way in which the Govern-
ment's proposal is being described.

The Hon. V. J. FERRY: Although I have
sympathy for the motive behind Mr
Qayfer's amendment, I cannot support It
for the reason that the Bill sets out to
cover practically everything concerned
with road traffic In all its ramifications
and detail. I therefore believe the term
"Road Traffic Authority" more aptly de-
scribes its function.

Amendment put and negatived.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: When I
spoke to the second reading I pointed out
that possibly the most modem Police
headquarters in Australia were in the
course of being built in Perth for the Wes-
tern Australian Police Force, and that one
floor of that building would be an opera-
tions area for the whole of Western Aus-
tralia. Prom memory I think it is the sixth
floor. It is in this area that the '/K! radio
will come in from all stations in Western
Australia and from the other States of
Australia. No other State has this as yet.

This sector which comes under admin-
istration would be highly desirable and
would be relied upon for Its mobility in
the true sense of the word. If the new
traffic patrol is not associated with it, it
will not operate efficiently, so we will
throw down the drain possibly $1 million-
worth of equipment. When the Minister
replied to me he said, "I don't know what
that has to do with this Bw;l I do not
think it is of any consequence", or words
to that effect.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: It Is not quite
right.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I am not
trying to do the Minister an Injustice but
he said something along those lines. It has
a great deal to do with this Bill and the
traffic patrol. It has been said the new
authority will have its administrative
headquarters at the Department of Motor
Vehicles in Mount Street. From where will
the patrol be directed if it Is intended to
use the police radio equipment? We must
take into consideration the fact that an
amount of $700 DO0 has been estimated in
the Budget for the new road traffic auth-
ority.

Will this not create costly duplication?
We have an operations area In the new
building which has been specially designed,
and many thousands of hours of research
and work have gone into it, The most
up-to-date equipment In the world will be
Installed in it. If the patrolmen are not
members of the Police Force under the
Commissioner of Police, I take It they
will Dot use that operations area. I
would like the Minister to explain exactly
how the new patrol will operate. It was
said in the second reading speech that
the matter had been well researched, and
that the Bill had been well prepared, and
had been considered by committees.
Therefore, the Government must have all
the answers, because a senior member of
the Police Force was a member of the
committee which investigated the matter
for the Government.

I am not taking an unfair advantage of
the Minister. I mentioned this matter in
my second reading speech in the hope that
I would receive a reply. The reply I
received was totally inadequate.

I would like to )now what will happen.
and how the authority will function in
respect of Patrolmen and co-ordination. and
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co-operation with the Police Force. If a
message comes over the Vfl that there Is
a riot or something of that nature, will two
radio networks be used? What form of
communication will there be between the
two headquarters? There may be a simple
explanation. The Minister should have the
answer because he should have the report
of the committee which investigated the
matter.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTERI: I believe the
details Mr Thompson has asked for prob-
ably have been discussed already and will
be worked out in the future. He referred
to the new Police Department building
commenced by the previous Government.
I said Previously I do not know that a
new Police Department building would save
lives on the road any more than a new
Medical Department building would save
lives In a hospital.

I assure the Chamber that any traffic
patrol facilities In the new building will
be used by the new traffic patrol author-
ity. The building and facilities belong to
the State and not to the Police Depart-
ment, and there Is no reason that the new
authority cannot occupy a section of the
building and use it for traffic patrol pur-
poses; Just as there is no reason-apart
from finance-that we could not pull down
the Medical Department building and erect
a $20 million building for the use of all
Government departments.

The Ron. R. THOMPSON: I think a
six-year-old child would understand and
accept the Minister's remarks, but he has
missed the point of my question. I ex-
plained we will have a radio hook-up be-
tween Western Australia and all other
States of Australia in the police operations
area of the new building. Traffic patrol
facilities will be an integral part of' that
operations area. Will the new authority
use those facilities, or will we have costly
duplication? Will the police work in con-
junction with the traffic patrol? When the
Department of Motor Vehicles was estab-
lished an unhappy relationship between
that department and the Police Depart-
ment developed, and still exists.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: There was no
reason for that.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: The Minister
could find himself In the same position.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: I don't think so.
The Hon. R. THOMPSON: The Min-

ister knows as well as I do that if he has
a senior Policeman at the head of the new
authority he could find himself in the
same position. If as the Minister has said
this Bill has been researched and studied.
we should be able to obtain answers about
whether the services will be duplicated. If
there is to be a duplication then the
Police Department should be told imnmedi-
ately to scale down its operational section.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I refer the
honourable member to clause 11 (4) (b).
I think it answers his question.

The lion. R. Thompson: Those are
merely words in a Bill.

The Hon. N. McNeill: It is a clear in-
struction.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: We have
been told the new authority will take over
the premises of the Department of Motor
Vehicles in Mount Street. If that Is to be
an administrative centre, and the East
Perth building is to be another adlministra-
tive centre, will there be a duplication of
facilities? Will the East Perth facilities
be used, or will the facilities be duplicated
at the Mount Street building?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: As far as
possible duplication will be reduced to a
minimum. The Bill implies that as far
as possible no duplication will occur. I
do not think I can be clearer than that at
present.

The Hon. R. Thompson: in other words,
you don't know.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: No. That is
what the Bill says.

The Hon. Rt. F. CLAUGHTON: If in
fact this matter has been as well re-
searched as the Government claims it has,
we should not experience difficulty In
obtaining answers. Clause 6 deals with the
establishment of the authority. It appears
from reading the clause the authority will
be little more than a glorified department
of the Police Force, under a different man-
agemnent. Subelause (4) says that the
authority will be an instrumentality of the
Crown and a department under and for
the purposes of the Public Service Act.
Employees of the authority will be mem-
bers of the Public Service and subject to
the conditions of the Public Service, all of
which are different from those applying to
the personnel of the Police F'orce. I draw
attention to that fact without expanding
upon it.

Clause put and Passed.
Clause '7: Constitution of the Author-

ity-
The Hon. D. K. DANS: I move an

amendment-
Page 5, line 32 to page 8, line 13-

Delete the clause and substitute the
following-

7. (1) Subject to this section
the Commissioner of Pol-
ice shall ex officio be the
sole member of the Auth-
ority.

(2) Notwithstanding the pro-
visions of subsection (1)
of this section the Glover-
nor may on the nomina-
tion of the Minister and
the Minister administer-
ing the Police Act, 1892
appoint another officer of
the Police Force to be the
sole member of the Auth-
ority in Place of the
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Commissioner of Police
for such term and upon
and subject to such other
conditions of appoint-
ment as he shall specify.

This amendment is straightforward and
has a bearing on matters to which I have
referred previously. From the replies
given by the Minister it appears we are
establishing a de facto situation; that the
Police Force will be in control of traffic
throughout Western Australia, and it will
have an operations body known as the
road traffic authority.

I think the People would be far better
served if the Government emerged from
behind the smokescreen and acted honestly
by removing the authority and putting in
its place the Proper Person to control the
Police Force: namely, the Commissioner of
Police. That is the Purpose of my amend-
ment.

Try as the Government may, I do not
think anyone in the community has been
sufficiently "conned" to think anything to
the contrary is happening. In an inter-
jection Mr Lewis said the Liberal Party is
flexible. I think that was a good choice
of word, bearing in mind the policy that
party took to the People and the way it
has twisted the policy as a result of pres-
sure applied by various groups. The un-
deniable fact is that the new authority
will control a section of the Police Force
to be known as the road traffic patrol.

Let us do the job properly and place
the Patrol under the right and proper
person. In any case the commissioner
will be a member of the authority and
there is no doubt in my mind he will be
calling the jumps in the matter of dlrect-
ing the patrolmen. Why not be honest
with the Public and say, "We recognise
we cannot implement the policy we took
to the people so we will expand the road
patrol under the complete control of the
Commissioner of Police"?

Possibly it would be a better proposition
to put the commissioner in complete con-
trol of an advisory body comprised of
people from country shires. That would
fill the bill much better. Already this
afternoon some of the comments I made
in my second reading speech have borne
fruit. The confusion, the duplication, the
loss of confidence by the Public, and the
hesitancy and uncertainty amongst the
Police Force, have become manifestly clear
as a result of some of the answers given
by the Minister. Notwithstanding the fact
that he has an adviser at his disposal we
are no further advanced than when we
started, because we have received a number
of different answers.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: You get one
final answer in the finish.

The Hon. D. K. DAMS: I put my amend-
ment forward in all sincerity as an honest
attempt to clear up what I consider to be
a dishonest situation.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I am not
prepared to accept the amendment. 'What
the honourable member is attempting to
do is fairly clear. He wants to make the
Commissioner of Police an ex officio mem-
ber of the authority and also to appoint
"another officer of the Police Force to be
the sole member of the Authority in place
of the Commissioner of Police for such
tern and upon and subject to such other
conditions of appointment as he shall
specify", the "he" in that context being
the Governor.

In other words it is very clear that all
the honourable member is attempting to
do is to insert his own provision in place
of the one in the Bill so that he may be
able to say that this is a clique control
of traffic in Western Australia. For that
reason I cannot accept the amendment.

The Hon. Ri. F. CLAUGHTON: I support
the amendment and I expect some of the
members on the other side of the Chamber
would also support it simply to demon-
strate there is some honesty in our deal-
ings. It is quite apparent the proposed
traffic authority or road patrol will be
manned by members of the Police Force-
for the time being termed patrolmen-and
will be subject to all the conditions that
apply to policemen and, finally, they will
be responsible to the Commissioner of
Police even though, for a period, they are
under the deployment and general control
of the authority.

The authority will consist of many people
who will have limited functions. We have
not yet explored all those aspects, but
they will have limited functions and power
over the actual force on the road and.
as Mr flans has indicated, it would be much
better for the morale of the traffic patrol
itself, for the general public, and all the
employees of the authority if we were quite
honest about what we are doing and made
it perfectly clear-and not partly obscured
-that this is police control of traffic, and
for that reason the patrol should be under
the control of the Commissioner of Police,

The Hon. J. HEITMAN: Now that I
have listened to the sort of jargon we
have just heard from those on the other
side of the Chamber, I am convinced that
they do not want to learn that this is not
a police road patrol, but an authority that
will be in charge of road traffic through-
out the State. Members of the Opposi-
tion know very well that the Liberals-
although very elastic in many other direc-
tions--have not yet bent over backwards
to support the Labor Party. Therefore
there is no chance of Opposition members
moving amendments such as this at any
time and having them passed. They are
only trying to convince themselves that
this is a police takeover of traffic.

Let me explain to those on the other side
of the Chamber that this is not a takeover
of traffic by police. We certainly intend
to co-operate with the police, the same as
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we have done in the past, This authority
will be controlling the road Patrolmen right
throughout the State and will be subject to
a set of laws that will be equal to the
latest developments relating to the control
of traffic in any other part of the world.
The authority will have every opportunity
to employ the services of specialists to
assist It in Its operation of this traffic
patrol. This will be something the State
has never seen before, but never will see
while we have traffic under the control of
the police. The pollee have a big enough
Job to perform at the moment to handle
crime. So let us get on with our considera-
tion of the Bill. I do not mind sitting here
until tomorrow morning, but we have
People in this Chamber who are not pre-
pared to understand anything, but who,
Instead, talk in circles. I am trying to
convince them that this is not a police
takeover of traffic, so let us get down to
tintacks and get the Bill through the Com-
mittee stage.

The Hon. D. K. PANS: That most re-
inarkable speech by Mr Heitman has just
about left me speechless.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter* Never!
The Hon. D. K. DANS: Well, not quite.

However, I have taken note of what he has
said. I am not trying to convince myself,
but I know that those who are not pre-
pared to be convinced will never be con-
vinced. The consensus of opinion of the
community, the Press, radio and TV
stations Is that this is a police takeover of
traffic.

The Hon. R. Thompson: Mr Gayfer said
that, too.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: I firmly believe
that. I want to make it abundantly clear
-Mr Baxter used the words "very clear",
and I hope he continues to use them, be-
cause that is exactly how I am trying to
convey my message-that this is a police
takeover of traffic.

Although I think Mr Heitmnan has cast
a slur on the Police Force, I do not think
he meant to do so. However, what he is
saying is that under the administration of
the Police Force we cannot get the best
knowledge from around the world for the
control of traffic and the solution of our
traffic problems. The honourable member
is implying that, suddenly, with the im-
plementation of an authority which will
employ policemen regardless of whether
they are members of the Police Force, and
by some miraculous waving of a wand, we
will correct all our traffic ills overnight.

The Hon. J. Heitman: I did not say that;
I said we were going to engage experts.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: In other parts
of the world the Police Force seems to
deal adequately with traffic and we often
send a delegation from this State overseas
to examine the activities of other Police
Florces. Now, according to Mr Heitman.
we will send overseas People who are not

experts to examine the activities of Police
Forces, and one can only draw from those
remarks the conclusion that we must
think our Police Force Is second-rate, but
we know It Is not second-rate.

Mr J. Heitman: Your leader has been
saying for weeks that It Is second-rate,
because we are going to Include them in
the road patrol,

The Hon. R. Thompson: I said that you
will make it second-rate.

The Hon. 3. Heitman: If that Is where
you are getting your information, Mr Dana,
you should not take so much notice of
Your leader.

The Hon, D. K. PANS: This is just not
on

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: The amendment
Is just not on.

The Hon. D. K. PANS: I did not think it
would be but when, in the future, the Min-
ister Is handed figures relating to traffic
accidents he will recall this amendment.

The Hon. 0. E. Baxter: You will prob-
ably say, "I told You so."

The Hon. D. K. PANS: I would not say
that. I am merely trying to follow the
proper course In the way that I view the
problem. I hope I am right-although I
am not always right--in trying to prevent
this stupid Bill from proceeding. Perhaps
It would have been better If the Liberal
Party had pursued its election policy and
had appointed a completely independent
traffic authority. The reason it could not
carry out its policy was because it could not
get the co-operation of the Police Force.
So what have we now? I will not canvass
all the probabilities by asking: When is a
policeman not a policeman? And all the
other kinds of questions that may be
asked.

As Mr Heitman said In all sincerity, we
willnow have a situation where we will
have an authority comprising experts who
wil go overseas to confer with other ex-
perts.

The Hon. J. Heitmuan:, I did not say that
they were going overseas.

The Hon. P. K. PANS:. All right. The
authority will try to gain this knowledge
and if It is successful in doing so It will
have to approach other traffic authorities,
so what will the authority do? It will send
men overseas to discuss the traffic prob-
lems of this State with Police Forces in
other parts of the world.

The Hon. J. Heitman: That is only your
Idea.

The Hon. D. K. PANS: Maybe the auth-
ority will discuss such Problems with people
in universities and in other places, but
basically the control of traffic on the roass
comes back to law enforcement and we will
not get this simply by changing the colour
of the uniform a man may wear. This will
not effect a sudden reduction in the road
toll. The road toll Is like an economic
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graph-it goes up and down depending on
circumstances. Any person who Whinks he
will change that completely is quite wrong.
We would be extremely Pleased to have a
situation where we could reduce the road
toll nearly to zero.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: We all would.
The Hon. D. K. DANE: Yes, I know that,

but the establishment of this proposed an-
thority will not achieve that.

The Hon. J. Heitman: How do you know?
The Hon. D. K. DANE: I would be pre-

pared to have a small wager and dearly
love to lose It, but experience in all parts
of the world has proved this to be so.
regardless of whether the controlling
authority Is a highway patrol or some other
kind of patrol. I was obliged to watch
some films depicting how people kill thcm-
selves on the road, because like many
other people I was speeding and was un-
fortunate enough to be caught. In my
opinion when a person is applying for a
motor driver's license, the witnessing of
this set of films should be part and parcel
of the exercise of applying for such a
license to avoid his being placed in a situa-
tion of becoming a law-breaker. It is rather
significant that despite all the modern
equipment that is available to the highway
patrol in the United States of America,
which Is considered to be one of the most
efficient road patrols in the world, thene
are still very many road deaths in that
country.

Whilst watching the film to which I have
just referred, I can well recall a sergeant
saying to one of his road patrol officers ,
whilst watching a heavy stream of traffic
moving along the road, "I wonder how
many will make It?" I do not wish to make
any further comment. I have moved my
amendment in all sincerity In the hope
that people will come to their senses and
face up to what Is a dishonest situation
and, at this late hour, try to make It
something that is honest and legal. I hope
the Committee will agree to my amend-
ment.

The Hon. H. W. OAYflER: I cannot sup-
port the amendment because it is tanta-
mount to the police having a positive role
in the control of traffic. I Intend to vote
against the amendment-despite the fact
that I do not appreciate the instrumental-
ity that will be set up because I do not
think it goes far enough. However the
amendment would make the position 10
times worse than It will be.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: If Mr Dans is
speaking for his party its policy is not
consistent, because he says the Police De-
Pertinent should handle traffic control;
that it Is the most efficient organisation
to do so.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: The only one.
The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: Members

should mark those words-that it is the
only organisation that can handle traffic

control. When the Labor Government was
in office It took this function away from
the police and gave it to the Department
of Motor Vehicles and now It complains
about the proposed authority carrying out
traffic functions. The only reason for the
amendment is to ensure a police takeover
of traffic, and I will not agree with It. The
Labor Party is not consistent In Its
approach.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: It is all very
well for the Minister to say the previous
Labor Government did certain things. But
these were done f or a specific reason.
They were done because the Liberal coali-
tion party defeated a move for police con-
trol of traffic throughout Western Austra-
lia. Later, in 1973 a Bill was introduced
to create a Department of Motor Vehicles
which was passed by this Chamber without
a great deal of opposition.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: I was not com-
plaining. I was merely saying you were
being inconsistent.

The lion. R. THOMPSON: Does the
Minister want me to spell out the reasons
for our having taken that action?

The Ron. N. E. Baxter: No, they are of
no consequence.

The Ron. R. THOMPSON: This was
done because of the Liberal Party's action
in 1972 in preventing the police takeover
of traffic control throughout Western Auls-
tralia.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: Does that war-
rant your being inconsistent?

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: We are not
inconsistent.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: Yes you are.
The Hon. R. THOMPSON: We consider-

ed the licensing and testing of vehicles
were not necessarily police work and we
provided for expert and qualified mechan-
los to do this work to relieve the pressure
on the Police Force. This assisted the
Police Force rather than impaired its acti-
vities. This Bill would do the reverse.

The amendment is in line with our
thinking; that the Commissioner of Police
or his nominee should be the right and
Proper Person to administer the authority.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: To put it
clearly, you want him to control traffic.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: We have not
done any backflips as has the Liberal
Party. The Country Party had one idea
of what should be done and the Liberal
Party had another, and an expert comn-
mittee was set up. I appreciate the fact
that the Country Party being in a minority
would not have much say in Cabinet.

As I have said the Liberal Party has
done a backflp and introduced something
which is contrary to its election promise
and stated Policy and the result is a botch
potch of a Bill.
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AS Mr DanIs has said, the confidence of
the people has been destroyed by the
action of the Liberal Party, and if this
matter were put to a referendum the peo-
Pie would overwhelmingly carry the ques-
tion of the Commissioner of Police con-
trolling traffic.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: You must have
Your crystal bail out.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I say that
because the police control 75 per cent of
the area of western Australia; the only
area it does not control is the south-west
and wheatbelt area; but we find that even
the south-west is moving towards police
control.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: This is so in
Geraldton, Albany, and other large local
authority areas.

The Hon. D. J. Wordsworth: Why don't
You introduce a Bill to make it compul-

The Hon- R. THOMPSON: When speak-
ing to the Supply Bill I said I thought we
had made a mistake by introducing the
Bill in 1972. 1 was not the Minister at the
time. However, members know what I even-
tually put Into operation when I became
Minister.

Under the Traffic Act the Police and the
local aulthorities have the same rights, and
I would have placed a duplicated service
into each local authority I wanted to take
over, or knock Off-if I may use the ex-
pression. I would have had no compunc-
tion in doing this. To have uniform and
co-ordinated traffic control the highways
must first be taken over.

The Hon. D. J. Wordsworth: I was
Overseas When You made that speech.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (The Hon.
R. J. L. Williams): I would ask the Leader
of the Opposition to keep as close as pos-
sible to the amendment before the Chair.

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: Reference
to police control is in line with the amend-
ment; and this is what the people of
Western Australia believe in. They are
sick of all this shilly-shallying and con-
fusion which is apparent from the articles
which appear in the newspapers.

When the Leader of the House replied
to mec on the debate on the Supply Bill
he Maid there had been contusion. Let us
stop this confusion and carry the amend-
ment; let us have Police control of traffic
as has every other State in Australia.

I visited New Zealand in February and
I found the Position there to be farcical.
Speedsters take no notice of the police,
and when we asked the police for an ex-
Planation of this we were told.i " they
have set up an independent authority;
this is their business." This is what will
happen here.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: Why?

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: The Minister
should not ask silly questions. It will
happen because of the fragmentation that
will be created between the Police Force
and traffic control. Only time will prove
whether I am right or wrong.

The Hon. D. J. Wordsworth: We did
not do this with the shire inspectors; why
should we do it on this?

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: There are
virtually only four shire councils which
have an efficient system of control.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon: Which are
the tour?

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: The Minister
would find his answer if he carried out
the research I have done into the answer
given to Mr Claughton on a question he
asked earlier this session. He asked how
many traffic inspectors were employed,
the revenue that was received from licens-
ing, the number of prosecutions made in
the various local authorities, and so on.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon: Answer
the question simply, straightforwardly and
honestly.

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: How can we
research a question asked by Mr Claugh-
ton?

The Hon. ft. THOMPSON: It involves
hours of work. The facts and figures in-
dicate that only four local authorities in
Western Austrlla were actively trying to
do a first-class Job. The others were not.

The Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon: Which
were they?

The Hon. G. E. Masters: They were not
in my province.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: Is one Harvey?
The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I think that

would be right.
The Hon. 0. C. MacKinnon: What about

Mundaring?
The Hon. R. THOMPSON: Yes, that is in

Mr Master's Province.
The Hon. N. E. Baxter: What about the

Northam Shire?
The Hon. ft. THOMPSON: The Minister

should analyse the figures for himself. As
Mr Heitman said, most local authorities
lose heavily on traffic control.

The Hon. J. Heitman: That is right.
The Hon. 0. 0. Macsinnon: The profit

motive should not be the main considera-
tion.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Interjec-
tions will cease because they are not
germane to the amendment before us.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: It's about time
you got back to the amendment.

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: I do not mind
the Interjections. I know a fair bit about
what takes place in the country areas.
Members should analyse the answer given
and the question asked by Mr Claughton.
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We make no apologies for wanting police
control of traffic. In contradiction to
Mr Heitman, Mr Gayfer said that the
shire councils hie had visited-and these
are probably in his own area--are totally
dissatisfied.

So how can we have this hypocritical
attitude of the shires in Mr Gayfer's pro-
vince saying they are totally dissatisfied
while the members of the Liberal Party
say to a man that they are satisfied?
Members cannot tell me that the local
shire councils in their areas are satisfied
and that those in Mr Gayfer's area are
the only ones which are not satisfied.

The Hon. J. Heitman: They would be
more satisfied than dissatisfied.

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: I will not
accept that argument, and I do not think
It is reasonable. Mr Gayfer was honest
and forthright in making his statement.
The view of local government throughout
Western Australia is that it has been sold
down the river. The Government has
introduced a half-baked measure in an
attempt to placate certain people. The
Government cannot fool the people any
longer. There should be police control of
traffic so that everyone will know what to
expect and how the authority will operate.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: We
know that a good part of the State is
already under police control, with regard
to traffic. What will be the reaction in
those areas to the setting up of this auth-
ority? Will we find that not only those
local authorities in the area represented
by Mr Gayfer will be dissatisfied, but all
the other local authorities not at present
under police control will also be dissatis-
fied? It seems the Government is closing
Its eyes to the truth; that, in fact, it will
be police control. Not only will it be
police control of traffic, but it will be a
compulsory takeover. The only reasonable
approach is for the Government to openly
say that we will have police control of
traffic, and let it be clearly seen that the
authority will be under the control of the
head of the Police Department.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result-

Ayes-
Hon. R. F. Olaughton
Non. fl. K. Dans
Hon. S. J. Dellar
Hon. Lyla Elliott

Hon. C. R. Abbey
Hon. N. E. Baxter
Hon. 0. W. Berry
Hon. V. J. Perry
Nor.. H. W. Gayfer
Ron. Clive Griffiths
Hon. J. Heitman
Ron, T. Knight

Hon. A. A. Lewis

Hon. R. T. Leeson
Hon. R. H. C. Stubbs
Hon. R. Thompson
Ron. D . W. Cooley

(Teller)
Noes-i?

Non. 0. C. MacKinnon
Hon. 0. E. Masters
Ron. M. McAleer
Hon. N. McNell
Hon. 1. 0. Pratt
Hon. J. C. Tozer
Hon. 1). J. Wordsworth
Hon. W. R. Withers

(Teller)

Pairs
Aye No

Hon. Grace Vaughan Non. 1. 0. Medcalf

Amendment thus negatived.

The Hon. S. J. DELLAR: We can now
deal with the administration of the new
authority. An inconsistency exists in sub-
clause (3) (a). Locral governing associa-
tions are to be allowed a period of 21 days
during which to submit a panel of names
to the Minister. However, under the pro-
visions of the Town Planning and Develop-
ment Act local authorities have a period of
30 days during which to nominate repre-
sentatives to the Minister.

I believe such a situation could be con-
fusing to local governing authorities, and
we should have some consistency with
regard to legislation. Perhaps the Govern-
ment will have another look at this provi-
sion in order to introduce some consis-
tency.

The Hon. Rt. F. CLAUGHTON: Clause 7
sets out that the authority shall consist of
seven members. First of all, a person will
be appointed subject to the Public Service
Act, and he will be the bead of the auth-
ority. Other appointments will be the
Commissioner of Main Roads, the Com-
missioner of Police, the Director-General
of Transport, and three persons appointed
by the Governor representing the L~ocal
Government Association of Western Aus-
tralia, the Country Shire Councils' Asso-
ciation, and the Country Town Councils'
Association.

Will that body have control over the em-
ployment and discipline of patrolmen? Will
it have the Power to fire patrolmen if they
are found to be unsatisfactory? Will the
authority be able to discipline patrolmen,
or will offences be subject to the Commis-
sioner of Police? This is an important
aspect of the authority, and will relate to
Its feeling of power with regard to the
management of traffic in this State.

If the authority, which under the pro-
visions of clause 13 will deploy and control
the traffic patrol, is not to have that final
Power, to what degree will It be respon-
sible? I would like the Minister to com-
ment.

The Non. N. E. BAXTER: Answering the
Point raised by Mr Deilar regarding the
period of 21 days; that is the period dur-
ing which local authorities will submit a
Panel of names to the Minister. However,
the Minister will not be bound to the ap-
pointment of some Person other than
those submitted in the Panel of names if
the associations fall to submit that panel
within 21 days.

The reason for the period of 30 days
appearing in the Town Planning and De-
velopment Act Is that councils meet every
month.

The Hon. Rt. Thompson: Will not exactly
the same conditions apply?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: A special
meeting can always be called.

The Hon. Rt. Thompson: Can they not do
that under the terms of the Town Planning
and Development Act?
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The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: The period of
30 days was specified so that it would not
be necessary for a special meeting to be
called.

The Hon. R. Thompson: This Bil is
mucre Important than the Town Planning
and Development Act.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTR: In this case
it will only be on an odd occasion.

The Hon. R. Thompson: The same ap-
Plies with regard to the other legislation.
The terms of appointment will be identi-
cal.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: Other factors
may be Involved In that Act.

Replying to the query raised by Mr
Claughton, the senior officer of the author-
ity will be able to take action to discipline
a person for a minor breach. in the case
of a major breach a person would be dis-
ciplined under the Pollee Act by the Com-
missioner of Police because of the fact
that he will be sworn in as a policeman
and come under the provisions of the Police
Act the same as public servants will come
under the provisions of the Public Service
Act.

The Hon. R. P. CLAUGHTON: Would
the Minister Inform me where, in this
Bill, it is stated the authority will have
that power over the patrolmen? It Is ob-
vious that the administrative staff will be
covered by the Public Service Act.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: This Is con-
tained in clause 13(3) for a major offence
-if I may use that adjective.

The Hon. J. Heitman: We have not got
that far yet.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: During my
second reading speech I asked the Minister
the following question: As this will be a
very expert committee, what will be the
qualifications of the representatives from
the Country Shire Councils' Association,
the Country Town Councils' Association,
and the Local Government Association? By
Interjection I was told that the Commiis-
sioner of Police had a place on this author-
ity for his expert opinion.

The Hon. N. E_ Baxter: We did not say
for his expert opinion.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I was told
this by way of interjection. I was also told
that the Commissioner of Main Roads
would be a member of this committee for
his expert opinion on traffic engineering.
I believe a reference in this Bill casts a
slur on the Commissioner of Police.

It was Pointed out to me that these
People are members of the National Safety
Council. I questioned why the National
Safety Council was not represented on this
authority because that is the most expert
body on tra~e safety in Western Australia;
it was set up for that purpose.

In all sincerity I asked the Minister to
tell me one person from these three groups
who would have the necessary qualifica.-
tions for this position. I pointed out that
I understood most of these people had
other full-time jobs and that they volun-
tarily did a goad job in their respective
organisations. Even the interjection made
by Mr Heitman at the time did not add
much weight to the argument put forward
that these people know all about traffic
control. A shire council representative.
whether the shire president or a councillor,
would not know a great deal about road
engineering. He obtains this advice from
an expert employee.

The Hon. J. Heitnman: That is right.
The Hon, R. THOMPSON: In the same

way that traffic control Is left to their
expert employees. if this is not going to
be an expert authority-that is. if some
of its members will be laymen-we are
fooling ourselves.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: It depends on
your definition of a layman.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: The Gov-
ernment nominees will have a great deal
of experience in their fields. In his reply to
the second reading debate, the Minister
said he would give me a list of names. This
statement appears in Hansard. If he has
given this list of n am es but I failed to hear
it, I would like him to now tell me who
these people are and what are their quali-
fications.

The Hon. J. HEITMAN: I1 am still suar-
prised that people can make statements
like those just made by the Leader of the
opposition. Many men in local government
have been running traffic control regions
for the last 15 or 16 years-scene up to 20
years. Are they Supposed not to have
learnt anything in that time?

The Hon. H. Thompson: I did not say
that; I want to know their qualifications
to form an expert body.

The Hon. J. HEIT'MAN: Surely someone
who has been running a regional traffic
committee-

The Hon. R. Thompson: I did not say
they did not have the qualifications. I
was saying-

The Hon. J. H~FlMAN: Would the
Leader of the Opposition listen for a while?
I did not Interject while he was speak-
Ing.

The Ron. R. Thompson: That was only
for a little while: you usually Interject all
the time.

The Hon. J. HEflMAN: The only way
to learn Is to listen.

The Ron. R. Thompson: I will listen.
The Hon. J. HEXTMAN: Some men in

local government have been running reg-
ional traffic control for years with three
or four inspectors under their control.
Surely they know something of traffic
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control. What about Mr Broadbent In
Kalgoorlie who has had seven traffic
officers under him for years? Does the
Leader of the Opposition say he has no
knowledge of traffic?

The Hon. R. Thompson: I did not say
that.

The Hon. J. HEITMAN: It is people of
this sort who could be asked to join the
authority. People like the Leader of the
Opposition come here and set themselves
up as know-ails about every matter raised
In the Chamber. The Leader of the Op-
position is a full bottle on everything.

The Hon. R. Thompson: I asked for
Information.

The Eon. J. HEITMAN: Did Whe people
who elected the Leader of the opposition
to this place think he has sufficient know-
ledge to say that no-one else has the
qualifications to run this or that? Many
men in local government have experience
of traffic control in country and outer met-
ropolitan areas. Yet the Leader of the
Opposition has the audacity to say they
have no practical experience.

The Hon. R. Thompson: You are mis-
construing my words.

The Hon. J. HErIMAN: Traffic Inspec-
tors in country areas have attended policee
schools and many of them have 15 or 16
years' experience. The Leader of the Op-
position says they are not as qualified as
policemen for purposes of traffic control.
The Leader of the Opposition mentioned
the town of Three Springs a while ago; I
must say a member of the traffic control in
that area was quick enough to catch one
of the previous Government Ministers.
However, the Minister was not prosecuted.

The Hon. R. Thompson: The Minister
was not driving the car.

The Hon. J. HEITMAN: It was his car.
I should not be astounded at these tactics
because I know the Opposition is only try-
ing to waste time.

The Hon. S. J. Dellar: Like you did two
years ago.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: The last
speaker really has my sympathy, and I
say that with sincerity. I stood up and
said that, without denigrating local gov-
ernment, I wanted to ask whether the Min-
later could supgply me with the names cif
people In it who would be eligible for ap-
pointment to the authority. As this Is an
expert body, I also asked for the qualifica-
tions of these people. I did not receive an
answer, and I did not say any of the things
suggested by Mr Hleitman. That is a fig-
ment of his imagination.

The Hon. J. Heitman: Would you mind
telling me again what you did say? You
have condemed the scheme and-

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
ft. J. L. Williams): Order! I would appreci-
ate It If the Leader of the Opposition would

n's)

address his remarks through the Chair.
I will deal with disorderly conduct In the
Chamber.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I do not know
how many times I must spell this out. As
I have said, Mr Heitman has my symp-
athy. However, perhaps the Minister
might give me the Information.

The Ron. N. E. BAXTER: I gave the
Leader of the opposition this information
in my reply to the debate. However. I
will repeat it again for his information. I
used words to this effect-

You also asked for the names of
people in local government who are
experienced In traffic control. I do
not think the names matter. What
matters is that throughout our large
State local governments have combined
to form traffic control committees and
People on the committees have gamned
a great deal of experience over many
years.

I gave that answer because it Would not be
proper, while debating this Bill, to name
any particular person. The bodies con-
cerned will have to submit a panel of
names for selection. It would be very un-
fair to these organisations if I named any
particular person. The organisation would
then have to nominate that person on its
panel. If I did interject earlier in the
debate and say I would name a person, I
intended it to mean that we could name
persons experienced in this field. How-
ever, I would not name a particular per-
son: It would not be the right thing to
do.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: I asked
the Minister to refer me to the provision
in the Bill providing that members of the
authority have the power to employ and
discipline traffic patrolmen. As I under-
stand it. he referred me to clause (13)
(3) (a).

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: That is right.
The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: From

my reading of that paragraph, there is
nothing in it vesting any power in the
authority to discipline or employ patrol-
men. I would like the Minister to tell me
just where this power appears in the pro-
vision.

The Ron. N. E. BAXTER: This issue
was raised by the honourable member
when we were debating the amendment. I
thought I made it fairly clear that this was
in connection with the amendment and the
appointment of police officers. I do not
think It has anything to do with clause 7.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: We are
dealing with clause 7 and the membership
of the board. I am asking the question:
Do the people named In this clause have
the power to employ or discipline patrol-
men? I say they do not. If they do not
have this power, it must reduce their re-
sponsibilities. They cannot possibly feel
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they have complete control of the patrol
staff'. I understand that the final power
to hire and to fire these patrolmen, will
Still rest with the Commissioner of Police.
I ask the Minister to show me In this Bill
where the power Is vested in the authority
to do these things. I cannot see it inl
clause 13 (3) (a).

The IDEPUTY CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
R. J. IL Williams): Order! I1 think the cor-
rect clause on which a discussion of this
nature should take place is clause 11.
Clause 7 deals only with the constitution
of the authority.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 8: Terms of office, etc.-
The Hon. D). KC. PANS: in view of the

defeat of my amendment to clause 7, 1 do
not propose to proceed with the amend-
ment I placed on the notice paper in rela-
tion to this clause.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 9 and 10 put and passed.
Clause 121: Functions of the Authority-
The Hon. R. F. CLAUCIRTON: From the

beginning I have said that this new traffic
authority will have no power over the
Policemen transferring for duty as patrol-
men. This clause makes no reference to
powers, but details only the functions of
the authority. Paragraph (a) states--

the exercise and Performance of all
powers, duties arnd responsibilities
vested in or Imposed on It by this or
any other Act;

That is a general paragraph, which does
not contain anything relating to the
powers of the authority. Paragraph (b)
states-

the collection and analysis of road
traffic statistics;

That is quite a reasonable function for It
to have, but Is not one that will give It
any authority over the patrolmen. Para-
graph (c) states-

the undertaking of research into the
causes, and prevention of road acci-
dents and Injuries arising therefrom;

Again, that is not something to which 'we
would object; but It does not give any
authority over policemen. Paragraph (d)
states--

the publication of Information for the
Instruction of, or use by, road users on
road safety and traffic laws, and the
supplying of technical information
and advice relating to road traffic
Problems to other authorities con-
cerned with road traffic:

Again, there is nothing in that which
gives the authority power over patrolmen.
Paragraph (e) states-

the attaining of the continuous co-
operation and support of the commiun-
ity in achieving higher standards of
road safety and more efficient traffic
movement;

That is a laudable aim, but gives no power
to the authority over patrolmien. Para-
graph (f) states-

the investigation of, and reporting to
the Minister upon, proposals for alter-
ations to traffic laws;

Again, that lis quite a normal function.
The I-on. A. A. Lewis: Clause 6 (4) will

give the authority all the powers it wants.
The Ron. R. F. CLAUCIRTON: Clause 11

(4) states--
In discharging its functions uinder

this Act, the Authority-
(a) shall ensure that it maintains

a comprehensive knowledge
of-

It then goes on to list a number of things,
but these have nothing to do with power
over patrolmen. Clause 11 (4) (i1) refers
to significant research projects; that has
nothing to do with patrolmen. Clause 11
(4) (b) states-

where any other body or authority,
whether established within the State
or elsewhere...

Mr Baxter earlier Indicated to Mr Thomp-
son that this Part of the Bill would allow
the authority to work In conjunction with
the existing Police Force and to use the
equipment it may have at the time. Clause
11 (4) (c) provides the authority with
Power to co-operate with local authorities
so that It may take advantage of the
resources and facilities they may possess.
However, as I say, clause 11 does not pro-
vide the authority with power over Patrol-
men; it merely lists the function., of the
authority.

I should lie the Minister to tell me
where the final power over the patrolmen
resides; it certainly does not reside in
clause 11.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I refer the
honourable member to clause 11 (3) (a).
The authority will not discipline the Public
Service staff, which is the administrative
side of the authority; this will be done
by the Public Service Board, which sets
the conditions of service for public ser-
vants. Similarly, the Commissioner of
Police, subject to industrial agreements,
etc., will set the terms and conditions to
be enjoyed by patrolmen. It is perfectly
consistent for the Commissioner of Police
to discipline them for breaches. The
head of the traffic patrolmen, who will
have attained senior police rank, might
be able to discipline them for minor mat-
ters, but it would be the commissioner's
responsibility to discipline them for serious
matters.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: We have
moved a little, but not very far. I should
like the Minister to expand his explana-
tion of clause 11 (3) (a) and tell us about
the powers the authority may exercise and
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Perform. Would it be right to say that
this relates to the power of the authority
to deploy and control the traffic patrol?

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: No.
The Hon. R. F. CLAtYCHTON: What

does this refer to?
The Hon. N. E. Baxter: What is con-

tained in clause 11 (3) (a) would be part
of it,

The Hon. H. F. CLAUGHTON: Nothing
in clause 11 will give the authority the
power to employ or dismiss patrolmen.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: Clause 13
contains the power of the authority to
control patrolmen; we should deal with
that power when we reach clause 13. The
honourable member commenced by refer-
ring to disciplinary measures. I gave him
an explanation on that point: however, if
he wishes to discuss the powers of the
authority, he should wait until we reach
clause 13.

The Hon. R. Thompson: Mr Claughton
was guided by Mr Deputy Chairman, who
told him to make his remarks on clause 11.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I think Mr
Deputy Chairman, like I, was under the
impression that Mr Claughton was refer-
ring to disciplinary measures.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
R. J. L. Williams): When I referred Mr
Claughton to clause 11, 1 was referring
only to disciplinary powers.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 12: Staff of the Authority, etc.-
The Hon. M. McAI1EER: Clause 12 (3)

and (4), which provides for the delegation of
powers, is very important to certain coun-
try shires In respect of their function of
licensing vehicles. Some shires do not
care to license vehicles, some shires really
do not care whether or not they have
the power to license vehicles, but there
are a number of other country shires
which wish to continue with this practice.
They feel that the power to license vehicles
will be of benefit to their ratepayers and
the people in the district, and will provide
employment,

Some of those authorities would prefer
to see such a function made obligatory
for all country shires. However, It would
be neither fair nor practical to oblige
local authorities, which did not desire to
retain this function, to license vehicles.
The Minister has undertaken that the
local authorities which wish to act as
agents for the authority and license
vehicles may do so.

I am a little sorry that it has not been
possible to word a clause more specifically
to this effect in order to reassure the
interested bodies that their rights in the
matter are protected. However, I believe
this clause adequately provides for the

situation, as long as Government policy
continues to run in this direction. I
support the clause.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: To reassure
the honourable member, there is no way
in which we can make such a provision
obligatory, as some shires may not wish to
license vehicles. The Government has
assured local authorities of its co-opera-
tion at all times; those shires which seek
the power to license motor vehicles will
have that power granted to them. That
is the intention of the Government and
the Local Government Association has been
informed accordingly.

The Ron. H. W. GAYFER: One of my
objections to this legislation is that a
country shire may continue to license
vehicles in the manner set out In the
Minister's second reading speech. I have
always been of the opinion that one of the
most sorrowful things to happen to local
governing authorities was the handing
over by those bodies of their power to
license vehicles.

I am sure that very shortly some shire
councils will realise they made a mistake
in not continuing with the licensing of
vehicles. One aspect of the licensing of
vehicles by shire councils relates to the
allocation of funds by the Main Roads De-
partment. Shortly the yardstick that will
be used by the department for this pur-
pose will be based on the nmber of
vehicles registered within a shire district.

From the information that has been
collated gradually, there is nothing surer
than that a new formula will be adopted
under which the number of vehicles, the
length of road and Its purpose will become
the three factors on which the allocation
of main road funds will be made. The
shires are not aware of the mistake they
are making in handing over the licensing
of vehicles to the central authority.

It is rather pathetic that some shires
have handed over the licensing of vehicles
to the central authority through the action
of their shire clerks. Very often a shire
clerk is a nonresident of the shire district.
and is able to tak. the council into believ-
ing that the licensing of vehicles will In-
volve some work which could be circum-
vented.

The Hon. S. J. Dellar: What do you
mean by a nonresident?

The Hon. H. W. GAYFER: I refer to
the Instances where the shire clerk lives
outside the shire district, goes Into the
district from Monday to Friday in the
course of his duties, and leaves to return
home for the week-end.

The Hon. J. C. Tozer: Are there many
of these?

The Hon. H. W. GAYTER: Quite a
number that I know of. An Indication
has been given somewhere else that 18
shires which handed over the licensing of
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vehicles gave reasons for so doing, but now
the majority of them regret the action
that they took.
Sitting suspended from 6.03 to 7.30 P.
The Ron. H. W. GAYPER: Prior to the

tea suspension I was saying that a number
of shires have handed licensing to a central
authority not realising what they were
doing. I believe there are many reasons
they should have continued with the
licensing and I have cited in the main the
possibility In the next triennium of the
Main Roads Act of the licensing of
vehicles being a major part of the scale
which will be wsed to determine the re-
imbursement to the authorities of main
roads and general funds. If shires had
retained their right to license, I am sure
their right to retain their distinctive num-
ber Plates would have been more secure.
Although the Minister has said that they
will be able to retain their plates, they
would have been sure of this had they
retained their right to license.

The use of distinctive number plates in
country areas Is a unique Procedure and
should be continued. These number plates
are Important in connection with decen-
tralisation, tourism, and the rights of
shires.

If local authorities were made to collect
the license fees, at least local government
would be then placed back on square one
Instead of being In its Present chaotic
state. It is essential that local authori-
ties be given some indication that they are
something more than a designated
authority without any teeth. They should
be given total autonomy to collect license
fees so that they can prove the origin
of the vehicles In their districts. We
should be proud of Whe fact that vehicles
with distinctive number plates are circu-
lating throughout the State and, in fact,
throughout the Commonwealth. For in-
stance, it is a shame that the registration
plates with the prefix "MD" have been
lost from the scene. I understand that
the shire could apply to regain them, but
as It is not licensing vehicles it could not
care less.

I believe very often the licensing has
been handed over to the central authority
on the recommendation of the shire clerk
and not in accordance with the feelings of
those in the shire concerned. In many in-
stances the decision has not been favour-
ably accepted by those in the shire.

I have been looking through the Bill to
try to find some way by which it could be
amended to make it mandatory for country
shires to license their vehicles, but I have
been unsuccessful. I don't know whether
it could be done on page 15 which deals
with the licensing of vehicles. I think
that the Hon. Margaret McAleer is sympa-
thetic with my sentiments in this regard.
I do believe that the Bill should have
stated that it was mandatory for shires

to license vehicles in their areas and that,
in the first instance, was one of the reasons
I opposed the legislation.

The Ron. R. F. CLAUGHTON: Under
clause 11 the authority is charged with
the administration of the legislation, but
under clause 12 the traffic patrolmen will
not be classed as employees of the author-
ity.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: They are still
staff of the authority. Have a look at the
marginal note.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: That is
important. It refers to staff of the author-
ity, but the patrolmen are excepted. Under
clause 6 the staff of the authority are
subject to the Public Service Act. Now
under clause 12 the staff again are to be
subject to the Public Service Act--except
the patrolmen.

The Hon' V.' J. Perry: Would you like
the patrolmen to come under the Public
Service Act?

The Hon. R. P. CLAtYGHTON: I am
pointing out that the patrolmen are not
mentioned.

The Hon. R. Thompson: They are not
policemen.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: In respect
of staff, the patrolmen are excepted. I
do not know whether Mr Ferry and Mr
Heitman have realised this.

'The Hon. V. J. Perry: I ask again: Do
you want them under the Public Service
Act?

The Hon. D. K. Dans: If we did, would
you accept an amendment along those
lines?

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: I em not
proposing any amendment. I am dealing
with a provision which I assume Mr Ferry
wants as he is supporting the Bill. Ap-
parently he agrees that Patrolmen should
be exempted. I simply raise the point and
link it up with the preceding provisions. I
do not object to It. I simply state that it
confirms what we have been saying all
along: that these people are policemen.

There is a very tenuous connection be-
tween them and the new authority. They
seem to be in limbo, as it were, being
neither part of the authority nor part of
the Police Force.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: Let me try to
explain it this way: As Minister for Health
I have under me the administrative staff
of the Medical Department. Being on the
board of some of the hospitals, I have
hospital staff under my control, but they
are not staff under the Public Service Act.
That is an analagous situation. The ad-
ministrative staff under the authority will
be under the Public Service Act. The traf-
fic patrolman will come under the terms of
the Police Act.
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The Bon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: The Min-
ister has left the position quite unresolved.
The minister has said that the Patrolmen
are policemen, but they are not In the
force.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: That is right.
The Ron. R. F. CLAtYCITON: Neither

are they part of the staff of the authority.
The Hon. N. E. Baxter: No. they are not

staff; they are patrolmen. Staff and other
employees under the authority are two
different matters.

The Hon. R. P. CLAUGHTON: I would
have thought that Mr Heitman in par-
ticular, who is so keen on having some-
thing quite separate from the Police Force,
would insist that the patrolmen be part
of the traffic authority.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: You think the
Patrolmen should be part of the staff?
That is how I take what you said. It Is
pretty hard to understand the honourable
member.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: I am
doing my best to understand the Minister.
Mr Thompson mentioned earlier how con-
fused everyone was about this so-called
traffic authority. The Minister's explana-
tions are not doing anything to lessen the
confusion.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: Perhaps I will
give you a dlearer one when you sit down.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUCIETON: It the
Minister puts it in simple language which
he thinks I will be able to understand. It
might be understood by a large number
of people of my level of understanding
and might consequently reduce much of
the universal confusion about the Bill. I
reiterate that this clause does not mention
patrolmen at all. They are not part of the
staff. They are specifically excluded. As
we have seen from previous clauses. they
are not part of the traffic authority in
any way.

The Hon. A. A. LEWIS: I think we are
having a very wordy argument about a
very simple matter. As far as I can see,
this clause applies to services which the
authority will conduct. The administration
and the delegation of powers, about which
Mr Claughton is speaking, are dealt with
in a clause which has already been pawsed.
If we read the Bill properly Instead of
taking every clause out of its context we
will find that clause 6 contains the powers
for the authority to give all the instruc-
tions to patrolmen or anybody else. In
clause 12 we are speaking about the ser-
vices the authority will give. We are wast-
ing a great deal of time in going back
over a subject which should have been
cleared up in clause 6.

The Hon. D3. K. DANS: The more the
Bill is debated the more Its Purpose be-
comes clear. It Is extremely clear to me
and has been ever since I first Picked it up.

The Bill deals only with the authority, and
beyond clause 13 It deals with the Traffic
Act which the authority will administer
using members of the Police Force.

The Ron. A. A. Lewis: And others.
The Bon. N. E. Baxter: No.
The Ron. D3. K. DAMS: The honourable

me m b e r should have been present
throughout the whole debate and should
have read the Police Act, relating it to
this Bill. I am not quarrelling about when
a patrolman Is a policeman and when he
is not. Quite clearly, in the Minister's
own words, patrolmen will be under the
administration of the Commissioner of
Police. They will be sworn in as police-
men, so they will operate under the terms
of the Police Act.

The Ron. A. A. Lewis: I suggest the
honourable member refer to clause 6.

The Hon. D. K. DAMS: Mr Deputy
Chairman (the Hon. R. J. L. Willims).
through you, I suggest to Mr Lewis that if
he wants to get up and make some coher-
ent observations he should do so.

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: I have just done
SO.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: I doubt that he
has. We have been through this. When
policemen transfer and become patrolmen.
for the purposes of the work they are
doing and the administration of this Bill
when it becomes an Act, they will be
under the administrative direction of the
authority. For every other purpose they
will be under the Commissioner of Police. I
think I am correct in saying the Minister
has told us that for some minor breaches
of discipline tbe chairman of the authority
may say, "Don't do It again", but major
breaches of discipline will be handled by
the Commissioner of Police. Mr Lewis is
shaking his head. I can only assume he
thinks the Minister is telling lies. That
is what the Minister said. So what? It
Is as simple as that. That Is what we are
dealing with in this Bill. We are not
dealing with the force of patrolmen itself.
They will come from the Police Force or
some other source and will be sworn in as
Policemen. The authority will administer
the road traffic Act, and that is it.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: That is it.
The Hon. D3. K. DAMS: The whole argu-

ment revolves around the question: When
is a policeman not a policeman? I will
not go into that.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: To clear up
the Point raised by Mr Claughtan, the
staff of the Police Department-clerical
staff and others-are members of the
Public Service; the members of the Police
Force itself are not members of the Public
Service but come under the Police Act.
The staff of the authority, as stated In the
first part of this clause, will come under
the Public Service Act; but the Patrolmen
winl be in the same position as policemen
and will come under the Police Act.
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The Ron, R. F. CLAUGHTON: The
administrative staff of the Police Depart-
went come under the Public Service Act?

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: Yes.
The Hon. ft. F. CLAUGHTON: Are they

controlled by the Commissioner of Police?
The Hon. N. E. Baxter: BY the Polle

Department but subject to the Public Ser-
vice Act.

The Hon. R,. Thompson: Wait a Minute!I
Who is controlled by the Police Depart-
ment?

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: The clerical
staff.

The Hon. P. Thompson: By the Police
Department? Those are your words. You
said they were controlled by the Police
Department.

The Hon, N. E. Baxter: They come un-
der the Minister for Police.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
Rt. J. L. Williams): Order!

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: The
Police Force is controlled by the Commis-
Mioner of Police?

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: Yes.
The Hon. Rt. F. CLAUGHTON: But that

is not the administrative staff?
The Hon. N. E. Baxter: No.
The Hon. R. F. CL.AUGHTON: They do

not come under the Commissioner of
Police?

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: No; under the
Minister in the Public Service. it would
be the same in the authority. That is
what I am trying to explain.

The Hon. Rt. F. CLAUGHTON: The
pieces of the picture are beginning to fit
together. As Mr Lewis kindly pointed out,
under a previous clause-I do not think It
is clause 6--the authority may delegate
the duties imposed upon iti under the Bill
in the administration of the road traffic
Act, and it will be possible for those duties
to be delegated to the people who operate
the traffic patrol, and who will now be
Called Patrolmen. The relationship between
those people and the authority is obviously
quite tenuous. 1 cannot see that they will
form part of a separate traffic authority
of the type Mr Heitman has promoted so
earnestly.

I1 might add I rather resent the fact that
he berates us for prolonging the debate.
In 1972 he spoke for three hours on a one-
clause Bill.

The Mon. G. E. Masters: You have done
better than that.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: Not by
any means on this Bill. It has been very
difficult to discover from the Government
precisely what all these provisions mean.

The Hon. ft. Thompson: They do not
know.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: I do not
think anything the Minister said differed
from what I stated was my understanding
of this clause. we have a traffic authority
which more or less sets up a department
as stated In clause 6. It will be a traffic
department, as it could have been had the
proposal my party put forward in 1972
been agreed to. We will again consider the
status of Patrolmen when we reach the
next clause.

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: I was rather
amused at the interjection of the Minister
in charge of this Bill. What an amazing
statement was forthcoming when I in-
terjected on his interjection that the
Patrolmen will come under the jurisdic-
tion of the Police Department. That is
what he said, and that is why I Inter-
jected very quickly. It Is contrary to every-
thing he has said In relation to this Bill
up to date. We should probably be excused
for knowing more about the Bill than the
Minister does. We should not be arguing
as we are, for the simple reason that It
is quite apparent from his continual onr-
tradictory statements that the Minister
does not know what the Bill Is about.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter:, How many con-
tradictory statements have I made?

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: Perhaps the
Minister can claiify this one. In answer
to the question I asked by way of Inter-
jection, he said Patrolmen would come
under the authority of the Police Depart-
ment. He is stymied on that one.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 13: Traffic Patrol and Wardens-
The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: I will bypass

siibclause (1) for the time being and ask
for an explanation of subolause (2). Many
different interpretations could be placed
on the word "shall". Subelause (2) reads--

(2) The Commissioner of Police
shall arrange with the Authority for
members of the Police Force to be
transferred for duties in the Traffic
Patrol under the provisions of this
section.

I want to know whether this is voluntary
or mandatory.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: The word
"shall" refers to the arrangement with
the authority; it does not refer to the
mandatory transfer of police patrolmen to
the authority.

The Hon. R. Thompson: I said "shall"
could be interpreted in many ways;, but
I want to know whether it is voluntary
or mandatory.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: The word
"shall" refers to the arrangement between
the Commissioner of Police and the
authority in regard to the transfer of
patrol officers. I do not think it will be
necessary to compel anyone to transfer to
the authority.
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The Hon. H. Thompson: You "do not
think,,?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: It appears
there will be sufficient volunteers to make
up the required number. There will be
no compulsion in connection with the
transfer of volunteers.

The Hon. H. THOMPSON: I refer back
to a matter upon which I have questioned
the Minister previously; that is, the num-
bers game.

The Hon. N. E, Baxter: I should have
said "There will be no compulsion on
members of the Police Force to transfer."1
I used the word "volunteers" inadver-
tently.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: That answers
the question I asked. I aim prompted by
the Minister's additional reply to point
out that when I asked last evening what
would be the composition of the new
traffic patrol, I did not receive an answer.
At present we have 289 men in the police
road patrol in the metropolitan area,
and 132 permanent, part-time, and shared
traffic inspectors under shire traffic con-
trol throughout the State. The Minister
says he considers he will obtain sufficient
volunteers. The present number of 289
Is insufficient, because a colossal amount
of overtime must be paid. A sufficient
number for the metropolitan area alone
'would be about 400.

1 am endeavouring to ascertain in
what way we will make progress by this
changeover, and from where the Minister
will obtain the patrolmen if the police-
men do not transfer to the authority. This
is supposqd to be a well researched pro-
gramme. it has been investigated since
1972 and it is now a blueprint; but evi-
dently someone has forgotten to check
the numbers. it is time we were told
what will be the number. If the Govern-
ment expects to continue to provide the
same efficient service the number must
be greater than it is at present. The
Minister cannot rely on hope. How many
men will be required to service the areas
which are at present under police con-
trol?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: This matter
is of no more importance than it was
when the Labor Party introduced a Bill
In 1972 for the takeover of all traffic con-
trol by the police, because at that timne
the then Government had no guarantee
the shire inspectors would transfer to the
Police Force. So it is a matter of six of
one and half a dozen of the other. it
is believed sufficient police officers will
transfer to the authority and that the
majority of local authority traffic inspec-
tors 'will do the same. Approximately 76
men have Just graduated from the aca-
demy, and another school will commence
in January. There will be other schools
after that. In this way we will build up
sufficient men to control traffic in Western

Australia. and we will do this in a manner
as good as that proposed by the previous
Government.

The Hon. RL. THOMPSON: I think the
Minister is aware that I do not accept
second-class answers. That was a second
or third-class answer.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: So you say.
The Hon. R. THOMPSON: We are deal-

ing with a proposition to take away from
the Police Force the control of traffic it
now exercises in the metropolitan area
and some other parts of the State, In
an editorial in the October issue of Its
journal, the Pollee Union said it still re-
quires many answers and guarantees from
the Minister for Police.

The H-on. N. E. Baxter: When was the
Journal issued?

The Bon. H. THOMPSON: As I received
it only two days ago I presume it was
issued In early November. Of course, no
guarantees have been given.

Unless members of the Police Force
know where they are going they will not
transfer. This was borne out by the meet-
Ing of some 200 patrolmen at the Subiaco
Civic Centre in October;. and after the
meeting It was conveyed to me they would
not transfer In view of the uncertainty.
What will be the situation if the Govern-
ment has no guarantee that it will be able
to obtain the number of personnel at
present in control of traffic In those areas
of the State in which traffic control is
administered by the Police Force? it Is
not good enough for the Government to
hope it will get sufficient men to transfer.
It takes a long time to train a patrolman.

The Hon. J. Heitman: How long?
The Hon. R. THOMPSON: Firstly, the

trainee must go through the school.
The Hon. J. Heitnman: What Is the dura-

tion of the school?
The Ron. R. THOMPSON: It Is three

months. Mr Heitman cannot trap me. I
am aware he already knows the answers.
However, as he has forgotten a few things
lately I will point out to him that during
the three-month training period at the
academy the Instructor calls for volunteers
for the police traffic patrol. Usually a
large number of men volunteer, and tbey
are given extra training. Of the volunteers,
only about eight measure up to the re-
quired standard, because not all trainees
can handle motorcars or motorbikes with
the great degree of Proficiency which Is
necessary for this purpose.

The Hon. J. Heitman: How long Is the
extra course?

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: It is about an
extra three weeks after they pass their
examinations. The motor vehicle training
course is on the southern side, or the river-
front area, and the motorcycle training
Is carried out on the north-eastern area of
the riverfront.
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A factor which has not been taken into
consideration is that policemen are Proud
of their uniform and proud of being Police-
men. I referred earlier to the unhappy
relations with developed between the De-
partment of Motor Vehicles and the Police
Department.

The average period a patrolman serves
with the traffic patrol is about 5* Years.
although It can vary from four to eight
years in individual cases. The reason for
this is that probably the traffic patrol is
the most glamorous area of pollee work in
the eyes of young men who Join the force.
However, it is a very dangerous job and
after they marry and take on the responsi-
bilities which every man should take on at
some time or other, traffic patrolmen tend
to transfer back to the normal section of
the force.

This is a fact of life. In the October
Issue of the Police Union journal this fact
was acknowledged. The men who remain
serving in the traffic patrol for a term
longer than usual are those who patrol In
cars, because there is not the same risk
with such vehicles as there is with riding
a motorcycle. For the Minister to say that
he hopes he will obtain sufficient volun-
teers to transfer to the authority brings
me back to the point I made the other
evening. If the authority is established and
insufficient volunteers transfer to the
authority, we could finish up with two
authorities and a situation similar to that
which we have now.

Traffc inspectors who work under the
country shire councils could be inducted
into the authority, together with some
policemen who transfer over, but the
authority could be so short of men that we
would still have to rely on the Police Force
for the complete control of traffic as a
result of an insufficient number of police-
men transferring to the authority. There
is no guarantee that a, sufficient number of
policemen will transfer.

In his own wards the Minister has said,
"It is hoped that sufficient volunteers will
transfer to the authority." The reason he
is in that doubtful situation. Is that the
control of traffic will not be entirely car-
ried out by the Police Force. No problems
would arise if the police had complete
control.

The Minister has performed a wonderful
service this afternoon. In all the debates
that have taken place both in this Cham-
ber and in another place, it is the Minister
who has made the first admission that the
Patrolmen will not be members of the
Police Force. Had the Minister spoken
backwards no greater gobbledygook could
have been uttered.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: It would be no
greater than that you are uttering now.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: We could be
placed in an intolerable situation If the
Minister's hopes are not realised.

The Hon. N. F. Baxter:, I did not use
the word "hope"; I said "believe".

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: The Minis-
ter has contradicted himself so many times
during the Committee stage of this Bill
that it is not funny. The Minister said he
hoped to obtain sufficient volunteers.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: I used the words,
"believe" and "think". I did not use the
word "hope" at all.

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: Very well;
the Minister said he thinks he will get suf-
ficient volunteers, but he has no guar-
antee. The Police Union Is still out on a
limb because It still requires guarantees
from the Minister. As Yet these have not
been forthcoming. Irrespective of the word
he used, the Minister has no guarantee of
obtaining a sufficient number of Police-
men to transfer to the authority.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: You did not
have any guarantees with your Bill.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: Of course we
did. The Police Force was, 100 per cent
behind us then and it Is now.

The Hon, N. E. BAXTER: The Leader of
the Opposition talks about guarantees.
What a lot of rot!1 He knows quite well
that in regard to his Bill he had no guar-
antees from the police or from the traffic
Inspectors. The discussions that have
taken place with the Police Union have
been very satisfactory. The union is satis-
fied with the conditions under which
transfers will take place and. In addition,
Mr Fr'aser, the secretary of the union, has
assured the minister there will be no dif-
ficulty in transferring a sufficient num-
ber of policemen to the authority.

The Hon. R. Thompson: Qualify the
word "number".

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: We could not
approach every individual Policeman at
this stage to ask if he intended to trans-
fer to the authority, because we would be
accused, in the same way as we were ac-
cused in the situation of approaching local
authorities In regard to the selection of
a panel of names. A similar accusation
could be levelled at us if we approached
each individual Policeman. We work
through the Police Union and that union
has given a guarantee that a sufficient
number of policemen will transfer to the
authority.

The Ron. R. F. CLAUGHTON: Despite
Mr Baxter's protestations--

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: I am not pro-
testing; you are the one who is protesting.

The Hon. Rt. F. CLAU(3HTON: -the
situation is not at all similar to that which
we proposed in 1972. if the authority is
not able to attract sufficient numbers of
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policemen to come under Its Jurisdiction
to patrol even the metropolitan area, what
will be the situation? I can only assume
it will have a certain number of patrolmen
attached to the authority who will be able
to be deployed to control traffic and, for
the remainder of the State, where there is
not a suffcient, number of patrolmen to
carry out patrols, I assume the police will
be responsible for the control of traffic. The
alternative to that Is that we will have
poorly controlled traffic In the metropoli-
tan area.

Further, what equipment will the
authority use? Will it acquire a separate
set of equipment, or will it use the equip-
ment that Is being used now? Who will
have control of the equipment the author-
ity will need to deploy the forces under
its jurisdiction? Will the administrative
staff under the control of the authority
take control of this equipment, or will It
be the patrolmen who will be in control
of the equipment? Many questions arise
which have not been answered by the
Minister. I doubt whether the Minister
will be able to satisfy the Police Union. He
is hoping that all the police officers now
on road patrol will transfer to the author-
ity so that the authority will be able to
man and patrol the same areas of the
State that are being patrolled now. In
the metropolitan area that is of particular
importance. We may be able to cope with
the traffic In a country town with no equip-
ment but that could not be done in the
metropolitan area or in other areas, close
to It. Therefore there would be a need
to have the majority of the present traffic
force transferred to the authority.

As Mr Thompson has indicated, the
Minister has not obtained this guarantee
as yet, If we are to take notice of what
has been published in the latest issue of
the Police Union journal. What will be
the situation If the Minister finds the
authority cannot obtain sufficient
numbers for the road patrols? Who will
control the radio equipment through which
instructions will have to be relayed?
Secondly, what is the position of the
authority Itself and its staff who will be
public servants? Will they have control
of this equipment or will It be under the
control of the officers who are at present
under the jurisdiction of the Commissioner
of Police?

The H-on. A. A. LEWIS: I have heard
some rot in my time, but the last speaker
showed a complete lack of understanding
of the administration of an authority.
Under this Bill an authority will be estab-
lished and the people who will administer
It will allocate equipment even If It has
to come from the existing police traffic
branch: and if It requires extra patrolmen
r should Imagine the authority will have
the power to employ them.

The Hon. D). K. Dana: The Minister did
not say that.

The Hon. A. A. LEWIIS: I am dealing
with the aspects raised very poorly by Mr
Claughton, because he showed a complete
lack of understanding of how authorities
get off the ground. in view of his com-
plete lack of understanding It surprised
me that he spoke this evening. Some
members come to this Chamber with a
certain knowledge of organisation and they
know how to establish authorities, The
points raised by Mr Claughton represent
only minor problems. In comparison let
us consider what the Commonwealth Gov-
ernment does. When It sets up a cornmis-
slon it does not worry as to whether it Will
obtain sufficient personnel to staff It. At
least this Government has had negotiations
with the Commissioner of Police and has
obtained a reasonable guarantee that there
will be a sufficient nuimber of patrolmen
to meet the requirements.

This Government has a flexibility which
ensables It to deal with various people. It
does not stick to one point, as Mr
Claughton has. He foallows one line to
the end until he falls off. After hearing
the utterances of that honourable member
one can only come to the conclusion that
he believes in the theory that the earth is
flat. of course the men will be available
to man these road patrols. Of course the
Minister will Issue Instructions as to where
the necessary equipment will be used, be-
cause both the aulthoritY and the Minister
can do Just that under this Bill. The Bill,
of course, may not pass through this
Chamber until the early hours of tomorrow
morning.

The Mon. D, W. Cooley: You would not
gag the Bill.

The Hon. A. A. LEWIS: I think I would
if I had to listen to Mr Claughton for
much longer. I do not mind If we stay
here till Christmas, because I believe the
Bill is seeking to achieve something in a
sane manner. We have heard all sorts of
nonsense spoken from the other side of
the House concerning where the equip-
merit will come from and where the men
will come from, etc. If industry were to
worry where Its equipment, men, and
money were to come from it would achieve
nothing.

This is the negative attitude we have
come -to expect from the Labor Party. It
is not prepared to create; It only seeks to
knock. it is time we used some common
sense and spoke to the clauses of the Bill
instead of waffling on about the possible
problems which could arise.

The Hon. D. K. DAN$: I hope you, Sir,
will allow me to be somewhat radical and
speak to the clause In the Bill. I would
like to help the Minister and correct a bad
impression created by Mr Lewis. One
comment he made was tantamount to say-
Ing that if the men do not volunteer they
will be dragooned.

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: That is not what
I said at all. You read Hansard.
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The Ron. D). K. DANS: I will be reading
the uncorrected copy. I was under the
impression that Mr Lewis had a vocabu-
lary of 100 words, but I have amended my
view because I now feel he has a vocabu-
lary of only 52 words.

The Ron. W. ft. Withers: In which sen-
tence?

The Hon. D. K. tANS: He used the
entire 52. My amendment would clear up
a lot of the doubt that might exist. I do
not think Mr Lewis was aware of what
he was saying when he went half way and
said "If we do not get volunteers we will
know what to do."

I am not happy with the wording at the
commencement of the clause. I refer to
the words "there shall"-whlch is man-
datory-"be a body known as the Traffic
Patrol to assist the Authority", etc. Sub-
clause (2) also reinforces my hesitancy by
saying "'.The Commissioner of Police shall
arrange". Even though it continues and
states that he shall arrange with the
authority for members of the Police Force
to be transferred for duties in the traffic
patrol under the provisions of this section.
I am not at all reassured as to its exact
meaning.

I think we will all agree that it has
become clear that this authority will be-
come part of the Police Force and the
Bill deals with that aspect which applies
to traffic and the provisions that will apply
to members of the Police Force who want
to transfer. What Mr Lewis said raised
some doubt in my mind. He said the
transfer would be completely voluntary
and that it would be all right for the mem-
ber of the force who was being transferred
to traffic control. I would like an assur-
ance that there would be no obstacle to
his returning to the Police Force if he
wished. My amendment would protect
such a person.

I am aware that certain members of the
Government would, have liked other fea-
tures to be included in the Bill; features
which would have made it clear that the
members of the traffic patrol were mem-
bers of the Police Force. Other members
of the coalition, however, did not want
this and, as a result, the Bill has come to
us in Its present form. By asking a numn-
ber of questions we have been able to
ferret out a certain amount of infoation.
I do stress, however, that we should give
some protection to not only the members
of the Police Force but also those mem-
bers in the country shires who have been
traffic inspectors for years and who may
find themselves in a difficult position when
transferring over to the traffic patrol.
There could be a number of reasons for
this, one of which could be a direction to
ride a motor cycle.

We have all heard policemen make re-
marks concerning the use of motor cycles,
and my sympathies are with them. Some
of them may find they are unable to per-
form a specific duty and that they should

be given the right, if they desire, to con-
tinue in the Pollee Force rather than be
given a mandatory direction to the cont-
rary. I am saying this because of Mr
Baxter's reference to their doing some-
thing naughty-perhaps having a drink
when they should not, or winding their
mileage up, which Is not uncommon.

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: You mean the
traffic patrolmen wind their speedos up?

The Ron. D. K. DANS: Perhaps I should
not have said that. By refusing duty they
may find themselves committing a serious
offence under the Poice Act and be sum-
madily dismissed as a result of It. I am
not one who believes that people deliber-
ately take action against others for the
hell of It but there are occasions on which
this could happen for a number of reas-
ons. There could, Perhaps, be some sort of
direction-perhaps by the trade unions--
and I am sure this would gladden Mr
Lewis's heart!

The Eon. A. A. Lewis: I am not an ex-
Pert on trade unions.

The Hon. D. K. DANE: Mr Lewis amuses
me. I am always glad when he is in the
Chamber because there are times when he
makes a difficult Job rather pleasant. I do
not suggest the Police Force would use its
numbers to squeeze People out, but given
a set of circumstances this could happen
and I1 ami sure no-one will deny it could
happen. My amendment would provide
some protection in this area. People must
be given an assurance that even though
they are transferred over to the traffic
Patrol they still have a degree of protec-
tion. They must be given an assurance
that their life will not be at an end by
transferring to the traffic patrol, and that
there remain, in the Police Force, positions
to which they can be sent; even if it were
to the gun licensing section, or some simi-
lar Position.

The Bill should provide protection for
a country traffic Inspector who joins the
force and who may be transferred, say,
from the Great Southern to Yilgarn. We
should ensure that be is given every con-
sideration and allowed to remain domi-
ciled in the town In which he has been
employed for some Years.

The Hon. D. J. Wordsworth: Does the
Police Force guarantee this?

The Hon. D). K. DANE: No, but there
are a number of traffic inspectors who join
up niot expecting to be transferred miles
from home. Many of them have, perhaps,
made their home In a country town and
they hope to stay there until they retire.
When they first Join it is possible they
are transferred all over the place so that
they may get the necessary experience in
dealing with people and come to know the
State. I think the necessary reassurances
would go a long way towards making the
Bill more effective, because they would
reassure not only the Public but also the
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members of the Police Force. Despite all
the negotiations between unions and in-
dustrial commissioners the man on the
job sometimes takes a different view and
from this stems some of our industrial
disputes.

The Hon. Rt. Thompson: Mr Baxter
knows that now.

The Hon. D. KC. DANS: Accordingly these
men should be given some reassurance. my
amendment will not in any way detract
from the Bill; my only fear is that it will
not go far enough. As I have listened to
the debate I have become more acutely
aware of the problems of traffic inspectors
In the country who could, perhaps, be
weeded out by a number of methods.

I would like to see the Bill provide the
necessary protection to those people.
Therefore, I move-

Page 13-Delete subelause (2) and
substitute the following-

(2) (a) The Traffic Patrol shall
consist of such members
of the Police Force as
the Commissioner of
Police (acting in his office
as such Commissioner)
shall with the approval
of the Minister and the
Minister administering
the Police Act, 1892
transfer to the Authority
for duty in the Traffic
Patrol;

Wb before effecting the trans-
fer of a member of the
Poice Force under the
provisions of paragraph
(a) of this subsection the
Commissioner of Police
shall give written notice
of his Intention so to do
to the member intended
to be transferred and such
member shall be at liberty
within 48 hours of receiv-
ing such notice to object
to his being so trans-
ferred in which case the
Commissioner shall re-
frain from so transferring
the member unless and
until such objection be
withdrawn;

(c) a member of the Police
Force who pursuant to the
provisions of paragraph
(b) of this subsection ob-
jects to his being trans-
ferred for duty in the
Traffic Patrol shall not
be deemed thereby to
have disobeyed a lawful
requirement of the Com-
missioner of Police nor
shall he by reason only of
his so objecting forfeit or
otherwise be deprived of
any rank seniority or

right to promotion or
other transfer or suffer
any loss or reduction In
salary allowances leave or
other entitlements or
benefits of service; and

(d) each member of the Police
Force transferred Pursu-
ant to the provisions of
paragraph (a) of this
subsection for duty with
the Traffic Patrol shall
until re-transferred for
duty with the Police
Force be known as a
patrolman.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I will be very
brief in saying that I cannot accept the
amendment.

The Hon. D. K. Dana: Why?
The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: For the

reason I have previously given. Satisfac-
Wory discussions have taken place, and ar-
rangements have been made with the Police
flnion. A gentlemen's agreement exists
between the Minister and the union. The
proposed amendment is not necessary. I
do not believe the Police Union has
approached the honourable member be-
cause had It done so the Minister would
have been aware of the fact.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: I thought we had
cleared up all the confusion.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: The honourable
member has confused the issue further.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: No, I have not.
I attempted to make the position clear to
the Minister. When I talk about police-
men, I am including all those people who
will make up the traffic patrol. Gentle-
men's agreements are all very well until
one party ceases to be a gentleman. I
suppose I have bad more experience In
drawing up agreements than has any other
member in this Chamber. I recall one
agreement worth millions of dollars which
was entered into with people who were
quite gentlemanly but, in case of eventual-
ities, we had a written agreement drawn
up at the same time.

It Is quite Possible for one party to an
agreement to die. I can recall a dispute
in which I was involved and which con-
cerned a water tank, two pumps, and
two electric motors. In that case there was
a gentlemen's agreement but we almost
had a war when it came to who actually
owned the equipment. I do not know that
the matter has yet been resolved.

I do not doubt for one minute that
the union has had close consultation with
the Minister and that an agreement has
been reached. However, In reaching that
agreement the 132 traffic inspectors who
will be taken into the Police Force, and
who will become patrolmen, have not been
consulted.
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The Hon. J. Heitman: Who said so? The
Minister told me only today.

The Hon. D). K. DANS: I wish he had
told me. which he has not yet done. The
Minister said the Police Union had been
consulted. it could be that he has for-
gotten the Bill will be applicable to the
country traffic inspectors. If those inspec-
tors had been approached the Minister
would have said there had been consulta-
tion with the Pollee Union and the Muni-
cipal Officers' Association.

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: The traffic inspec-
tors have an organisation.

The Hon. 1). K. 0MWS: That is true:
they are part of the Municipal Officers'
Association. However. in a matter such
as that now before us the traffic inspec-
tors would speak through their union.
There are many groups within the Police
Union but when they speak as a union
they do so through Mr Fraser.

if the Minister has had consultation
with the Municipal Officers' Association I
would be Pleased to know. At present we
do not know whether they are happy with
the gentlemen's agreement, With agree-
ments of this type it is possible for per-
sonnel to change, for Governments to
change, or leadership to change. It would
be better to have a provision in the Bill to
provide protection for the people who will
be employed by the authority.

The minister, in saying he opposed MY
amendment, dild not say he disagreed with
it. He said it was unnecessary because the
Minister for Police and the union had en-
tered Into a gentlemen's agreement. I say,
quite sincerely, that Mr Baxter would not
tell us a lie. However, the Minister could
change, the Secretary of the Police Union
could change, and the Commissioner of
Pollee could change and somewhere lost in
antiquity would be the gentlemen's agree-
ment.

I would like to know, firstly, were the
country shire traffic inspectors consulted
during the course of reaching the gentle-
men's agreement; and, secondly, does the
Minister not think it would be proper to
have something written into the Bill? We
all become victims of natural history in the
course of time. It is amazing how agree-
ments can be forgotten within a short
time, and the confusion which can arise.

I ask the Minister to give consideration
to those country shire traffic Inspectors
who, for various reasons, have sought posi-
tions in the country and who are quite
happy to be living in the country. I ask
that in the allocation of duties some pro-
vision will be made for those Inspectors to
remain in the areas where they have been
living for many years.

The Hon. J. Heitman: I said that earlier
tonight.

The Hon. D. KC. tANS: Many things
have been said tonight. There is nothing
snide about my amendment. It Is

straightforward, and would provide for a
much more open operation of the provi-
sions of the Bill. I remind the Minister
that once something has been passed on
from one Person to another, it eventually
assumes a completely different meaning.
We have all had that experience, with its
associated misrepresentations and Prob-
lems. One would think that the Police
Union, with its large membership and Its
responsibility, would see fit to make sure
that something definite was included in the
agreement.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I assure the
honourable member that the Minister has
informed me he did have discussions re-
garding any problems which might arise
with the Municipal Officers' Association,
the Institute of Highways, and individual
traffic inspectors. He has not refused to
see anyone who sought an explanation re-
garding the Bill. As far as he is aware, all
those who made representations to him
are happy with the results of their dis-
cussions. I think that Is as far as the hon-
ourable member would want me to go.

The Hon. D. K. tans: Not really.
The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: The Minister

has discussed the Bill with those people
and, for that reason, I cannot agree to
the amendment.

The Hon. D. KC. tans: Do you not think
It would be better to have It written down?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: Probably
in the file there is some record of dis-
cussions with the Minister.

The Hon. D. KC. Dans: The ordinary
membership would not see those records.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: On many oc-
casions one sees people in one's office with-
out taking a transcript of the conversa-
tion. I imagine there will be some record
In the minutes of the meeting of the
Police Union of any discussion held.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: I did not inten~d
to get up again, but I have changed my
mind. Very briefly I want to say the point
I am trying to make is that at no stage did
I suggest minutes were not kept. It would
be quite wrong for anyone to negotiate a
business deal without keeping some record
of what was said. However. I am con-
cerned about the ordinary rank-and-file
members of the union. Many policemen in
this State are not fully Informed of what
is happening. It would be far better if they
knew the actual conditions under which
they will be employed. Under this amend-
ment a policeman could say, "I have noth-
ig to worry about: I am still a Policeman.
If I become too old for the work or get sick
of traffic duty after a while,' I will be able
to return to the force." We always have a
good union meeting or shareholders' meet-
ing when people are fully Informed.

When we think about communication.
we usually think of the telephone. in our
highly technological society today. we do
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not commnunicate with our fellow man as
effectively as we did some years ago. It
would be far better to say to the police
officers, "The conditions will be as it is
written here." Even the angel Gabriel.
after reaching agreement with his arch-
angels, may be approached by St. Peter
saying, "I did not know the gun was
loaded."

The Hon. W. Rt. Withers: After bearing
that, I know why You have trouble with
communication.

The Ron. D. K. DANS: I seem to make
myself understood, but I sometimes have
difficulty following the honourable mem-
ber.

The Hon. J. HEITMAN: I would like to
commend the honourable member for the
wonderful thoughts he had In getting this
agreement on paper. However, the author-
ity will employ the patrolmen, and they
will not sign on the dotted line unless they
know exactly where they are going. I do
not think there Is any need to worry about
this matter.

The Hon. Rt. P. Claughton: Are you sug-
gesting there Is a written agreement now?

The Hon. J. HEITMAN: I do not think
that an agreement needs to be embodied
in the Bill at the present time. As I ex-plained earlier, this would put reins on the
authority. The only way to keep employees
these days is to look after them. We can
leave It to the authority to do the right
thing.

The Hon. R, THOMPSON: I have men-
tioned The Poliee News on several occa-
sions. When the Secretary of the Police
Union came here on Tuesday to hear the
introduction of this measure, he brought
me two copies of this Journal. He rang
me on Tuesday morning and told me that
clause 13 is the one the union is concerned
about. He asked me whether I had seen
this journal, and when I said I had not
he said he would send me two copies of It.
I believe this is worth reading. As we
know, the Police Union has always been a
very fair union to deal with because it
puts the public in the No. 1 place. This
article Is headed, "T.raffic Bill", and It
reads as follows--

The union's caution and concern
over the Government's new and con-
troversial Traffic Bill is not brought
about by our resistance to change but
is based on knowledge and experience
which indicates that a Public Service
type operation can only Increase In-
decision, enlarge the already ridiculous
paper jungle and provide areas of
needless coat when the money could be
spent on vital equipment and man-
power to police the roads.

However, if the Government is hell-
bent on this expensive experiment then.
in the interests and safety of the pub-
lic we have got to make It work. Not-

withstanding this there are many grey
areas in the Bill which leaves serious
doubts as to the intentions of the Goev-
ernmnent and those must be Ironed out
and written assurances given before
the Union could give the green light to
members to volunteer for duty In
Traffic Patrol.

Service in the Traffic Branch Is
usually only a phase of a Policeman's
career, and statistics reveal that the
average time a member wishes to spend
in active traffic work Is five years. It
is obvious that the Authority cannot
afford to have too many non-commis-
sioned officers on active Patrol, there-
fore on promotion it will be necessary
to ensure that the same opportunities
are available in the general service as
exist now for those who return to other
Branches of the Force.

We have already experienced one
exercise In relation to the setting up of
the Department of Motor Vehicles
which was supposed to reduce the
pressures on the Police Force.

Alter three years of operation.
policemen throughout the State are
still inundated with paper work in-
volving this Department and being
subjected to critical notes from Civil
Servants into the bargain.

We must ensure against a repetition
of this.

If members continue to show the
unity displayed in recent weeks and
as Indicated from all Branches, I am
confident that we will get the assur-
ances we seek and the Police of this
State will satisfy the confidence which
the public (if not politicians) have In
them.

The Hon. V, J. Ferry: What is the date
of that publication?

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: It is the
October issue, and I believe It comes out
early In November. It is the official organ
of the Western Australian Police Union
of Workers, registered at the GPO, Perth,
under category B.

Mr Fraser told me on Tuesday that all
matters have not been Ironed out. members
will be aware that Mr Fraser Is not aL mili-
tant standover union official. Also, the
Police Force has always negotiated fairly
with successive Ministers for Police. I per-
sonally found it very easy to deal with.

Mr Fraser tells us that clause 13 of the
BIll is the one causing the greatest con-
cern. This is a strong article, but I believe
It is a truthful summary of the feeling
of members of the Police Force. Less
than a month ago after the meeting I
have referred to previously, an article
appeared in The West Australian. This was
on the 28th October, and the executive
council of the Police Union at that time
Intended to ask the Minister to recast the
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Bill. The Bill had already been Intro-
duced in another place and, of course, it
has not been recast. The article reads-

A mass meeting of police from
places throughout the State yesterday
unanimously supported the executive
council's recommendations.

They want the Bill redrafted to in-
corporate amendments to protect
their position when the new authority
is formed.

The police want to eliminate any
possibility of members in the new
traffic patrol losing their Identity as
policemen and being removed from the
complete authority of the Police Com-
missioner.

The article goes on to mention other un-
acceptable provisions, hut I will not quote
them at this late stage. Two minor
amendments were moved to clause 13, the
effective clause. If we accept this amend-
ment moved by Mr Dans, we can solve
many of the problems.

Earlier this evening I asked the Min-
ister whether transfer would be mandatory
or voluntary. He said It would be volun-
tary. The proposed amendment spells
this out in detail. A person approached
for transfer would have the right to re-
fuse.

If Government members oppose this
motion, they are not being honest with
themselves. Nowhere does clause 13 give
a person the right to refuse transfer. The
amendment spells out that a person can
refuse a request to transfer within 48
hours, and that he will not suffer as a
consequence. This amendment would also
apply to local government employees who
are Inspectors at the present time. These
people may not want to transfer from the
country town in which they live.

I do not know whether the Minister for
Police is worried about the number of
volunteers. I have been approached by a,
number of patrolmen-some of whom vis-
ited my home-who do not want to trans-
fer out of the Police Force. It would be
quite easy for us to say, "Let the Govern-
ment dig its own grave." However, If the
Government wants to make this legisla-
tion work, at least give the men on whom
it is relying some protection. It is not
given under clause 13 at present.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: Subclause
(2) concerns the transfer of policemen to
the traffic patrol. We are Informed that
this clause will assist the authority in the
administration and enforcement of the
Act. It is an odd sort of word to use and
perhaps the Minister could clarify the
point when he replies. However, it tends
to show that the traffic patrol will be a
separate entity from the rest of the ad-
ministration of the authority. It is quite
within the pattern of the legislation to
follow on with Mr Dans' amendment plac-
Ing it under the control of the Commis-

sioner of Police since, as the Minister has
told us, they will still be members of the
Police Force.

Mr Danis' amendment also provides
added protection to the patrolmen. I would
doubt very much whether somebody like
Mr Heitman would leave to a gentleman's
agreement any financial matters which
affected him vitally. There are many
people the Government hopes to have
serve on this force who have their own
Ideas about how the matters affecting their
employment should be protected and I be-
lieve they are entitled to a written state-
ment from the Minister. I am not too
sure whether in fact Mr Heitman said that
a written agreement existed between the
Government and the union.

The Hon. J. Heitman: I did not say
there was a written agreement. No-one
said there was a written agreement.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: I would
not like to suggest that Mr Heitmnan said
something he did not; I accept what he
has nut to me.

The Hon. J. Heitman: I have already
explained this. Neither the Government
nor the union is employing these men.
The basis of employment will be by agree-
ment.

The Hon. R. P. CLAUC*HTON: For the
information of Mr Heitman, the authority
will be an agency of the Government,
under the control of the Minister and, in
essence, the agreement will be between
the authority and the Minister.

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: Can you tell me
any Statute which lays down terms of
employment?

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: The con-
ditions under which people are employed
are covered in a good many Acts; we
dealt with one earlier this week.

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: Tell us one.
The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: The

Machinery Safety Bill is one.
The Hon. A. A. Lewis: Are you saying

that the Machinery Safety Bill lays down
terms of employment?

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: Mr Lewis
has not spent a great amount of time in
the Chamber and apparently is not aware
of the Provisions of this legislation.

The Hon. D. K. Dans: The navigation
Act and the Western Australian Marine
Act are two examples.

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: Obviously you
have not read the Machinery Safety Bill.
Can you tell me what terms of employ-
ment are laid down in that Bill? You can-
not, because there are none.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: Perhaps
if the member read not only the Bill but
also the amendment we would not have
to waste time with interjections.
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The Hon. A. A. Lewis: In other words,
you cannot answer my query. Will You
just make that point clear for Hansard?

The Hon. H. F. CLAUGHTON: All We
have heard from Mr Lewis has been that
I have spoken far a long time. In fact.
I have spoken for only a small proportion
of the total time spent debating this
legislation; Mr Dana and Mr Thompson
are leading the discussion from our side.
I would suggest that if Mr Lewis spent
more time in this Chamber instead of
dropping in and out and butting in on
debates, we would make more progress.
I previously asked the Minister two speci-
fic questions, but the Minister apparently
forgot about them because he did not re-
ply.

The Hon. A. A. Lewis: Does that relate
to this clause?

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: Mr Lewis
would not know.

The Hon. J. Heitman: Surely when a
member asks you a civil question, you
should not do your quince over it.

The Hon. Rt. IF. CLAUGHTON: If Mr
Lewis were civil to me, I might be able to
show a little civility towards him. If
members opposite are sincere, they should
find no difficulty in supporting Mr Dans'
amendment; it Is quite in line with the
pattern and intentions of this legisla-
tion. The traffic patrol is to be a separate
unit containing members of the Police
Force. They will not be disciplined by
the authority, but to a large extent will
come under the jurisdiction of the Com-
missioner of Police.

Mr Dana' amendment will provide these
people with written protection and I am
sure they will appreciate it. It is a pity
the Minister brushed away so casually
the people about whom Mr Dana spoke.
The Minister has stated that members of
the Police Force will not be compulsorily
transferred to the new authority and,
in the light of that statement, the Gov-
ernment could surely see no objection
to our amendment. It conforms vent
closely to the provisions of the legislation
and to the Government's idea of how
the patrol will be constituted.

The Non. A. A. LEWIS: I believe Mr
Dana has moved his amendment with the
best of intentions. However. I do not
know of any Statute on the Statute book
that lays down terms of employment. We
have the assurance of the minister that
these matters will be dealt with. if in
future we find that a Minister or a
Goverrnent changes what has been laid
down in this debate, it should be dealt
with at that time. I am sure every
member in this Chamber-and some of us
have spent a long time in the Chamber
listening to Irrelevant debate-would not
accept that policemen transferring to the
new authority will be disadvantaged even
after receiving the assurance of the Minis-
ter.

The Hon. D. K. Dana: There are plenty
of Acts which contain conditions similar
to this. I do not want to waste time now;
I will give them to you in private.

The Hon. A. A. LEWIS: I admire Mr
Dana' motives in moving this amendment.
However, I do not believe it is necessary
because we have had the assurance of
the Mlinister in this respect. This is an
industrial matter, not one for this Cham-
ber.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result-

Ayes-8
Ron. H. P. Olaughton Non. Lyle Elliott
Hon. D. W. Cooley Hon. R. H. 0. Stubbs
Hon. D. K. Dans Hon. R. Thomipson
Han. S. J_ Dollar Eon. R. T. Leeson

(Teller)
Noes-lB6

Hon. C. R. Abbey
Eon, N. E, Baxter
Hon. G. W. Berry

Hion. V. J. Ferry
Hon. H. W. Gayfer
Hon. Olive OrIfths.
Ron. J. Heitman
Han. T. Knight

Hon. 0. E. Masters
Eon. M,. McAleer
Ron. N. McNeill
Hon. 1- 03. Pratt
Ron. J. C. Toter
Hon, W. R. V1itens
Hon. D. J3. Wordsworth
Hon. A. A. Lewis

(Teller)
Pair

Aye No
I-on, Grace Vaughan Eon. 1. 0. Meecalf

Amendment thus niegatived.
The Hon. Rt. F. CLAUGHTON: There is

very little relationship between the author-
ity and the Police Force. There is nothing
in the clauses dealing with the functions
of the authority which states that the
authority shall employ patrolmen. I refer
to subolause (1) which says--

There shall be a body known as
the Traffic Patrol to assist the Auth-
ority In the administration and en-
forcement of this Act...

Those words indicate the separateness of
the Police Force and the traffic authority.
They Indicate that this is police control
of traffic, and that patrolmen are mnem-
bers of the Police Force.

When I spoke to clause 7 dealing with
the members of the authority and Its con-
trol over patrolmen, I made that very
point. The control of the authority is a
rather tenuous one. It does not appear to
have the power to engage and dismiss
patrolmen; that appears to be a function
of the Commissioner of Police. The
authority does not appear to have the
power to discipline the patrolmen except
in respect of minor breaches. In the case
of major breaches by patrolmen, it Is a
matter for the Commissioner of Police to
determine.

The news sheet of the 12th June sent
out by the Police Union indicates that the
authority Will be an advisory body. I do
not know whether the Ideas of the Police
Union are right.

The Hon. J. Heitman:- It sounds like It.
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The Hon. R. F. CLAtIGHTON: If the
honourable member wanted an authority
that was completely divorced from the
Police Force he should have insisted on
different wording In the clause.

The Hon. J. Heitman: I would not think~
along the same lines as you would in
drafting a Bill like this.

The Hon. R. F, CLAUGHTON: That is
quite obvious. The thinking of the han-
ourable member in 1972 was not any-
thing like his thinking on this occasion.
The honourable member has deluded him-
self as to the meaning of the provision.
Perhaps the Minister could clarify It.

How can a body which Is a part of the
authority assist the authority? It cannot
do so unless it Is a, separate body. Perhaps
the Minister can tell us whether the pro-
posed traffic patrol Is to be part of the
authority.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: There Is a
very simple explanation. The provision
says it -shall be a body to be known as the
traffic patrol. The body is to comprise
officers transferred from the Police Force,
and traffic Inspectors of local authorities
who subscribe to the conditions In the
Police Act and who are transferred to the
authority. Those officers will make up the
body to be known as the traffic patrol, and
it will handle traffic under the direction
of the authority.

One officer will be appointed as the head
of traffic patrol, and the officers below him
will bear similar ranks to those In the
Police Force-ranks such as inspectors,
sergeants, and constables. The terminology
of the ranks might be different in the case
of the traffic patrol.

The Hon. R. P. CLAUGHTON: There
are officers of the ranks the Minister men-
tioned in the Police Department who are
under the control of the Commissioner of
Police; these officers are separate from the
officers In the department who carry out
the clerical work. Similarly, the patrolmen
in the authority will be different from the
administrative staff.

There is to be a separate group of law
enforcement officers, to be known as the
traffic patrol, and finally they will be
responsible to the Commissioner of Police.
although the authority is to be charged
with the general deployment and control
of the traffic patrol. To all Intents and
purposes they are members of the Polle
Force and isolated from the traffic au-
thority

I turn to subelause (2) Which says that
the Commissioner of Police shall arrange
with the authority for members of the
Police Force to be transferred for duties in
the traffic patrol. The Minister has made
reference to this previously, and said that
the Police Union had been given an as-
surance that no officer would be trans-
ferred from the Police Force Compulsorily.

The Hon. N. E. inter: I have given
three assurances.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUCIETON: It Is
necessary for the Minister to give such
assurances, because what I have said is
not stated in the Bill. Subelause (2) is
mandatory in that the Commissioner of
Police shall arrange the transfer.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: We have been
over that five or six times tonight.

The Hon. R. F. CLAU01HTON: No mem-
ber on this side of the Chamber has raised
the matter five or six times. The provision
Is mandatory by the use of the word
"shall", but the intention is permissive. I
assume the Minister would have no objec-
tion to the Inclusion of words to make
the Government's intention explicit. For
that reason I move an amendment-

Page 13, line 25-Insert after the
word "Force" the words "when they
so request".

'The inclusion of those words will make
the provision explicit, and no officer will
be transfered compulsorily-

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: Is the amend-
ment in order, Mr Deputy Chairman?
We have already defeated an amendment
which sought to delete words in lines 14
to 17.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
R. J. L. Williams): I think the amend-
ment Is out of order in view of the fact
that the Previous amendment was defeated.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: I would
question your decision, Mr Deputy Chair-
man. I could not possibly have moved
my amendment to insert words in line
15, when the previous amendment sought
to delete words in lines 14 to 17. My
amendment could only be proceeded with
after the amendment to delete words in
lines 14 to 17 had been dealt with.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (the Eon.
R. J. L. Williams):- The question I have
in my mind is that when the amendment
moved by Mr Dans was defeated it meant
the Committee then agreed to leave sub-
clause (2) as it stood.

The Hon. R. Thompson: Not necessarily.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That is my

Interpretation of the situation. Therefore,
I do not see how we can go back and
amend the subolause after the Committee
has already ageed that It should stand
as it is.

The Hon. R. Thompson: The commit-
tee has not agreed to that at all

The DEPUTIY CHAIRMAN: it is im-
plied In the defeat of the amendment
moved by Mr Dana.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: We do not
deal with a clause Paragraph by paragrap~h
or subelause by subelause:, we deal with
a clause as a whole. The Point Mr
Claughton has made is that he could not
have moved his amendment earlier be-
cause It would have been out of order in
that it relates to the line after the line
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Mr Dana sought to amend, and Mr Dana
would then not have been able to move
his amendment. I think, sir, on reflection
you will find It is completely in order
for Mr Claughton to move his amendment
now.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: It has always
been the recognised Practice in Committee
that once we have moved past a certain
point when amendments have been moved
we cannot go back. Because a previous
amendment was defeated, a substitute
amendment has been moved. If a member
wants to move an amendment and places
It on the notice paper alongside another
amendment, an arrangement can be made
at the time to deal with amendments in
sequence. Had Mr Claughton's amend-
ment been put on the notice paper the
prior amendment would have been moved
first and the other amendment would have
followed after it.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr Claugh-
ton can put his amendment If the Bill is
recommitted.

The Hon. Rt. F. CLAUGHTON: I do not
want to take the business out of the Mli-
lster's hands. I point out that when the
move for the deletion of subclause (2)
was defeated, all it meant was that the
Committee did not want to proceed with
the proposal put by Mr Dana. which was
quite different from the amendment I am
proposing. it meant that the subclause
stayed as it was, but It did not mean that
no words could be added at a later stage.
Had my amendment been on the notice
paper, it could still have been ruled out of
order because we cannot go back, so that
contention Is quite ridiculous.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I take the
honourable member's point, on reflection.
Had the amendment been on the notice
paper it would have come after the
amendment moved by Mr Dana. I am
therefore prepared to put the honourable
member's amendment.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I am not pre-
pared to accept this amendment. it Is only
a substitution for the amendment moved
by Mr Dans, and I think we have had the
argument about that.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: What the
Minister has just said Is not so. The
amendment moved by Mr Dans. spelt out
many factors which would be taken Into
consideration. This Is In line with an
undertaking given by the Minister this
evening. When we began to debate clause
13 I asked whether transfer would be
mandatory or voluntary, and the Minister
said it would be voluntary. If that is so,
Mr Claughton's amendment will clear up
any doubt in anybody's mind. It does not
interfere with the context of the Bill In
any way and gives an assurance to mem-
bers of the Police Force who wish to trans-
fer that they may do so on request.

It has been said in the debates In this
Chamber and In another place, in articles
in newspapers, and In interviews on tele-
vision that people have requested transfer
as patrolmen in the new authority. This
amendment puts the situation beyond
doubt. It is a very reasonable amendment
and does not upset the subclause in any
way.

When I began to speak to this clause,
the very first words I said were, "The
word 'shall' can be Interpreted in many
ways." This amendment will clear up any
doubts in this grey area. It gives protection
in view of the undertaking already given
that transfer will be voluntary. If the
Minister does not accept the amendment,
r do not think we can accept his word.

The Hon. J. Heitman: Break it down!
What he said is in Hansard.

The Hon. 11. THOMPSON: Neither
Mansard, the speeches made in this
Chamber, nor the undertakings given in
this Chamber are part of the Bill which
will become an Act. Ministers change from
time to time, and when one Minister gives
an undertaking it does not follow that the
Minister holding that portfolio In three,
five, or 15 years' time will take the same
line. Now is the time to stipulate that
transfer will be voluntary. I support the
amendment,

The Hon. Rt. F. CLAtYGHTON: I am dis-
appointed in the Minister's attitude, which
completely denies what he has already
said. It must throw into some doubt the
sincerity of the assurances he has given.
If it is the Government's Intention that
transfers should be voluntary, there can
be absolutely no objection to these words
being written into the Bill. In fact, I would
have expected the Minister to say their
omission had been an oversight on the
part of the Government. As the subclause
stands at present, with the words "The
Commissioner of Police shall arrange", It
is mandatory and members of the Police
Force will have to do as they are told. It
can only be resolved by the Minister ac-
cepting the proposal now before him,
unless other members in this Chamber
decide to help out and give the amend-
ment the support it deserves.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result-

Ayes-?
lion, R. P. Olmughton Hon. R. r. Leeson
Ron. D. W. Cooley Hon. R. Thompson
Hon. D. K. Dana Bon. Lyla Elott
Hon. S. J. Dellar (Teller)

Noes-Is
Eon. N. t. Bolter Hon. M. McAteer
Hon. 0. W. Berry Boo. N. McNeill
Eon. H. W. Canfer Hon. i. 4g. Pratt
Non. clii's Griffths Efon. J. 0. Tozer
Hon. i. Heitman Bon. W. R. withers
Hon, T. Knight Mon. D. J. Wordsworth
Hon. A. A. Lewis Hon. V. J. Perry
Non. 0. Z. Masters

Aye NO
Hon. Grace Vaughan Eon. 1. 0. Medemlt
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Amendment thus negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 14 put and passd.
Clause 15: Vehicle licences--

The Hon. A. A. LEWIS: I would like to
ask the Minister one small question in
relation to this clause. Subelause (2) re-
fers to an agricultural implement being
towed on a road by another vehicle and
Says a vehicle license is not required for
that implement. I would like to know
whether measurements in the new regula-
tions under the metric system will be the
same as those under the imperial measure.
I point out that many self-propelled
vehicles are three feet wider than towed
vehicles, and are a lot more dangerous on
narrow roads than the latter. Will the
Minister give an assurance that consider-
ation will be given to this when the regu-
lations are framed?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I will have
the point checked and let the member
know the answer. I cannot give an ans-
wer offhand.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 16 to 18 put and passed.
Clause 19: Fees for vehicle licences--

The Hon. S. J. DELLAR: In his second
reading speech the Minister said no
changes have been made in the fees for
vehicle and drivers' licenses. I agree with
the Minister. I merely point out that I
should think no increase would be made
because only within the last couple of
months amendments were made to the
Traffic Act to provide for an average In-
crease of 65 per cent in vehicle license
fees. However, it is a wonder the Govern-
ment has not seen fit to make a further
Increase In this Bill.

The Hon. LYLAR ELOTT:, I would like
to register my protest against the record-
Ing fee referred to in subclause (1). I realise
this fee has already been agreed to by the
Parliament. However, I am concerned
that low-income earners will be the hard-
est hit by the fee. Every time a person
renews a vehicle license he must pay an
additional $4. Therefore a person on a low
income who is unable to pay his license
fee for 12 months will be required to pay
an additional $8 a year.

In his second reading speech the Min-
Ister said the operating costs of the new
authority will be $2 793 714, compared with
the present operating cost under police
control of $2 100 500. As there are some
500 000 motor vehicles in this State, which
will produce an additional $2 illon in
revenue from the recording fee if each car
is relicensed only once a year-and the
amount will be greater than that because
many will be relicensed twice a year-I
would like to know what will happen to
this money. Where will It be spent, and

why was it necessary to impose this addi-
tional cost upon motorists?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: Any addit-
ional money will be paid Into the Consoli-
dated Revenue Fund and used in various
ways.

The H-on. Lyla Elliott: The recording
fees will be retained by the authority.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: That sort of
thing cannot be done with this money.

The Hon. J, HEITMAN: The position Is
that local authorities have received $4
when licensing a vehicle, and the police
have received $3. However, prices have
increased and it has been agreed now that
the recording fee will be $4 throughout the
State. It Is envisaged many country
shires will continue to record license re-
newals. In such cases the recording fee
will be retained to cover paper work, just
as It has been retained In the past. It is
not envisaged the Government will make a
fortune from this fee because the money
will be distributed to the local authorities
throughout the State. There is really
no increase. The money will be Paid into
the main 'roads account and will be dis-
tributed In the usual fashion.

The Hon. D. J. WORD:SWORTH: Sub-
clause (16) refers to the licensing of inter-
changeable semi-trailers. Often a farmer
has two trucks with which he carts grain
to a siding. The Onowangerup Shire
Council has suggested to me that I propose
to the Chamber that license plates should
be transferable from one truck to another,
so that while one Is being loaded in the
field the other may be used to take the
grain to the siding. I Put that suggestion
to the Minister.

The I-on. LYLA ELLIOTT:- It has been
suggested the recording fee is not new,
Can the Minister tell me where it appears
in the Traffic Act?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: it was in-
serted in the Traffic Act by an amending
Bill this year when license fees were
changed,

The Hon. Lyla Elliott: That Is right.
It is new this year,

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: That is so.
The Hon. Lyla Elliott: That is what I

said.
The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: In the past

there have been a number of recording
fees.

The Hon. S. J. DELLAR: Mr Heitman
maintained the recording fee has always
existed. That Is not so; it was introduced
in an amending Bill which was passed by
the Parliament a few months ago.

The Hon. N. E, Baxter: There was a
fee, but it was not so-called.

The Hon. J. Heitman: It wasn't called
a recording fee.
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The Hon. S. J. DELLAR: Prior to the
amending Bill local authorities were en-
titled to retain $1.50 Per vehicle-or
whatever was the figure-

The Hon. J. Heitman: No.
The Hon. S. J. DELLAR: -up to a

certain number of vehicles, and over that
number of vehicles they retained a lesser
amount Per vehicle. However, that was
not a recording fee; it was a fee the local
authorities were entitled to retain to cover
the cost of paper work involved in licens-
ing vehicles. The new recording fee has
nothing to do with the original fee.

The Hon. J. Heitman: The fee of $4
has been applied since 1968.

The Hon. S. J. DELLAR: I agree, but
It was not a recording fee.

The Hon. J. Heitman: No, it was to
cover the cost of paper work.

The Hon. S. J. DELLAR: I know that
and Mr Heitman knows that; I am point-
ing out the recording fee is an additional
charge which was imposed within the last
few months.

The Hon. J. Heitman: There are not
two fees each of $4.

The Hon. S. J. DELLAR: I wish Mr
Heitman would listen a little more closely.
What Miss Elliott was questioning the
Minister about had nothing to do with
the old recording fee.

The Hon. J. Heitman: I thought you
said there was no old recording fee.

The Hon. S. J. DELL-TAR: I am refer-
Ig to the fee which local authorities were
entitled to deduct from their remittance
of vehicle license fees to the central fund,
and that fee has nothing to do with the
recording fee which was introduced earlier
this session. Miss Elliott wanted to know
what the Governent will do with the
extra $2 million a year. She Pointed out
that a Person who licenses his vehicle
once a year will be required to pay an
additional $4, and a person who licenses
his vehicle every six months will be re-
quired to pay an additional $8 a year, and
she said this would result in an additional
amount of at least $2 million a Year, based
on the number of vehicles licensed in this
State. The Minister said the money will
be paid into Consolidated Revenue. I ask
the Minister whether this money will be
paid into the Consolidated Revenue Fund,
or whether it will be paid to the authority.

The Hon. LYLA ELLIOTTl: The point
I was trying to make is that the $2 million
collected in recording fees will, according
to the Bill, be paid into the authority.
What I wanted to know from the Govern-
ment was that It is estimated that, with
existing Police control of traffic, it would
cost $2 million and this will be saved when
the control of traffic is taken over by the
authority. Therefore what will the Govern-
ment do with that $2 million? Why does

it have to make a further imposition on
the motorists when all this money is al-
ready in the police budget?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: Originally a
fee of $4 was imposed as a fee an the
first 1 000 vehicles licensed by a local
authority, and for each vehicle licensed
thereafter, the fee was $3. This sum of
money came from license fees collected this
year in which the fee was included. There-
fore, If the Police Department licensed the
vehicle, the money went Into Consolidated
Revenue. If a local authority licensed the
vehicle it received the $4 fee which was
paid into the revenue of that local author-
ity. The same principle will apply to the
authority. A recording fee of $4 will be
charged and that money will be paid Into
Consolidated Revenue, but If a. local
authority issues the license it will retain
the $4 recording fee.

The Hon. Lyla Elliott: According to the
Bill the authority will retain the fee.

The Hon. 5.3J. DELLAR: The Minister has
somewhat clarified the situation. In effect.
what he Is saying is that if a local author-
ity Issues a license It retains the record-
Ing fee, but If the authority issues the
license the fee is Paid into Consolidated
Revenue.

The Hon. A. A. LEWIS: I wish to raise a
technical point in connection with sub-
clause (15). In the past there has been a
great deal of trouble within local author-
ities in the naming of a self-propelled
harvester, a baler, a windrower, and a bale
wagon. The license fee charged on these
vehicles is governed by the horsepower of
the vehicle and its size, and it could am-
ount to some $80 for a period of four
months. On the other hand, a tractor can
be licensed for $4.

I have already mentioned this to the
Minister who will be in charge of this
legislation, but I draw the matter to the
attention of the Minister handling the
Bill in this Chamber so that he will take
notice of my comments and have the reg-
ulation framed accordingly.

Clause put and Passed.
Clauses 20 to 41 Put and passed.
Clause 42: Licensing of drivers-
The Hon. 1). J. WORDSWORTH: I wish

to take this opportunity to lodge a protest
against the test a person has to pass when
applying for a driver's license. In my
opinion the test is rather ridiculous, par-
ticularly In the case of a person in Esper-
ance who is asked the speed at which one
shall drive a vehicle in King's Park.
Also, it Is ridiculous
number of minrors
commercial vehicle,
trick question. I can
I tried to license a
not able to obtain a

when he is asked the
that should be on a
which is actually a

recall on one occasion
landrover, but I was
license for It until it

was fitted with two minrors. There are
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many trick questions which are asked of
an applicant which have no significance
to the driving of a vehicle.

The Eon. S. J. DELLAR: Bearing in
mind the fact that we are trying to reduce
the carnage on our roads. I cannot agree
with what Mr Wordsworth has said. He
seems to be of the opinion that because
he drives a vehicle In Esperance he should
not have any knowledge of driving con-
ditions in the metropolitan area. When I
obtained my driver's license 23 years ago
I was, for instance, asked by the police as
to the number of highways there were In
the metropolitan area, but the test was
not as rigid then as it is today. However, In
my opinion, if a person desires to obtain
a driver's license he should be able to
drive competently in any part of the State.

I do not think any trick questions are
asked of an applicant when he Is applying
for a driver's license, and it is not very
pleasant for the honourable member to
say that. The whole Principle of asking an
applicant such questions is to ensure that
he will have sufficient knowledge to make
him capable of driving a motor vehicle in
accordance with the Provisions of the
Traffic Act which covers the whole of the
State.

It should be quite simple for an appli-
cant to Pass the written test if he studies
the booklet that Is issued by the Police De-
partment. I do not think an applicant
has to have a 100 per cent pass. He 'will
have no trouble in obtaining a license If
he has made a careful study of the booklet
that Is Issued. I cannot see any justifica-
tion in the complaint made by Mr Words-
worth. It could be said that many people
who hold a driver's license at present
should not have one. I believe that the
more difficult it Is for an applicant to
obtain a driver's license the better it will
be both for himself and other drivers.
However, many members will not agree
with me.

Our basic objective Is to try to reduce
the carnage on our roads, and if a person
cannot satisfy the licensing authority that
he has sufficient knowledge to make him
competent to drive a motor vehicle on the
road he should not be granted a license.

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON: I sup-
Port Mr Dellar In the remarks he has made.
I have fairly recent knowledge of the
standards set by the Police Department for
those who wish to apply for a driver's
license, because recently my son had to
Pass that test. The questions were based
mainly on the Traffic Code and obviously
had been framed to ensure that People had
sufficient knowledge in order to drive
safely on the road.

Many of my son's f riends had to apply
up to four times before they were ranted
a driver's license, but fortunately my son
was successful on his first attempt. I do
not know whether the licensing authority
relaxes the tests for an older person, but

in my opinion the standard that Is set Is
to be commended, because everyone should
be aware of the Traffic Code. For example,
a driver should know what to do when he
approaches an intersection and the deci-
sion he should make as to which vehicle
should have the right-of-way. Since my
son obtained his driver's license I have
been made aware that my knowledge of
the Traffic Code is not as complete as it
could have been. Therefore I support the
remarks made by Mr Cellar.

I think It is most necessary to ensure
that a driver's license is not obtained
easily. An applicant should prove that he
is competent before he is let loose on the
road on his own, because that is not only
in his own interest but also in the interests
of other road users.

The Hon. Rt. THOMPSON: I will help
the Minister by saying simply that a
license Is a privilege, not a right, and the
holder of a license should know the laws
applicable throughout the whole State.

Clause Put and passed.
Clauses 43 to 59 put and passed.
Clause 60: Reckless driving-
The Ron. S. J. DFLLAR: This clause

and the next are slightly different from
similar provisions In the present Traffic Act
because the words "or any person" are in-
cluded. Because of the inclusion of these
words, could the driver, who is in a vehicle
on his own or her own, be apprehended by
a patrolman under this or the next clause?
For instance, if a driver were travelling
between Northampton and Carnarvon at
2.00 am. in the morning and no other
traffic was In sight, could a patrolman.
under this clause, apprehend that driver If
he considered the driver was behaving in
such a manner as to cause danger to him-
self?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: The words
"or to any person" refer to Passengers in
a6 motorcar, a Pillion passenger on a motor-
cycle, or Passengers in a bus. Persons out-
side the vehicle are referred to as the pub-
lic and "or to any person" refers to any
passenger. It does not refer to the actual
driver.

The Hon. S. J. DELLAR: I thank the
Minister for his explanation. Would not
"any person" include the driver?

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: No, not in the
legal context.

The Hon. S. J. CELLAR: I accept the
M[inister's explanation, but I am not very
happy about it.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 61 to 65 put and passed.
Clause 66: Requirement to submit sam-

ple of breath or blood for analysis--
The Ron. D. K. CANS: I feel pretty sure

I1 will have support for my amendment
because I do not think that a person
should have to do the things required
under this clause.
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I know the Minister submitted some
pretty good explanations In his notes and
one of these reads as follows--

Based on recommendations from
the National Safety Council, there has
been an extension of the classes of
persons who may be required to have
a preliminary road-side alcohol blood
test.

At Present a person must be rea-
sonably suspected of either having
been in an accident or committing an
offence and also of having been driv-
ing under the influence of alcohol. It
Is now proposed to dispose of the
necessity for both grounds of belief
and Provide that a person may be re-
quired to have a preliminary test if a
policeman reasonably suspects him of
having been in an accident involving
personal or property damage or, alter-
natively, of having committed an
offence against the Act or the regula-
ions or, indeed, of merely having
driven with alcohol In his body.

I know that the notes go on to give an
assurance that this does not represent
random testing which has been resisted in
most parts of Australia. Indeed, the other
day I read that a meeting of people in
Adelaide condemned random testing. It is
true that the Minister went to great
lengths to assure us that it Is not random
testing and that there had to be reason-
able grounds for a patrolman to appre-
hend a driver. Certainly more assurance
was given by the Minister for Health in
his speech than was given by the Minister
in another place.

Good as the assurance of the Minister
was, a great deal is still left to the dis-
cretion of the patrolman. Although It Is
necessary to take some steps to reduce the
road toll, I believe that this clause repre-
sents an Invasion of a person's civil liber-
ties. I know that it will be asked, "What
about the civil liberties of other people
who use the roads?" That is not the point.
Patrolmen are only human and I do not
think we have done so badly under the
existing law.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: We have not
done so well either, have we?

The Hon. D, K. DANS: No, but let me
make this observation: Let he who is
without sin cast the first stone. The fact
is that if we really want to do away with
drunken driving, we will have to intro-
duce a law into this State to provide for
prohibition.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: How right you
are.

The Hon. D). K. DANS: I would hate the
boys with their bags to be outside Parlia-
menit House on occasions because they
would snaffle a fair few.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: If we did intro-
duce such a law, we would come up against
sly grog and we would be no better off.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: How much fur-
ther are we to go? I well recollect the
Minister arguing about seat belts on a
previous occasion and I had an apprecia-
tion of his argument. If we are to be fair
dinkum we should get down to psycholo-
gical testing of people applying for
licenses.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: That would not
be a bad Idea, either.

The Hon. 0. K, DM15: It would kill the
motorcar industry, that is for sure! I can-
not help but think that this provision could
be open to abuse by over-zealous patrol-
men. What constitutes reasonable grounds?
What are they?

I well recall a clause in an award stating
that if a crew member's sleep was serious-
ly affected by the action of cargo handling
operations, the captain may order that he
be accommodated ashore or paid a certain
number of dollars. I know this matter took
me all over Australia and many argum-ents
took place over the word "seriously". How
can anyone decide whether a person is
"seriously" affected by noise? What might
wake one Person might not wake another.
We got over that situation by using a
particular machine, and made history.

The question is:. what are "reasonable
grounds"? The Minister knows, as do
other members, that the breathalyser is
not a real test. It is the best available and
I am not knocking it, but It is not infall-
ible. The result depends on how much
alcohol a person has consumed, his phy-
sical condition, and the amount of flesh
and blood In his body. All those factors
have an effect.

A person could be pulled up while driv-
ing with his wife and family In his car,
and face the embarrassment and humilia-
tion of having to supply a sample of blood.
I think that is a bad state of aff airs.

There are many other ways available to
reduce the carnage on our roads. I some-
times think we make too much play with
regard to those killed on the roads when
one takes into account all the factors
which contribute to those deaths. When
people used to ride horses the number of
deaths which occurred, as a result of
people falling off those horses, was far
greater than the number of those killed in
motorcar accidents, when based on a per-
centage of population. Going back further,
wild animals used to kill more people many
years ago. Different factors have been in-
volved, all through history. The old Man's
disease, pneumonia, permitted people to
die with dignity but modemn drugs have
taken away that opportunity to die with
dignity.

I amn afraid that the matter of carnage
on our roads becomes a political football.
We have some success through action
taken In certain directions but the
pendulum, swings again and the reverse
occurs,
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If we do not want people to drive after
Consuming alcohol, let us close all the
hotels. Let members of Parliament take
the initiative and refuse to attend func-
tions where alcohol is served. That would
be a starting point.

The Hon. J. C. Tozer: A Person need
not take his car to a social function.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: That is a good
point. A Minister, when attending- a
social function, is provided with a chauffer,
but a private member has to run the risk
by driving this own car.

The Hon. J. C. Tozer: He could catch
a bus.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: Penalty rates for
bus drivers are very high. However, the
honourable member raises a point and
perhaps the Government could provide
bus transport for private members when
they have to attend functions.

Under the provisions in the Bill a patrol-
man could see a fellow, who had previously
given him some cheek, and he could decide
to manufacture some evidence in order to
pull him up. I know the Minister will be
asked where he will get the money f rom
to pay for the road patrol, and I am
able to tell him now. He will only need
a couple of enthusiasts carrying out rand-
om tests.

I do not see why we should go to such
lengths to deal with what is basically a
social problem. Whether or not we like
it, alcohol has become a way of life. Men
have been taking some kind of stimulant
ever since Adam chewed a leaf from a tree,
and found that it gave him a kick. I do
not support the taking of drugs, but every-
one is aware that alcohol is the most
widely-used drug in our community. It
is a killer drug. Even amongst those
People who do not drive, alcohol probably
causes more tragedy than any other thing
we have to face up to.

I am not asking for the deletion of the
whole clause. However, I do not thihk we
should extend into this area. I do not
intend to move my amendment at the
present time but I hope the Minister will
give it some consideration.

I conclude by saying that if we are
serious in our desire to do something about
alcohol, a starting point would be to refuse
to attend civic receptions and functions
unless alcohol was not served, We would
then be able to attend peacefully, and
leave peacefully, and enjoy ourselves with-
out worrying about having to be subjected
to a random test. People will continue
to drink, as they drink now. I do not
think we should be blinded by statistics.
The problem will not be overcome by ap-
plying more punitive measures. No mnatter
how honest and sincere a patrolman might
be, under the provisions as they now stand
a person could be subject to victimisatlon.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: In reply to
Mr Dans, at the present time it is neces-
sary for a Policeman to wait until a per-
son Is obviously under the influence of
alcohol and commits a breach of the regu-
lations, or is involved in an accident
before he can be apprehended. I believe
such a Person should be apprehended be-
fore an accident occurs.

This Provision is the result of a request
from the National Safety Council, and it
is an attempt to prevent accidents. Many
requests have been received from people
to reduce the permissible content of alco-
hol to 0.05 Per cent. That request came
from many people outside Parliament.
However, we have not moved to reduce
the alcohol content.

We do believe that when a person is
under the influence of alcohol we should
try to Prevent him being involved in an
accident, rather than let him drive a
vehicle. Under the provision now under
discussion a patrolman will be able to
apprehend a person when he has reason-
able grounds to suspect that he is under
the Influence of alcohol. If a person's
alcohol content is not over 0.08 he will
have nothing to worry about.

The honourable member said that a
patrolman might humiliate a man in front
of his family. on the other hand, a
patrolman in such a situation could do
a family a good turn. A man could take
his wife and family for a drive, and go
into a hotel. He could spend some time
there and come out under the influence of
alcohol and in those circumstances his
family could be grateful to a Patrolman
for taking some action which would prob-
ably save their lives.

Let us give this a trial. If it appears
that patrolmen are over-zealous we can
look at the measure again. Perhaps there
will be some humiliation, and perhaps
some people will feel they have not been
treated fairly. We will be able to act only
on results. In the circumstances I think It
Is fair to give the measure a trial in an
effort to cut down the road toll.

The Hon. D). K. DANS: I have already
quoted some very serious cases but I would
be convinced if the Minister was able to
explain the meaning of "reasonable
grounds". I do not agree that a- Patrolman
can apprehend a person only after he has
been Involved in an accident. If a driver Is
swerving all over the road he will be pulled
up. When I see the cases In the Paper on
Monday mornings I observe that very
rarely are those charged involved in ac-
cidents.

The Hon. J. C. Tozer: They have been
arrested on reasonable grounds of sus-
picion.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: That is the
present law, and we are amending it.

The Hon. J. C. Tozer: It Is being form-
allsed.
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The Hron. D. K. DM18: It Is going much
further than that. There must be some
reasonable grounds and if "reasonable
g-rounds" can be defined the ordinary
citizen would have that necessary protec-
tion. Let us take the hypothetical case of
a patrolman in a country town. What I
am about to say Is most unlikely to occur.
but all things are possible.

A patrolman may dislike a person for
any number of reasons, and this is where
humiliation could be used. He could say
that he has reasonable grounds to admin-
ister the test, knowing full well that he
would not get a result.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: He will not get
much change out of that.

The Hon. D. K. DAN8: He would not
have to do It very often. I can well re-
member when Mr Baster was arguing
against the compulsion of wearing seat
belts.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: That is a differ-
ent case.

The Hon. D. K, DM18: I do not want
to get into an argument about It, but in
my opinion it is just the same. On that
occasion we compelled drivers and passen-
gers to wear seat belts to protect their
lives. We are now compelling drivers to
submit to a breathalyser test on the say-so
of a single patrolman who believes he has
reasonable grounds for doing so. I feel it
would be much better to set out the reas-
onable grounds in chapter and verse.

Every legal opinion sought from most
organisations in Western Australia Is op-
posed to this provision. Mr Tozer quite
rightly interjected and said that It would
be reasonable grounds when a patrolman
saw a car swaying all over the road.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: That is a
dangerous driving offence now.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: And so it should
be. But just how far do these "reasonable
grounds" go beyond that? The patrolman
could wait outside an hotel and when
someone walks to his car the patrolman
may say, "if you get into that car I am
going to 'bag' you on the way home. I
suggest you do not get into the car." It
may be better to station the patrolman
outside the hotel, the club, or Parliament
House. When a person gets into his car
and drives away he can then stop him and
say, "'I have reasonable grounds for be-
lieving you are under the influence of
alcohol; you were in the hotel for three-
quarters of an hour." The person may
have been drinking lemon squash.

I do not agree that we should make
everything all-embracing. I know we must
do something about the carnage on the
roads, but we must not do it at the expense
of our civil liberties. This undefined ap-
proach to the matter could lay the whole
operation open to abuse if over-zealous
people try to apply this provision.

What about the patrolman who is operat-
ing in an area populated by people who
never drink? His record of breathalyser
tests will be sadly depleted because he will
never have these reasonable grounds. He
may get a bit desperate.

The Hon. N. E. Baiter: Do you think
he would start testing all the puritans?

The Non. D, K. DANS: It is always pos-
sible. If we were told that the previous
method was a dismal failure and it had
cost 1 000 people, or any number of people,
their lives, it would be different. The only
thing we are told is that the National
Safety Council has come forward with an
idea, and maybe some other unnamed
people were also Involved. I do not want
to know their names; it is enough that
the Minister told us that. On what au-
thority did these people approach the
Government? What about John Citizen?
We are becomiAng so bogged down that we
may as well wear a ball and chain. Whiy
not say, "We will do away with all private
vehicles, install a good public transport
system, and everyone can drink themselves
to death or develop cirrhosis of the liver.",
I can imagine the outcry about that.
What about the father who Is tested for
alcohol In front of his family because of
this undefined provision?

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: They may say,
"That's good; dad's not full."

The Hon. D. K. DANS - I do not know
how dad would feel about it. One feels
bad even when pulled up for speeding.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: I accept the
assurances given in the Minister's second
reading speech and also those given in
the Press by the Minister for Police that
this provision will not mean random test-
ing.

The Hon. S. J. Dellar: I can tell you one
town where it will be.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: It will not be
a ministerial direction for random testing.
I ask the Minister to obtain sin answer to
my question from his adviser, and I would
like a specific "Yes' or "No" answer. As
clause 66 (1) (c) is Presently worded, could
it be applied for random testing?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I am advised
that a patrolman must be able to swear
in court that he had reasonable grpunds
for believing a person was under the in-
fluence of alcohol at the time. Does the
Leader of the Opposition understand what
I mean?

The Hon. H. THOMP3SON: I am sorry,
but the Minister is not answering the
question. I accept the assurances 'given],
but I asked my question about the word-
tng of this Provision. Could it be used
for random testing?

The Hon. N. E, BAXTER: It could not
be used lawfully for random testing. How-
ever, as Mr Vans has suggested, It may
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happen that an over-zealous patrolman
may Indulge in a little random testing.
The proof of the pudding will be In the
eating. The Minister does not propose
that this should lead to random testing.

Mr Dans asked what are reasonable
grounds for believing a person had alcohol
in his body. in my opinion It would be
reasonable rounds for believing a person
had alcohol in his body if he walked un-
steadily over to his vehicle. Another in-
stance would be the person who got into
his vehicle, started It up, stepped on the
accelerator, and took off at a very fast
pace. Another Instance is the person who
leaves the kerb without using an indicator
light. These people may not have alcohol
in their body, but they have committed
a breach of the traffic regulations and the
traffic patrolman would have reasonable
grounds for suspecting the presence of
alcohol in their body. This matter would
be left to the Judgment of the particular
patrolman.

The Ron. R. THOMPSON: I will ask
a further question. Everyone has civil
rights; the man and the 'youth 'who are
sober have civil rights. I am not trying
to be difficult or tricky about this but I
would like an answer because the term
"reasonable grounds" Is an unknown
quantity.

I have been out in patrol cars and I
have observed patrolmen on motorcycles.
These men have keen eyes, and so they
should. However, they may see someone
who looks very tired, as I do now.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: You look pretty
sober now.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: He could
look at me and say, "That man looks as
though he has been drinking." I consider
that Is reasonable grounds.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: A person may
have high blood pressure and look as
though he Is under the influence of alco-
hol.

The Hon. S. J. Dellar: Is that what Is
wrong with me?

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: That would
be reasonable grounds. as I read this legis-
lation.

The Hon, N. E. BAXTER: That Is not
the Intention of the clause.

The Hon. U. Thompson: I am talking
about the law.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: If a patrol-
mnan took the action suggested by the
Leader of the Opposition, that would be
random testing. I understand the patrol-
men will be Instructed they are not to carry
out random tests- in other words, a
person should not be apprehended unless
he has committed an offence which gives a
patrolman cause to do so. The driver of a
car which is wobbling could be apprehend-
ed for dangerous driving.

The Hon. Lyla Elliott: They can do
that now, can they not?

The Ron. N. E. BAXTER: The instruc-
tion not to carry out random tests will be
Issued to patrolmen.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON, I realise
that is not the Intention. However, 1
would like to deal with the words of this
clause. A patrolman must have reasonable
grounds to believe a person has alcohol In
his body whilst driving a motorcar. We
could say to the department heads, "Go
out, and Uf anybody looks as though he has
been drinking alcohol, pull him up."

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: Not unless he
did something unusual.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: The way the
clause has been written, It could be Inter-
preted in the manner I have mentioned.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: He would have
to have reasonable grounds.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: Let us say
that In a few years' time I had a minis-
terial portfolio and I was determined to
apply random testing. on reading this
legislation, I could well interpret that ran-
dom testing could be applied. The time
may well come when random testing will
be applied; and then, of course, we will get
down to the definition of what Is constitu-
ted by the term "random testing'. Of
course, we know it does not mean standing
outside a hotel and testing everybody
leaving the establishment. A policeman
could not book a person at that point, be-
cause he would not be driving.

The Hon. D, K. Vans: They could wait
until he got Into his car.

The Hon. H. THOMPSON: That is
right: the Police could conduct random
testing In that way. In fact, we have
known people to pull over to the side of
the road and go to sleep, and be charged
with drunken driving. I want to know
whether this clause Is tight enough; I
want to know whether It Is too tight;
conversely, is it too loose? I am not try-
Ing to be diffcult; I Just want to know
whether it could be Interpreted as giving
the police authority to conduct random
testing.

Even If random testing became necessary
because of the death rate on our roads, I
do not think I would support It because I
believe the endeavours our Government
made, which the present Minister has con-
tinued, to reduce the road toll have been
fairly successful. We have had to re-
educate drivers to take a more responsible
attitude on the roads. The police and the
traffic inspectors are being very respon-
sible in their re-education Programme and
we are now seeing the results of this long,
arduous programme which Is now some 11
months old. I should like the depart-
mental adviser to Inform the Minister
whether this interpretation could be given
to the clause.
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The Hon. V. J. FERRY: I do not believe
this clause will permit random testing to
be caried out. However, one point appears
to have been overlooked. In the applica-
tion of this Part of the legislation, there
would be a violent reaction from the
public against any over-zealous applica-
tion by the authorities.

The Ron. D2. K. Dans: They would react:
I do not know about violently.

The Hon. V. J. FERRY: Therefore, this
is an added protection. If it were found
that people were being unnecessarily
Picked up under the terms of this pro-
vision, the people would react. I believe
that in Practice this will work in a very
reasonable manner. I can see the neces-
sity for its inclusion in the Bill: we do
not have to think very deeply to imagine
a set of circumstances where It would be
necessary for a Policeman or a patrolman
to take certain action before a vehicle was
driven. I believe that Protection Is in the
hands of the people themselves.

The Hon. N. F. BAXTER: Counsel as-
sures me that this cannot be construed as
permitting random testing. The Act would
reqluire amendment before it could be
made lawful.

The Hon. S. J. DELLAR: Did the Minis-
ter say the authority would be directed not
to interpret this provision as permitting
random testing?

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: Yes.
The Hon. S. J. DELLAR: In other

words, a patrolman will be directed by the
traffic authority not to use this measure to
justify random testing. Under the defini-
tions in the Bill, reference to a patrolman
in this clause includes a member of the
Police Force. Will the same direction be
given to a police officer?

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: I would say yes.
The Hon. S. J. DELLAR: The Minister

says, "I would say yes"; however, he has
not said "yes". Discussion tonight has
largely centred around the metropolitan
area where the greatest Population resides.
However, let us take the situation In a
country town where a race meeting is held
every so often. Because Police officers must
make sure the liquor laws are upheld, that
under-age drinking does not occur and
that some of our friends do not cause dis-
turbances, they are present-and are en-
titled to be Present-at such race meetings
or any social function of a similar nature.

Invariably, a bar is set up at these meet-
ings, whether It be of a permanent or a
temporary nature, and it is quite likely
that a Policeman walking around the
course may see somebody at the bar at
different periods during the afternoon.
Naturally the policeman or patrolman
would have every reason to believe that
person had alcohol In his body.

It has already been said that we could
strike an over-zealous officer-I know a
few-who, regardless of directive, would

take action against such a person. Mem-
bers should bear in mind that while police
officers must operate within the limits of
the law, provided they do not step outside
that law, they are quite within their rights
to enforce the law as they see fit. It would
be very difficult for a policeman or a
patrolman In a country area not to have
reasonable grounds for believing a person
driving borne after a race meeting had al-
cohol in his body.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: But he would
have reasonable grounds, would he not?

The Hon. S. J. DILLAR: That is not
the point. A person observed several times
at the bar by the officer may have had
only one drink on each occasion or, in
fact, he may not have been drinking at
all.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: I think you are
drawing a long bow on that one.

The Hon. S. J. DETAS: I am not: I
would like to take the Minister to certain
places in this State to back up what I am
saying. The Minister may not have any-
thing to fear. I have nothing to fear; If
I break the law, I expect to get caught-
and I believe I am on the list.

The Hon. D2. K. DANA: Just to set the
record straight, my party Is Implacably
opposed to the principle of random test-
ing or anything that might be construed
as random testing.

The Hon. S. J. Dellar: And that is
what this is.

The Hon. D2. K. DANS: When I take
another look at the Minister's second read-
ing speech. I become even more alarmed,
for he states--

Even then, as so widened, the pro-
visions do not amount to random test-
ing-

That Is very careful use of the English
language-

-since there must be some external
factor known to the patrolman at the
time of requiring the preliminary test
so that later, at the time of prosecu-
tion, the patrolman may swear that
he had reasonable grounds to suspect
at least one of these three things of
the person concerned.

That has been put together fairly effect-
ively; the provisions do not amount to
random testing.

The Hon. J. C. Tozer: Let us settle for
that, shall we?

The Hon. D. K. DANA: No, we will not
settle for that, Mr Tozer, because that Is
a provision we find in many legal docu-
ments on which we could argue all day
long, and Mr Tozer knows It. To my way
of thinking, this sets up a situation which
could lead to what we could term, "Big
Brother Is watching you".

It is very true that in some country
centres we could get over-zealous police-
men. I have already outlined the situation
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where People could go along to the Raffles
Hotel, mingle with the crowd and "observe"
people-because that is what the clause
says. While they would certainly not ask
a Person to undertake a test on the way
to the car, as soon as he gets into the car
he could be asked to take a breathalyser
or blood test. if this becomes law, the
Police will be entitled to do this; It is one
of the three provisions set out In the
clause.

What does, "some external factor"
mean? What does, "it does not amount to"
mean? Where does it finish? When does
"it amount to,, cease to "amount to"? The
Bill is not specific on these points. I believe
we will have a kind of pimping system
Creeping into our society, and this would
not be a good thing. The present law as
It exists Is quite effective. I said earlier
that It is not much good for anyone to
talk about the road toll Increasing or
decreasing; this will be the situation for
evermore, with or without hotels and
alcohol.

People could become worried all the time
they are out. A person might just go into
a hotel and come out after having a soft
drink. Yet he could be apprehended by a
Patrolman and be tested. Not only do the
ordinary people in th6 street condemn this
practice; It also condemned by profession-
al organisations, The National Safety
Council has a function to fulfil, but I do
not think It Is the alpha and omega of all
matters concerned with traffic or human
behaviour.

I do not think that one of the functions
of the traffic patrol is to impose more and
more restrictions on the individual. The
Minister would have presented a much
better argument had he adduced facts and
figures to indicate the reasons for the law
to be changed. It is no good his saying
that the death toll is at a certain level.
We must take Into consideration the num-
ber of cars that are registered, and the
number of drivers holding licenses, etc.
I do not agree that more country drivers
are involved in accidents than city drivers.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: You mean more
drivers on country roads are involved in
accidents than on city roads.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: Yes. Drivers In
the country are Involved in more accid-
ents because they drive over longer dist-
ances and for longer periods. I am opposed
to the invasion of the privacy of the 'n-
dividual.

The Hon. D. W. COOLEY: I am un-
easy on the Implications of this clause.
What Mr Ferry has said gives me very
little comfort, because his party has a
long history of not paying regard to public
opinion. Events in this session of Parlia-
ment Indicate that Mr Ferry and those
of his party are inclined that way.

Apprehension on reasonable grounds is
a matter of discretion for the patrolman.
In this respect it would be invasion of the

rights of the individual. if a Patrolman
has reasonable grounds to suspect that a
person has an excess of alcohol in his
blood, then under the provisions of the
Bill he can stop that person and subject
him to aL test. That Is a practice which
should be avoided; it should not be a
feature of the democratic way of life in
Australia, where people take great pleas-
ure In mixing together at places at which
alcoholic beverage is consumed.

The provision in the clause is tan-
tamount to a provision which permits
entry into premises without a warrant. It
is not a great sin or a great off ence for a
person to drive a motor vehicle with a
certain amount of alcohol in his blood.

The Hon. G. E. Masters: It is If he kills
someone.

The Ron. D2. W. COOLEY: It is not a
sin or a great offence for a person to
drive a motor vehicle with some alcohol
in his blood. Sometimes it is a greater
offence for a person under emotional strain
to drive a motor vehicle. People under
great emotional strain are potentially more
dangerous than drivers with some alcohol
In their blood.

I have been associated with the liquor
industry over a lifetime, as has my father
before me. I have a profound knowledge
of people and their drinking habits. I do
not subscribe to people driving motor
vehicles when they have consumed an
excess of alcohol: but despite the fact that
some people have more than the permitted
level of alcohol in their blood It is possible
they have better control of a vehicle than
other drivers with a lower level of alcohol.

Borne people are seasoned drinkers and
can hold liquor reasonably well. Many of
them enjoy a night out, and they consume
liquor without becoming stupid. In those
circumstances sometimes they are more
careful when they are driving than in
other circumstances; they realise they
have aL responsibility to drive carefully.
As against that a person who is not
accustomed to consuming liquor might
have less control of a vehicle after he has
had four or five glasses of beer. It could
be that this person's blood alcohol level is
under 0.08 per cent, but he could still be
a greater danger on the road than another
driver with a level greater than 0.08.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: That applies
now, It Is no argument.

The Hon. D. W. COOLEY: In these cases
a patrolman could, on reasonable grounds,
apprehend a person and subject him to a
Lest. In my opinion the inclusion of rea-
sonable grounds provides the patrolman
with too wide a power. Mr Dans has
indicated where the discretion used by a.
patrolman could be so wide that it would
result in the invasion of civil liberties. A
vindictive neighbour could summon a
patrolman because the people next door
are drinking. He could tell the patrolman
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about this. That would be sufficient
grounds for the patrolman to apprehend
any person from the house next door when
he attempts to get Into his car. Many
factors, besides alcohol, cause death on
our roads.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
R. J. L. Williams): I must ask the honour-
able member to stick to the clause.

The Hon. D). W. COOLEY: While the
Government does not regard this practice
as random testing, It does give the patrol-
man grounds to apprehend people who
have alcohol in their blood. I do not think
an analogy can be drawn between this pro-
vision and the one governing the wearing
of seat belts. The Government should
have another look at this clause and
remove the possibility of the invasion of
the rights of the Individual.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: What would
be the views of members opposite on the
provision in the Crimninal Code where a
person who is found to be unlawfully on
premises could be charged with the inten-
tion of committing a crime? It is a case
of suspecting that a person who is unlaw-
fully on premises intends to commit a
crime. The argument of members opposite
is that the provision for reasonably, sus-
pecting should be deleted; If so then they
should advocate that the provision in the
Criminal Code to wyhich I have made
reference should also be deleted.

The Hon. D. W. COOLEY: That is not
at good analogy. In these days most people
Over 17? years of age drive cars, and social
drinking has become our way of life. How-
ever, very few people In the community
are involved In being unlawfully on prem-
ises.

The Hon. G. E. MASTERS: Some of the
speakers on the clause could not have been
serious in the remarks they made. I was
surprised at the remarks made by Mr Dans.
I believe that we have to educate the
people so that they are very careful when
they drink.

We should not draw a distinction between
seasoned and unseasoned drinkers. At one
time I heard a Police inspector speak on
the effects of alcohol, and he had ample
evidence to support his views. He said that
regardless of whether or not a person was
a seasoned drinker, the effect of alcohol on
him was the same. He said that had been
proved by tests that had been carried
out. One test was on bus drivers who
had to drive vehicles over an obstacle
course. As the driver consumed more
alcohol the gaps between the obstacles
were shortened. When the judgment of
the driver became affected he could not
avoid the obstacles.

There are people who consider that they
can handle liquor better than others.
Nevertheless the effect of liquor on them
is the same. Certainly their alcohol blood
level would be above the prescribed level.

In these days the Young people of the
community are driving more powerful cars.
These cars are lethal weapons, and to
allow them to drive such cars is tanta-
mount to allowing them to place their
finger on the trigger of a gun.

Reasonable grounds cover a wide scope.
A person driving a vehicle with a rear
light not functioning could be pulled up
by a patrolman, and if there is a suspicion
of an excess of alcohol in his blood he
could be asked to breathe into a breatha-
lyser. I think that is a reasonable step
to take.

Mr Thompson said that he could see
the day arriving when there would be
random testing. Personally I cannot see
anything wrong with random testing. if
people do not break the law they have noth-
ing to fear. In Sweden random testing is
adopted, and the road toll as well as the
incidence of drunken driving have been
reduced. The patrol officers stop the
drivers, and if there is evidence that they
have consumed too much alcohol they are
told they are guilty of an offence. Their
cars are taken away, and there is no argu-
ment.

The increase in the carnage on our
roads has been proved to be caused by the
consumption of alcohol. I am sure that
if a war occurred and people were killed,
there would be protest marches along St.
George's Terrace. I have no doubt that
Mr Dans and Mr Cooley would be leading
them!

Much as people dislike and fear the
tests, and much as they claim that these
tests will interfere with the freedom of
the individual, nevertheless if they are
the means of reducing the carnage on our
roads we should face the facts and be pre-
pared to change our way of life. We
should be prepared to use public transport
or taxis to return home if we have con-
sumed too much alcohol.

Sooner or later random testing will h ,
adopted; if not, as Mr Dans has Pointed
out, we might have to close down the
hotels.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: I do not disagree
with anything Mr Masters has said, but
everything he mentioned Is in existence
under the present law. The illustration
given by the Minister was quite strange,
because he referred to "being unlawfully
on the premises with Intent to commit a
crime". one does not have to go so far.
It is a crime to be unlawfully on premises.
There Is a big difference.

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: I was referring
to the Criminial Code.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: No-one would
argue with that. The law is there, and
if one has been found to be unlawfully
on premises, it is not necessary to go fur-
ther and add the words 'with intent to
commit a crime".
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I sam opposed to the sneaky way we will
go about this. We do things in this
Chamber from time to time and when one
reflects upon them one wonders what they
are all about. At a time when we are
extending liquor trading hours and
liberailsing the law to make liquor more
freely available, we are talking about In-
troducing what amounts to random testing.
There are other ways to attack this prob-lem. and while drink contributes a great
deal to the accident rate on the road,
a number of other factors are involved,
and speed is the greatest killer. Once
a vehicle goes over 70 miles an hour It
ceases to be a vehicle and becomes a pro-
jectile.

My first point Is that I still do not be-
lieve a case has been put forward here
today to prove where the existing law
has failed. My second point Is that this
Chamber should be given a definite indi-
cation as to how the new system will be
more effective. They are the two cardinal
Points. We have been told It will not
amount to this and it will not do some-
thing else. I am old and wise enough to
know this provision will be passed, but
however we dress It up it will be random
testing, and I am opposed to it.

Clause put and a division taken with
the following result-

Aye-iS
Hon. N. E. Baxter
Hon. 0. W. Berry
Hon. H. W. Osyfer
Elon. Olive Grillith.
Hon. J. Reitman
Hon. T. Knighot
Ron. G. C. MacKinnon
Elon. G. E. MaSters

No~e
Hon. R. P. Claughton
Ron. D. W. Cooley
Ron. S. J7. Dollar
Ron. Lsyle Elliott

Pall
Aye

Hon- 1. Cl. Medca1f

Hall. M. McAleer
Hon. N. McNeill
Ron. I. 0. Pratt
Hon. J7. 0. Tozer
Ron. W. R. Withiers
Hon. D. J. Wordsworth
Ron. V. J7. Ferry

(Teller)

-7
Eon. R. T. LeAfon
Hon. R. Thompson
Hon. D. K. Danm

(Taller)

No
Eon. Grace Vaughan

Clause thus passed.
Clauses 67 to 87 put and passed.
Clause 88: Advertising for passengers in

private vehicles prohibited-
The Hon. R. T. LEESON: I would like

enlightenment on this particular clause.
We quite often see in newspapers a notice
that somebody Is travelling east and look,
ing for another person to travel with him
and perhaps pay half of the cost. Would
an advertisement of that nature come wi-
der this clause?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: Yes, It would,
but It Is practically Impossible to link such
advertisements with the people inserting
them because the newspapers will not
divulge the name of a person who has In-
serted an advertisement.

Clause Put and passed.
Clauses 89 to 108 put and passed.
Clause 109: Powers of traffic Inspec-

tors.-
The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: I move an

amendment-
Page 105, line 32-Insert after the

word "Act" the passage '(te than
section 13)".

This amendment merely corrects an omils-
sion which was pointed out in another
place, and means that traffic patrol officers
will not have powers during the period
prior to the takeover.

The Hon. R. THOMPSON: This comes
back to the point I raised during the
second reading debate when I Queried
what would be the activities of shire coun-
cl Inspectors who were taken over and
whether they would be sworn In. This
amendment Probably takes away the ele-
ment of doubt and enables them to be
sworn in as policemen and carry on as
patrolmen In their areas until such time as
they are able to attend a school. Is that
the meaning of It?

The Hon. R. Thompson: Do I not get
an answer?

The Hon. N. E. Baxter: I gave an ex-
planation when I moved the amendment.

Amendment Put and Passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 110 put and passed.
Clause Ill: Regulations, etc.-
The Hon. D). K. DAYS: With the Pass-

ing of this Bill, will the amendments to
the Traffic Act begin to operate on procla-
mation or when the road traffic patrol
comes into effect?

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: The answer
Is contained In clause 2 which states that
the provisions of the Bill shall come Into
operation on such date or such dates as Is
or are, respectively, fixed by proclamation;
and it states further that clause 4 shall
come into operation on the day on which
the Bill receives Royal assent.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: Am I given to
understand the provisions of the existing
Traffic Act will apply pending the estab-
lishment of the authority?

The Ron. N. E. BAXTER: Clause 4
states the provisions of the Traffic Act
shall be repealed on such date or such
dates as is or are, respectively, fixed by
proclamation. The date on which the Road
T'raffic Bill receives assent will be the date
on which the Provisions of the Traffic Act
will be repealed.

The Hon. D. K. DANS: I can take It
then that the People of this State will have
a little more freedom before they are sub-
jected to random tests?
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The Hon. N. E. Baxter: I would say~ so.
Clause Put and passed.
First and second schedules Put and

passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Eml reported, with an amendment, and

the report adopted.

Third Reading
Eml read a third time, on motion by the

Hon. N. E. Enter (Minister for Health),
and returned to the Assembly with an
amendment.

STATE FORESTS
Revocation oi Dedication: Assembly's

Resolution
Message from the Assembly received and

read requesting the Council's concurrence
in the following resolution-

That the proposal for the partial
revocation of State Forests Nos. 4, 22,
24, 30, 32, 36, 38, 39, 64 and 65 laid on
the Table of the Legislative Assembly
by command of His Excellency the
Lieutenant Governor and Adminis-
trator on Tuesday, 19th November,
1974 be carried out.

Motion to Concur
THE HON. N. E. BAXTER (Central-

Minister for Health) 112.06 a.]: I
move-

That the proposal for the partial
revocation of State Forests Nos. 4, 22,
24, 30. 32, 36. 38, 39. 64 and 65 be
carried out.

Mr President, in moving this motion which
Is brought to the House each year, usually
in the closing weeks of the spring session,
I feel it may be of interest to members
who have not sat In previous sessions if I
explain briefly the statutory requirements
which necessitate the introduction into
Parliament of certain procedures affecting
State forests.

Under section 21 of the Forests Act,
1918-1969, a dedication of Crown lands
as a State forest may only be revoked in
whole or in part in the following manner-

(a) The Governor shall cause to be
laid on the Table of each House
of Parliament a proposal for such
revocation.

(b) After such proposal has been laid
before Parliament, the Governor
on a resolution being Passed by
both Houses that such proposal be
carried out, shall, by Order-in-
Council, revoke such dedication.

(c) On any such revocation the land
shall become Crown land within
the meaning of the Land Act.

The requisite procedures have already been
completed in the Legislative Assembly by
the Minister for Lands. Forests, and
North-West. and this House Is now asked
to concur with the action taken in another
place.

Thirteen areas of State forest are being
submitted to members for consideration
in the matter of the revocation of their
dedication. I shall describe these areas
briefly, and request the concurrence of
the House in my tabling detailed descrip-
tions and plans of the areas involved.

Area No. 1-
An area of about 86.3 hectares sit-

uated adjacent to the south-eastern
boundary of Collie townslte contain-
ing the remnants of an old pine
plantation consisting of a few trees of
very poor form. To be exchanged for
about 77 hectares of reserve 7945
(Parklands) the major portion of
which contains soils suitable for
planting of Pines. The area of reserve
exchanged will be included in State
forest.

The exchange was requested by the
Collie Shire Council to allow the
establishment of a horse racing track.

The Mines Department
Public Works Department
opposed to the exchange.

and the
are not

Area No. 2-
An area of about '71.4 hectares

situated about 16.5 kilomnetres south-
east of Collie townsite from which all
marketable timber has been removed.
The land is required for extension of
the reserve site boundary to enable an
Increase to be made in the generating
capacity of the station.

Area No. 3-
An area of about 0.4 hectares loca-

ted about 7.2 kilometres east of Mundi-
Jong townslte. The land is swampy
country applied for by an adjoining
landholder to enable his orchard to
be enlarged. The land is sited between
two private property blocks, contains
no marketable timber and is too small
to be of forestry value.

The Water Supply Department has
no objections to release.
Area No. 4-

An area of about 0.9 hectares located
about 3 kilometres north-east from
Bridgetown townalte which was inad-
vertently fenced into the adjoining
private property block over 30 years
ago by a Previous owner. The area
contains pasture only and the error
was discovered following a resurvey of
the forest boundary when an area to
the east was released to the Shire of
Bridgetown-Greenbushes. The land
will be included in the adjoining
holding.
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Area No. 5-
An area of about 1.1 hectares

located about 19 kilomnetres south from
Busselton which was inadvertently re-
tained as part of State forest when
Sussex Location 3039 was created in
1955. No marketable timber is in-
volved.

Area No. 6
An area of about 14.8 hectares

located about 5.8 kilometres; west from
Manjimup townslte. A considerable
part of the area proposed for release
is occupied by a reservoir and the
land is to be acquired and reserved
by the Public Works Department for
the purposes of the Manjiniup water
supply. The timber will be retained
and the area excluded from prescribed
burning to assist in maintaining water
quality.

Area No. '7-
An area of about 4.4 hectares situ-

ated about 8.4 kilometres south-west
of Manjimup townsite. Required for
the establishment of a State Electricity
Commission sub-station.

The location of the proposed chip
mill site is a major factor in the
choice of the area.

All mill and chip logs will be re-
moved before the land is released.
Area No. 8-

An area of about 0.3 hectares situ-
ated about 8.5 kllometres south-west of
Manjimup townsite required for addi-
tion to the railway reserve to enable
a realignment of the main railway
between Manjimup and Northcliffe to
provide sidings to serve the future
wood chip mill south of Jardee.
Area No. 9-

A total area of about 10.5 hectares
located generally about 16 kilometres
north-east from Pemberton townslte
and composed of five fragmented sec-
tions of the former Jardee-Qulninup
railway reserve. The land was resumed
in 1942 for "Access to State Forest"
and included in State forest. The
areas are no longer required for the
purpose for which they were resumed
and all other parts of the reserve area
have already been disposed of.

The five areas will be granted to
adjoining holders only with the ex-
ception of area "C" which will be
leased to an adjoining holder so that
the Crown may retain some right to
the strip If required for future reserva-
tion.
Area, No. 10-

An area of about 9.3 hectares located
about 4.2 kilometres south-west from
Pemberton townsite applied for by an
adjoining landholder and to be ex-

changed for an equal area of his
private property. The exchange will
allow the applicant to acquire a good
dam site to solve his water problems
and will assist materially in making
management of both forests easier by
creating better boundaries.
Area No. I11-

An area of about 57.8 hectares
located about 6 kilometres north-east
from Denmark townslte reqiuested by
the Public Works Department for ad-
dition to the adjoining land held by
the Denmark Agricultural Junior High
School. The land became State forest
when the Denmark water catchment
area was placed originally under State
forest Protection. Amendment to the
catchment boundary has left the land
over three kilometres outside the
catchment.

The area is entirely fiat and is diff-
cult to protect and burn.
Area No. 12-

An area of about 19.6 hectares
located about 5.7 kilometres north-east
from Wanneroo townslte. To be re-
leased to the Metropolitan Water
Board for the purpose of creating a
reserve for "Water Supply" to accom-
modate the Wanneroo ground water
treatment plant. This is the only land
available within the proven ground
water area which provides the falls in
level required across the plant. The
major part of the area is planted with
young pines which will be removed
only where necessary for buildings
and other installations. Forests De-
partment access through the area will
be preserved.
Area No. iS-

An area of about 2 590 hectares
situated about 7 kilometres south-west
of Gingin townsite carrying little
marketable Uimber and comprising a
too complex and fragmented pattern
of suitable and unsuitable sites to
warrant consideration of any planting
of pines. The area will be added to
the proposed flora and fauna reserve
adjoining the eastern boundary.

I commend these revocations to the House,
and trust that the House will pass the
motion of concurrence.

Maps shOwing details of the roposals
were tabled (see paper No. 337).

THE HON. S. J. DELLAR (Lower
North) [12.15 sin.]: As the Minister ex-
plained when he introduced the motion,
this Is an annual event to clarify and legal-
ise the situation in regard to the partial
revocation of certain State forests
throughout the State for various reasons.

We have no objection to the measure.
Debate adjourned, on motion by the

Hon. V. J. Ferry.
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PHOSPHATE CO-OPERATIVE (W.A.)
LTD. BILL
Returned

Bill returned from the Assembly with an
amendment.

Assembly's Amendment: In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees

(the Hon. Lyla Elliott) in the Chair; the
Hon. N. McNeill (Minister for Justice) In
charge of the Bill.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
Lyla Elliott): The amendment made by
the Assembly is as follows-

Clause 5, page 4, line 12-Delete the
word "four" and substitute in lieu the
word "six".

The Hon. N. McNEILL: I move-
That the amendment made by the

Assembly be agreed to.
we overlooked this point in our previous
examination of the Bill. Members will re-
call that when the Hill was Introduced I
indicated that a period of six months was
to be provided after the issue of a further
Prospectus by this company. Inadvertently
the word "four" crept into the Bll,
whereas, in fact, the word should be "six".

Money is required to be lodged with the
Treasurer. At the expiration of six months,
if, for any reason, the company falls,
there is an obligation on the Treasurer
to remit the money to the subscribers. This
is in line with the explanation I gave dur-
ing the second reading. Therefore this
amendment is completely in order.

Question Put and passed; the Assembly's
amendment agreed to.

Report
Resolution reported, the report adopted,

and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.

SUPREME COURT ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

Returned
Bill returned from the Assembly without

amendment.

ASSISTANCE TO DECENTRAUIZED
INDUSTRY BILL

Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and,
on motion by the Hon. N. McNeill (Min-
ister for Justice), read a first time.

EDUCATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and,
on motion by the Hon. G. C. MacKinnon
(Minister for Education), read a first time.

Second Reading
THE HON. G. C. MacKD4NON (South-

West-Minister for Education) (12.23
a.m.l: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

This Bill Proposes to make minor amend-
ments to sections 3, 11, 12, and 13 of the
Education Act, 1973, and together with
complementary legislation to amend the
Ne-school Education Act is designed to
facilitate the Government's Proposal to
establish pre-primary centres to accommo-
date children in the fifth year entering
the education system.

The amendments are considered neces-
sary and have been prepared for the pur-
pose of, firstly, overcoming any doubts that
may arise as to whether the regulation-
making power under the Act enables regu-
lations to be made in relation to such pre-
primary centres; secondly, to specify that
attendance at such pre-primary centres Is
to be free of charge; and, thirdly, to ex-
clude Pre-primary centres from the provi-
sions of the Act relating to compulsory
attendance.

These amendments are quite straight-
forward and as the Government's policy in
relation to the establishment of pre-
primary centres is well known, I commend
the Bill to honourable members.

Debate adjourned, on motion by the Hon.
R. F. Claughton.

PEE-SCHOOL EDUCATION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and.

on motion by the Hon. G. C. MacsInnon
(Minister for Education), read a first time.

Second Reading
THE HON. G. C. MacKINNON (South-

West-Minister for Education) (12.25
a.m-]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

This Bill proposes to make minor amend-
ments to section 3 and 11 of the Pre-school
Education Act, 1973.

The first amendment is intended to
clarify the definition of a "Pre-school edu-
cation centre"; in particular to distinguish
such centres from pre-primary centres
which the Government is establishing un-
der the control of the Education Depart-
ment.

The Principal Act at Present includes
a provision that a "pre-school centre"
means an assembly at appointed times of
three or more children over the age of
three Years, but under the normal age of
admission to a State primary school for
the education, guidance, and care of those
children, but does not include an assembly
of children all of whom are members of
the same family or of not more than two
families.
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The purpose of the proposed amendments
is to ensure that the Government may
establish and conduct pre-primiary centres
at a Government school under the Educa-
tion Act without such centres coming un-
der the Provisions of the Pre-School
Education Act and the control of the Pre-
School Education Board of Western Aim-
trails.

The second proposed amendment is
merely of a drafting nature, and has come
about because of difficulties faced by the
Pre-School Education Board in complying
with certain provisions of the Act relating
to the conduct of elections for representa-
tive members of the board.

The minor amendments proposed will
ensure that the board may make appropri-
ate regulations under the provisions of
the Act to enable the original intentions
of the legislation to be implemented.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by the Hon.

R. F. Claughton.

ACTS AMENDMENT (ROAD TRAFFIC)
BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 20th November.

THE SON. D. K. DAMS (South Metro-
politan) [12.27 a.m.]: This Bill is COM-
plementary legislation and we agree with
it in principle and detail.

Question Put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees

(the Hon. R. Ji. L. Williams) in the Chair:
the Hon. N. E. Baxter (Minister for
Health) In charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 19 put and Passed.
Clause 20: Section 27 amended-
The Hon. V. J. FERRY: On page 2 of

his notes the Minister referred to "second-
hand truck business". I believe the word
-truck" was used inadvertently. I do not
consider that the provision refers to only
trucks.

The Son. D. K. flans: A typographical
error.

The Hon. V. J. FERRY: It may well be.
but I think the provision applies to all
vehicles.

The Hon. N. E. BAXTER: The reason
the word was used is because a truck is
not a motor vehicle within the meaning
of the dealers' Act and it is specifically
mentioned here to correct an anomalyl in
the Act.

Clause Put and passed.
Clauses 21 to 34 put and Passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and

the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by the

Hon. N. E. Baxter (Minister for Health),
and passed.

APPROPRIATION BILL (GENERAL
LOAN FUND)

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly: and.

on motion by the Hon. N. McNeill (Min-
ister for Justice),* read a first time.

Second Reading
THE BON. N. MeNEILL (Lower West-

Minister for Justice) [12.38 am.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

The main purpose of this measure is to
appropriate from the General Loan Fund
the sums required to finance certain
capital expenditure, details of which are
given in the Loan Estimates which have
been presented to Parliament.

Moneys paid into the General Loan Fund
consist of new borrowings approved by the
Australian Loan Council, repayments to
the fund of sundry advances made in
previous years, and grants from the Com-
monwealth for general capital purposes.

The total 1974-75 programme for State
Governments approved by the Loan Council
at Its meeting in June, 1974, was $925
million. This is an increase of 10 per cent
on the amount approved for 1973-74 after
adjustment for the transfer to the Com-
monwealth of full financial responsibility
for tertiary education.

The transfer took place on the 1st
January, 1974, and as a result the Loan
Council programmes, both in 1973-74 and
1974-75. were reduced by the "savings"
to the States of estimated capita'
expenditures on tertiary education. Con.
sequently, the transfer resulted in no
financial gain to the States.

During the course of the June, 1974,
meeting, all Premiers stressed the inade-
quacy of a rise of only 10 per cent in the
Programme having regard to the sub-
stantial increases which had taken place
in wages and material costs. it was
pointed out that these cost increases
would more than absorb the proposed rise
of 10 per cent in the programme and as
a consequence the 1974-75 States' works
Programmes would be reduced, in physical
terms, below the level of last year.

Notwithstanding this fact, the Prime
Minister would not agree to any further
increase in the programme.

However, as a result of a renewed sub-
mission by the Premiers at a conference
held on the 13th August, the Common-
wealth changed its attitude to the States'
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request for additional capital assistance
and agreed to an increase of a further 10
Per cent on the programmes approved at
the June Loan Council meeting.

Although this addition to the programme
was welcome, I would draw attention to
a comment by the Prime minister when
he advised the Premier of the increase,

Mr Whitlam wrote as follow-
I am informed that there has been

some concern expressed on the part
of the larger State authorities at their
borrowing prospects this year. The
addition to States, programs would, in
addition to its other benefits, put the
States in a better position to provide
assistance to their authorities If this
should appear desirable as the year
progresses.

Our Interpretation of this comment is
that the Commonwealth expects the States
to make some provision for a possible
shortfall in semi-governmental borrow-
ings and that this was one of the reasons
for Its changed attitude to the States'
request for an increased capital allocation
in 1974-75.

It is becoming evident that the State
Electricity Commission and the Metropoli-
tan Water Board in particular, will have
difficulty in filling their 1974-75 borrow-
ing quotas, and accordingly It has been
decided to hold in reserve $9 million of
this year's General Loan Fund in order
to cushion a possible shortfall in semi-
governmental borrowings.

It has also been decided to set aside
$8.746 million of the 1974-75 general puar-
pose Commonwealth capital grant to cover
the estimated deficit on revenue account.

After provision for these two reserves
the amount available in 1974-75 from the
General Loan Fund for works listed in
the Estimates is $88.580 million.

In addition to approving the annual
works and housing programmes of the
States, the loan Council approves an ag-
gregate annual borrowing programme for
the larger State semi-governmental and
local authorities.

At its June. 1974, meeting, the Loan
Council agreed that larger authorities
would, from 1974-75. be those borrowing
more than $500 000 in a financial year,
thereby lifting the previous limit by
$100 000. Smaller authorities are now
defined as those borrowing $500 000 or less.

The 1974-75 borrowing programme ap-
proved for the larger authorities in this
State totals $35.956 million which is $2 723
million more than the amount borrowed
last financial year.

The distribution between the larger
authorities of the 1974-75 borrowing pro-
gramme Is shown in an attachment to
the Estimates.

Although semi- governmental authorities
In this State were able to raise their full
quota of loans In 1973-74, there must
necessarily be reservations at this stage
about the prospects of filling the larger
programme approved for this financial
year.

The tight liquidity situation affected most
lending institutions and It would be unwise
in these circumstances not to anticipate
some shortfall in borrowings,

It may, well be necessary as the year
progresses, to take special steps to supple-
anlent raisings from Australian sources
and, in this respect, the Treasurer does
not rule out the Possibility of borrowing
overseas.

In the meantime, we have deemed it
Prudent to hold in reserve $8 million of
our 1974-75 General Loan Flund alloca-
tion in order to supplement our semi-
governmental borrowings should the need
arise.

The Loan Council also agreed at Its June,
1974, meeting that the policy adopted in
recent years of not imposing any overall
limit on borrowings by smaller authorities
would be continued in 1974-75.

The aggregate loan ralsings in 1973-74
of these smaller borrowers was $25.470
million compared with the estimate for
1974-75 of $30.240 million.

State authorities in this category are
expected to raise $8.5 million In this
financial year to assist the financing of
their works programmes. Details are also
shown in an attachment to the Estimates.

Commonwealth specific purpose pay-
ments of a capital nature by the Federal
Government are not subject to Loan Coun-
cil approval and because they are fully
described in the Commonwealth Publica-
tion Payments to or /or the States I do
niot propose to deal with them in any
detall.

Certain of these advances are Paid to
the State for direct transmission to various
authorities such as the Main Roads De-
partment, the Rural Reconstruction Au-
thority, the several tertiary education In-
stitutions, and the independent schools,
and for tils reason they are not included
in the Estimates.

Other payments to the State form part
of the funds available to finance the works
detailed in the Estimates and these have
been listed under appropriate headings.
The total of the sums so listed is $77.575
million for 1974-75, compared with $31.294
million for last financial year.

Although the 1974-75 Commonwealth
advance for welfare housing Purposes was
-set initially at $22.9 million, it is expected
that a further amount of $2.1 million will
be made available to the State during the
course of this year. This total of $25
million is considerably higher than the
amount of $13 million received last year.
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These advances are now outside and in
addition to the State Loan Council pro-
grammes. They are determined each year
by the Federal Minister for Housing and
Construction after consultation with the
appropriate State Ministers and are repay-
able, with interest, over 53 years.

Another large Commonwealth payment
to the State falls under the heading of
education. In this Instance, the assistance
is by way of grant and totals $15,831 il-
lion for 1974-75. The amount spent last
year from this source of finance was $4.019
million.

The sum Provided by the Commonwealth
to eliminate the backlog of metropolitan
sewerage works will also Increase in this
financial year from $3.8 million to $15
million. Included in the payment for
1974-75 is an amount of $3 million in re-
spect of works commenced before the 1st
July, 1974.

Thirty Per cent of this Year's assistance
for sewerage works will be provided as a
grant and the balance by way of loan
bearing interest at the long-term bond
rate.

Grants allocated In 1974-75 for hospital
and healthi Projects amount to $1.049 ml-
lion compared with $1.595 million expended
under these Commonwealth programmes in
1973-74. There are other proposals for
the Provision of funds by the Common-
wealth for programmes that are yet to be
finalised.

In cases where the total of funds to be
made available to the State Is not yet firm
and details of the programmes aire not yet
settled, they have not been included In the
Estimates. Internal funds of certain State
instrumentalities are also an Important
source of finance for capital works. De-
preciation funds, cash balances and profits
are the main items. It is expected that
expenditure which is to be financed in
1974-75 from these sources will total
$65.609 million compared with $43.822 mil-
lion In 1973-74. Details are given in the
Estimates.

Contributions from mining companies
and Property developers for the provision
of Government services and loans raised
by local authorities for specific works also
add to funds available for capital works.

Amounts spent last year from these
sources totalled $98635 million and expen-
diture this year Is expected to total $15.100
million.

With
sources
gramme
ried out

the funds available from the
I have described, a works pro-
of $283,350 million is to be car-
this Year, finianced as follows--

Proceeds of Commonwealth
Loans ... 56278000

Commonwealth General
Purpose Capital Grant 21 641 000

Loan Repayments ... ... 8088 000

Balance In General Loan
Fund at the 30th June,
1974 . ... 2555000

Borrowings by State
Authorities Listed in
the Estimates .... .... 36 506 000

Commonwealth Speofic Pur-
Pose Payments .. .177 575 000

Internal Funds .... .... 65 609 000
Other Funds.. . . .. 15 100 000

Last Year, a programme of $208,388 i-
lion was carried out with finance from
similar sources and so planned expenditure
in 1974-75 represents an increase of
$74.962 million which is 36 per cent above
the outlay in 1973-74.

Of the total finance required for the
planned works programme an amount of
$80.560 million is to be supplied from the
General Loan Fund for the purposes listed
In the Estimates.

Ftill details of the programme are set
out in the Estimates together with the
source of funds to be employed. The
amount to be provided from the General
Loan Fnd and which is subject to appro-
priation is clearly Identified.

As in most cases specific works to be
undertaken are set out in the Estimates,
there Is no need for me to comment on all
items and I shall therefore confine my
remarks to some broader aspects of the
programme.

A huge Increase in expenditure on school
buildings is Proposed in the current year.
We have Programmed to spend a total of
$31.7 million on new school buildings or
on additions and Improvements to existing
schools in 1974-75, compared with an
amount of $18.3 million expended last year.

Three new high schools and 11 primary
schools will be commenced during the
year and major additions are programmed
for existing schools to keep pace with rising
enrolments.

Today, much emphasis is placed on fos-
tering thie spirit of inquiry in young child-
ren, but the awakening of children's
interest would be ineffective if facilities
were not available for them to fallow up
their interest and obtain for themselves
the information they seek.

For this reason, a lbrary-resource centre
is seen as the central feature of a Primary
school and a programme of providing these
centres in every primary school has com-
menced.

Resource centres and covered assembly
areas are now provided in the initial build-
ing stages of all new, large primary schools.
In addition, the department Is now able to
plan for their provision in existing schools,
and this year 21 resource centres will be
added to established primary schools.

in the past, administration facilities in
primary schools have been minimal be-
cause of the overriding need for classroom
accommodation. This deficiency is now
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being corrected and administration areas
are to be upgraded progressively. improve-
ments to staff offices, storage space, and
staff toilets will be made in a number of
primary schools this year.

New primary schools are built on the
now well-known open area plan. Where a
number of classrooms Is added to exist-
ing schools, these rooms are. if practicable,
built to a cluster design.

However, many primary schools in older
established areas are not likely to be ex-
panided and It Is necessary partly to re-
build them or otherwise upgrade them to
bring them more Into lie with modern
standards. The programme provides for
upgrading work to be done this year on a
number of older primary schools.

A similar programme is being carried out
In secondary schools. Essential class-
room accommodation is being supplement-
ed by the provision of specialist facilities of
various kinds. Libraries or library exten-
sions will be added to five high schools and
new or Improved science facilities will be
added to six others in the current year.

Combined school halls and gymnasiums
are to be added to four metropolitan and
one country secondary school this year as
part of a programme to Provide these
facilities In every secondary school.

The growing demand for post secondary
education has resulted in considerable
pressure on the technical education divis-
ion particularly to expand technical educa-
tion opportunities in country areas.

Proposals announced recently by the
Commonwealth Government will bring a
welcome injection of additional funds for
technical education In this State.

In the meantime, provision has been
made for the construction of a new tech-
nical school at Geraldton, the addition of
a printing trades complex at Bentley. re-
development of the Eastern Goldfields
Technical School and additions to five
other technical institutions.

Special provision has been made for the
expansion of education facilities for
handicapped children.

An amount of $550 000 has been alloca-
ted for a new school at Chidley Point to
provide remedial education for children in
remote areas. Residential accommodation
for the children will be provided and also
a number of self-contained fiats so that
mothers of young children can live In,
while their children receive specialised
education Instruction.

The existing training centre for handi-
capped children at Balga is to be expanded
and a new school is to be constructed in
the Fremantle area to replace premises at
Present Provided by the Slow Learning
Children's Group.

Two Primary schools will become the
base for special units for children with
emotional Problems. and a further two

units are to be provided for deaf children
in an attempt to Integrate these children
into a normal hearing environment.

These are the highlights of a most com-
prehensive programme to upgrade educa-
tion facilities throughout the State and to
provide full education opportunities for all
children, including the handicapped.

Planned expenditure on hospitals In
1974-75 amounts to $24.2 million against
actual expenditure last year of $15.7 mll-
lion.

Although no major new works are set
down for commencement this year, funds
have been provided to enable accelerated
progress to be made on the many projects
currently under construction.

High priority has been given to work in
progress at the Fremantle Hospital whore
a total of $3.1 million is to be spent on a
new 80-bed ward block and a new kitchen
and cafeteria. Funds have also been pro-
vided to enable design work to proceed on
the stage I extensions, laboratories, and
outpatient clinic for that hospital.

A total of $8.6 million has been allocated
for the continued development of the Perth
Medical Centre, the greater part of which
will be expended on the diagnostic and ad-
ministrative centre commenced last year.

Other major works for which substan-
tial sums have been allocated Include the
new Rockingham Hospital, extensions to
the Perth Dental, Carnarvon, Osborne
Park, Katanning, and Dampler Hospitals
and the new Western Australian School of
Nursing.

I[n addition to the general hospital pro-
gramme outlined, $3.4 million is to be ex-
pended on Improved hospital and health
facilities for Aborigines. With the assist-
ance of Commonwealth grants for Abor-
iginal advancement, new hospitals are
being built at Fitzroy Crossing and War-
burton Range, a children's ward Is being
added to the Derby Hospital and a hospital
block and laundry to the Derby Lepro-
saiuni.

Substantial progress will be made this
year on the establishment of the compre-
hensive school dental service, In addition
to continued development on the Mt.
Henry School of Dental Therapy site, a
start will be made on the second dental
therapy school at Warwick.

As a further step In the Programme to
provide dental examination facilities In all
primary schools, provision has been made
for dental clinics to be installed in eight
schools in the current Year. The pro-
gramnme will be accelerated next year as
more trained therapists become available
and as additional Commonwealth grants
for this purpose are Provided.

The completion this year of the new
tertiary training unit at the Pyrton Centre
will enable accommodation and training
facilities to be provided for an additional
64 mentally handicapped persons.
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Good progress Is being made with the
Provision of separate, specialized. facilities
for mentally handicapped Persons with
differing degrees of disability. In addition
to the completion of the Pyrtorx extensions.
major remodelling of the Dorset Hostel at
Armadale will enable 32 severely mentally
handicapped persons with physical defects
to be cared for In modern, well-equipped.
surroundings.

The New Milford Hostel at Bassendean,
'which will be completed early in 1975. will
accommodate 24 mentally handicapped
Persons who are capable of mixing in the
community and who will attend ouside
employment or sheltered workshops.

Construction will commence this year
an aL new complex at Inglewood which
will comprise a 36-bed unit for socially
acceptable mental retardates. an adult day
activity centre to provide daily training
facilities for mentally handicapped per-
sons who live at home, and a special care
day centre for 32 children and adults who
are both mentally retarded and physi-
cally handicapped.

A further step forward In outpatient
psychiatric care will be taken with the
construction of psychiatric clinics adja-
cent to the Armadale and Swan District
Hospitals. F'unds have been Provided for
'work on these clinics to commence this
year.

The Metropolitan Water Board will
undertake a greatly expanded programme
of work this year Involving expenditure of
$42-9 million compared with $33.6 nmillion
In 1073-74.

Work on overcoming the backlog of deep
sewerage in the metropolitan area will be
greatly accelerated with the assistance of
a Commonwealth grant of $12 million
under the national sewerage programme
for 1974-75. A total of $24.4 million Is
programmed for expenditure on metro-
politan sewerage works this year including
reticulation of deep sewerage in 11
suburbs which have been served by septic
tanks for many years.

The Canning tunnel will be completed
this year and it is proposed to upgrade
the pipeline linking the tunnel with
metropolitan reservoirs to provide a much
Improved rate at which reservoirs are re-
plenished during periods of excessive draw.

A total programme involving expendi-
ture of $10.4 million on water supplies and
$2.9 million on sewerage Is planned for
country areas and towns.

As yet, Commonwealth loans under the
national sewerage programme have not
been made available for sewerage works
in country towns. However, discussions
on the possibility of funds being made
available for sewerage works in some
regional centres will take place soon and
it Is hoped that additional funds may be
forthcoming for this purpose.

A new sewerage scheme and Improve-
mnents to the town water supply will be
constructed at Eneabba to provide facili-
ties for the town extension resulting from
the mineral sands mining development.

A sumn of $1.1 million has been allocated
for the continuation of water supply and
sewerage reticulation at Mandurab and
further work will be undertaken on the
new sewerage schemes at Wyndhiam and
Roebourne.

Major Improvements will be undertaken
to exdsting water supply schemes at Port
Hedland, Coorow, Moora, lake Grace, and
Dunsborough-Quindalup. the latter scheme
having recently been taken over from the
Busselton Shire.

Work will continue on the development
of the up-river source of supply for the
Carnarvon Irrigation scheme.

Advances under the Commonwealth and
State Housing Agreement are expected to
amount to $25 million in 1974-75 com-
Pared with $13 million last year.

Moreover, the Commonwealth Govern-
ment has made it clear that additional
funds will be made available if they can
be spent during the year.

Although It would appear that unlimited
money is available for housing members
should bear in mind that Commonwealth
funds may be applied only to what Is des-
cribed as welfare housing, that Is, appli-
cants must be able to satisfy a means test
requirement that restricts housing under
the scheme to low income earners.

The conditions are so restrictive that
there is an obvious limit to the number
of houses that can be built and taken
up under the scheme.

The Housing Commission continues to
build houses under the State Housing Act
and this year plans to expend $8 million
in addition to the funds available under
the Commonwealth scheme.

In total, 1 065 dwelling units are
scheduled for commencement this year
which, together with units under construc-
tion at the 30th June, last, will enable
1 151 dwellings to be completed in 1974-
75 with a further 850 units under con-
struction at the end of the Year.

In addition, the commission will under-
take an extensive programme of renova-
tions and Improvements to rental homes
built before 1967. Approximnately 800
units are listed for attention this year.

Provision has been made for further
homes to be built this Year under the
Aboriginal housing programme and work
will commence on the construction of 45
houses at Roebourne.

An expanded programme of construction
Is to be undertaken this Year by the Gov-
ernment Employees' Housing Authority
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which has programmed to expend $4 mil-
lion on housing for Government employees
In country areas against an expenditure of
$2.3 million in 1973-74.

Among sundry other activities a start
will be made this year on the Eneabba-
Dongara rail link to enable mineral sands
to be railed to Geraldton for shipment.
The estimated cost of the work is $9.2
million of which $2.'7 million Is pro-
rammed for expenditure in 1974-75.

Another important railway project will
reach fruition this year with the com-
pletion of the standardisation work be-
tween Esperance and Leonora.

A works programme totalling $50 million
is to be undertaken by the State Elec-
tricity Commission of which the largest
Item of expenditure is $26.4 million for
work on the two 200 megawatt generating
plants at Kwinana and associated switch-
Ing stations and transmission lines.

An amount of $5.4 million is scheduled
for expenditure on dredging and rock re-
moval in the new Inner harbour at Bun-
bury and on construction of the No. 1
berth which is required for shipment of
woodchlps.

A further $400 000 will be expended on
the Carnarvon fishing boat harbour to
complete dredging and berth facilities.

The problem of beach erosion at Man-
dumbh and Eusselton is being actively In-
vestigated in an endeavour to find a long-
term solution. A Provision of $400 000
has been made this year for replenish-
ment works at the town beach area In
Eusselton and for beach erosion control
measures to be implemented at Mandurah
before the 1975 winter. The nature of the
work to be undertaken at Mandurah will
depend on the results of current Investi-
gations.

An amount of $2.6 million has been
Provided to permit the completion of the
police building on the Causeway site. This
building, which should be ready for oc-
cupation early in 1975, will fulfil a long-
awaited need in giving the Police Depart-
ment a central headquarters and a modern
communications system.

Important contributions to the preserva-
tion of our historical heritage will be made
with the allocation this year of funds for
the restoration of the old residency at
Albany and the old Perth gaol. Restora-
tion of the Albany residency Is scheduled
for completion in 1975 when the building
will be re-opened as a branch of the West-
ern Australian Museum. The old gaol is
being restored to a condition in keeping
with its importance as an example of early
colonial architecture and of convict-labour
construction.

A new art gallery and library are com-
ponents In an overall Plan to establish a
cultural centre north of the Perth railway
station. A further step towards the estab-

lishment of the centre will be taken this
year with the allocation of $60 000 for
design work on both the art gallery and
the library.

Funds have been provided to enable the
old Ceraldton maternity hospital to be
converted to a community centre. Short
term residential care for neglected chil-
dren and needy families will be provided
at the centre, the facilities of which will
also be made available to welfare organ-
isations for community activities.

The provision of electorate offices for
members of Parliament will be completed
this year with expenditure of $107 000 on
furnishing and partitioning. Expenditure
of this sum will bring the total cost of
works required for this move to $181 000.

This Bill, In addition to appropriating
moneys from the General Loan Fund for
the services of the Year ending the 30th
June, 1975, provides for the grant of
supply to complete requirements for this
financial year.

Supply of $30 million has already been
granted under the Supply Act, 1974 and
further supply of $53.560 million has been
allowed for in the Bill now under con-
sideration.

This total of $88.560 million is to be
appropriated for the Purposes and services
expressed in a schedule to the Bill.

As well as authorising the provision of
funds for the current year, the measure
seeks ratification of amounts spent during
1973-74 in excess of the Estimates for the
year. Details of these excesses are also
given In a schedule to the Bill.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by the

Hon. R. Thompson (Leader of the
Opposition).

THE PERPETUAL EXECUTORS
TRUSTEES AND AGENCY COMPANY
(W.A.) LIMITED ACT AMENDMENT

BILL
Second Reading

THE HON. N. MeNEILL (Lower West-
Minister for Justice) [1.06 am.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

Mr President, this Bill proposes the
amendment of the Perpetual Executors
Trustees and Agency Company (W.A.)
Limited Act, 1922-1969, which is one of the
very few private Acts passed by the Par-
liament of Western Australia. They num-
ber 21 only as listed in table two of the
1973 Index of Statutes in force.

The principal Act was last amended in
1969. This Bill now before members is in-
troduced at the request of the company,
whose solicitors made representations to
me in the matter some little time ago and
the Government has acquiesced accord-
Ingly.
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The remuneration which the company additional revenue in order to provide
may earn in the administration of estates
and trusts in its hands is governed by the
Act which was passed In 1922.

The principal source of revenue is the
corpus and income commissions.

The maximum rate of corpus commis-
Sioni-that is, the commission payable on
the capital value of an estate-was origin-
ally fixed at 2jL per cent but was raised in
1955 to 4 per cent.

The income commission-that is, the
commission earned on all income received
into an estate-was fixed in 1922 at 5 per
cent and has not since been altered.

It will therefore be seen that except for
some minor Items of charges authorised by
this Parliament in 1955 there has been no
Increase for well nigh 20 years In the
charges which the company may make for
Its services.

This is so despite the tremendous in-
crease in salaries, wages, and other costs
which have occurred in the meantime and
more Particularly in the past two years.

At the same time there has been a vast
Increase in the detail involved in the man-
agemcnt of estates just as there has been
in every business, and the projected capital
gains tax will inevitably cast on executors
and administrators of estates a tremendous
amount of work. The impact of this is
felt much more by executors than by the
deceased himself during his lifetime, for
executors will necessarily have to go back
In most cases for years in investigating a
deceased's affairs and assets, a research
not previously required.

Apart from anticipated increased com-
plexity in administering estates, such
companies are now also faced with large
salary increases following an award of the
Federal Arbitration Commission of ap-
proximately 15 per cent In October last,
which with the additional State pay-roll
tax will cost the Perpetual Trustee Com-
pany some $68 000 per annum.

Anticipated operating costs for the com-
Ig year are unlikely to Increase less than

a further 15 per cent.
The net profit of the perpetual com-

pany has fallen from $77 505 in 1970 to
$57 673 in 1974.

In 1970 the average value of estates
handled was in the vicinity of $24 000 and
on the 30th September of this year the
average had risen to only some $33 000.

Companies in this business furnish a
service to hundreds of beneficiaries in
estates and trusts besides managing the
affairs of many elderly people, particularly
widows, and It is essential that they be in
a position to maintain that service effici-
ently and expeditiously.

It will be seen from the foregoing that
the Perpetual Executors Trustees aind
Agency Company Limited has reached a
stage when it is essential that it obtain

these services and the ability to -obtain

that revenue is lbiited by Its Act.
Amendments are sought to the following

sections of the principal Act-
(I) section 16 which governs the

amount of commissions and fees:
and

Uii sections 21A and 21B which
incorporate provisions for the
creation, conduct and manage-
ment of common trust funds.

The Proposed amendments to section 16
are primarily concerned with increasing
the corpus commission rate from 4 per
cent to 6 per cent and the income comn-
mission rate from 5 per cent to 6 per cent
and to provide a minimum corpus com-
mission of not less than $100. Also
included are proposals for additional minor
ancillary charges for services rendered
outside the direct administration of
trusts and estates.

I am advised that moves have been
Initiated by trustee companies In the
States of Victoria and New South wales
for the increase of the corpus and income
commission rates in those States.

As regards the other proposed amend -
merits of section 16, and also the proposed
amendments of sections 21A and 21B, I
am informed that precedents for the
alterations already exist in statutory form
in other Australian States or are altera-
tions considered desirable to eliminate
certain minor 'anomalies at present exist-
ing In the Act.

On behalf of the company I commendt he Bill for the consideration of the
House.

THE HON. Ri. THOMPSON (South
Metropolitan-Leader of the Opposition)
[ 1.10 a~m.]: This is a Bill which comes
before *us periodically to increase the
commission rates. From the Minister's
second reading speech we can see that
the profitability of the company is decreas-
ing, and the disbursements the company
has made over the last Year have In-
creased. The Minister told us that in
1970 the average value of estates handled
was in the vicinity of $24 000, and this has
risen to only $33 000 this year.

I can see nothing to object to in the
amendments sought to the Act. The com-
pany provides a service to the public in
line with the Public Trustee and other
companies. I support the Bill.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.
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Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by the

Hon. N. McNeill (Minister for Justice), and
transmitted to the Assembly.

THE WEST AUSTRALIAN TRUSTEE
EXECUTOR AND AGENCY COMPANY

LIMITED ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
THE HON. N. McNEILL (Lower West-

Minister for Justice) [1.15 am.]: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
This Bill to amend the West Australian
Trustee Executor and Agency Company
Limited Act is identical in its effect with
the Bill to amend the Perpetual Executors
Trustees and Agency Company (W.A.)
Limited Act.

The principal Act which this Bill pro-
Poses to amend was also last amended in
1969. The measure now before members
is introduced at the request of the com-
pany concerned, whose same solicitors
made representations to me. The Govern-
ment accordingly agreed to proceed in the
matter on behalf of the company.

As the means and effect of both Bills Is
the same, I shall not weary the House with
unnecessary repetition.

The Principal Act was passed in 1893.
In respect of this company too, there has
been no increase in the charges which it
may make for its services for just on 20
years.

This company is also faced with large
salary increases which, with the additional
State pay-roll tax will cost It approxim-
ately $55 000. Anticipated operating costs
for the comning year are also unlikely to be
less than a further 15 per cent. The net
profit has fallen from $43 455 to $28 005.

In 1970 the average value of estates
handled was In the vicinity of $24 000, re-
maining almost static to the present time.

The Bill proposes amendments to section
16. These are primarily concerned with
increasing the corpus commission rate
from 4 per cent to 6 per cent and the in-
come commission rate from 5 per cent to
6 per cent and to provide a minimum cor-
pus commission of not less than $100. Also
Included are proposals for additional minor
ancillary charges for services rendered out-
side the direct administration of trusts and
estates.

Similar moves have been made in Vic-
toria and New South Wales, so I under-
stand, and precedents for the alterations
already exist in statutory form in other
Australian States. Certain minor anomalies
at present existing in the Act are also
being eliminated. On behalf of the com-
pany I commend the Bill to the House for
consideration.

THE HON. R. THOMPSON (South Met-
ropolitan-Leader of the Opposition) [1.17
am.]: This Hill is virtually the same as
the previous Bill; and as I raised no objec-
tion to the previous Bill, I raise none to
this legislation.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

in Committee, etc.
Bill Passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by the

Hon. N. McNeill (Minister for Justice),* and
transmitted to the Assembly.

FISHERIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
THE lION. G. C. MacKINNON (South-

West-Minister for Education) [1.21 a.m.]:
I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

In this Bill to amend the Fisheries Act
there are three major areas of amend-
ments. These relate to the limited entry
fisheries concept, fish farming, and aquatic
reserves. There are also other amendments
of a lesser importance to which I shall
later refer. The proposed new long title
reflects the expanded purpose of the legis-
lation. It now includes fish farming, the
conservation and management of fisheries,
and control over all aquatic animal and
plant life.

This Bill provides for the establishment
of limited entry fisheries, the concept of
which has been developed in this State
during the past decade.

In the initial stages when fisheries such
as that of rack lobsters were being de-
veloped as limited entry fisheries, the rules
applying to those fisheries were introduced
as conditions attaching to the issue of a
license. With the experience gained in the
management of limited entry fisheries and
a general acceptance of the policy which
has developed, it is desirable to legislate
under the principal Act our intentions for
the future administration of limited entry
fisheries. Western Australia wnts the first
State within the Commonwealth to intro-
duce a limited entry fichery concept. In-
deed ours was one of the first projects in
the world and certainly the first for any
major lobster or rock lobster fishery. That
the concept is receiving increasing accep-
tance is seen from a recent report in the
Australian Fisheries of September, 1974.
under an article entitled "World trend
toward-, limited licensing of fisheries".

Associated with this concept is one
which proposes that the Government
should receive from those persons enjoying
the preferred position of fishing In a limit-
ed entry fishery fees over and above those
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paid for the standard fishing boat and
Professional fisherman's licenses. Further-
more this Bill provides for the fee pay-
able for a license to fish in a limited entry
fishery to be paid into the Fisheries Re-
search and Development Trust Fund.
Members may be aware that a recent
High Court Decision decided by a three to
two majority that the processors' license
fees previously paid into the Research and
Development Trust Fund which were
assessed on the annual value of fish pro-
cessed were an excise and excise Is as is
well known the prerogative of the Com-
monwealth Government.

A new method for providing for the In-
dustry to pay monies into the Fisheries Re-
search and Development Trust Fund has
consequently been developed In association
with the limited entry fishery concept.
The Penalties for those operating illegally
in a limited entry fishery are severe and
provide the necessary deterrents for un-
licensed operators tempted to Impinge on
the rock lobster industry, for example.

The Bill also introduces the concept of
culture of fish under f arn conditions. This
has arisen mainly because of the recogni-
tion that marron may provide the basis
for commercial fish farm ventures. The
proposed new provisions will allow mem-
bers of the public to establish fish farms
as commercial ventures for the culture and
sale of fish.

There Is a requirement that those people
bringing Into the State live fish for any
Purpose whatsoever be licensed to do so.
This includes fish for culture purposes
and fish for the aquarium trade. In re-
lation to the aquarium trade It is Import-
ant to note that the Australian Fisheries
Council of Ministers has been concerned
for some time past regarding the diversity
of live fish being brought into the country.
and the States have been urged to Intro-
duce legislation to regulate this aspect of
the industry. Consequently in relation to
fish farms, the BIll provides for the dec-
laration of species of fish as a farm fish
and this will be tightly regulated In rela-
tion to culture and sale. This has been
necessary to accommodate a potential farm
fish such as marron, which is also tbe most
Popular single sport fishery in the State.

This species cannot be sold at the pre-
sent time under any circumstances. Under
the new legislation sale will be allowed
provided the marron has been reared in a
fish farm and prodided written permission
of the Director of Fisheries has been ob-
tallied. It will be necessary to keep a
tight control on fish farms rearing such
species as marron, to ensure that the
stream Populations are not fished for com-
mercial Purposes. The Bil provides that
a Person who lawfully obtains, keeps.
maintains, and disposes of fish for his own
personal use or pleasure and not for sale,
gain or reward shall not be deemed to be
conducting a6 fish farm.

The Bill Provides that the Governor by
Order-In-Council may reserve and vest inl
the Crown any portion of Western Aus-
tralian waters for the preservation of mar-
ine and fresh water animal and plant life.
These are commonly referred to as mar-
ine national parks or aquatic reserves.
These reserves will be created only after
the public has been made aware of the
intention to do so and comment invited
and objections given consideration. The
most important of the reserves created will
be designated class "A" and if so classi-
fled shall remain dedicated to the purpose
declared unless changed by an Act of Par-
liament.

The aquatic reserve provisions have been
drafted in a manner similar to those for
reserves under the Land Act.

The definition of Western Australian
waters has been amended to Provide for
a distance of three nautical miles from
low water mark instead of high water
mark as previously, but includes also the
water between high and low water mark.
This will remove any suggestion that
there is an area between State and Com-
monwealth waters which Is not covered by
either State or Commonwealth legislation.

There is Provision for the appointment
of licensing offcers including honorary
licensing officers, to facilitate issue of
licenses in remote areas of the State such
as Rununurra. In such areas it has been
found difficult in the past for inland fish-
ermen to obtain the necessary inland fish-
erman's license. This Bill also recognises
the Increasing technical nature of fish-
eries administration, and provides a re-
quirement for the Director of Fisheries to
bold a degree in biological sciences.

It is Proposed that an additional fisher-
man be appointed to the Rock Lobster
Industry Advisory Commuittee increasing
representation to three members. The in-
tention is to permit the appointment of a
fisherman representing the views of those
living in the now settled areas of Jurien
Bay and Cervantes.

The regulation making power under the
Act is to be enlarged to encompass the
Provisions of the Bill and also to provide
specific Power for prescribing bag limits.
and the control of charter vessels where
any part of the fish taken on charter
cruises Is sold for gain or reward.

Sections of the principal Act which re-
late to fishing gear which may or may not
be used In any particular area through-
out the State are re-arranged and
rationalised and there Is Provision for the
declaration of a device as an illegal fish-
Ing device. At the present time it is an
offence to take rock lobsters during the
closed season, but it is not an offence to
have rock lobster pots set in the water
during that season. The Bill disposes of
this anomaly.
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The Bill includes the requirement that
fish caught and used by Professional fish-
ermen as bait be recorded in statistical
returns and updates statistical require-
ments generally as related to this measure.

Section 24C of the Principal Act which
In strict terms specifies that the only por-
tion of rock lobster which a person may
sell or have In his Possession Is a legal
weight tail Is to be amended. It Is com-
mon practice for rock lobster legs to be
sold and there is Interest being shown by
Industry in the processing of the head or
carapace. The Bim accordingly provides for
the utflisation of any specified portion of
the rock lobster carapace In a manner
described In the declaration.

It will be an offence for a person to
mutilate a fish with effect that the legal
minimum length cannot be precisely de-
termined. Many instances have occurred
where attempts have been made to avoid
detection for breaking the minimum legal
length requirement for rock lobsters by
mutilating the rear of the carapace so
that the proper measurement cannot be
made. This practice is known in the in-
dustry as "stretching". It is not easy to
detect and must be stopped.

The Bill strengthens section 26 which
relates to the placing or causing to flow
into any Western Australian waters
poisonous or noxious substances. The new
section 26 also provides for a referral to
the Director of Environmental Protection
of any grievance arising from a decision
of the Minister, and the Minister shall
have regard for any recommendations
made to him by the Director of Environ-
mental Protection in the matter.

There is to be some rearrangement of
section 35C in relation to the application
for and issue of permits to construct pro-
cessing establishments. This is to be done
in the light of experience in the adminis-
tration of the section during the pust
eight Years. The payment of a fee for the
requisite permit will be prescribed rather
than being determined as a percentage of
gross value of product. The present
method was ruled by the High Court, in a
recent judgment, to constitute an excise.
Section 350 which provides for the pay-
ment of fees as a percentage of gross
value of product Is consequently to be
repealed.

The Minister is to be given greater
flexibility In financial matters associated
with the conservation and management of
limited entry fisheries through a proposed
extension of the usage of the fisheries
research and development trust fund. The
Governor is to be authorised to declare a
fish to be noxious as a means of control-
ling their harbourage increase or release.
In this respect I might comment that we
would not want liberated into the streams
of Western Australia fish such as Euro-
pean carp which has caused much concern
In South Australia and Victoria where the

fish has not only competed with the in-
digenous species, but by its burrowing
action during feeding has caused the water
clarity of streams to be altered. Other
States have enacted similar controls.

Section 38 relating to the use of fish
for purposes of manure is to be enlarged
In its scope to include use as fertiliser or
as bait. There are several species of fish
such as southern blue fin tuna, which
should be clearly identified as food fish.

There is Provision for the Publication of
an official common name and authorised
trade names for various species of fish. in
relation to the recent concern about the
quantities of heavy metals in some species
of fish there is an increasing need for
those Selling fish to identify accurately
the fish being sold to the public.

The Powers of inspectors generally are
to be increased but more specifically to
allow for an inspector to require the
master of a vessel to take that vessel to
port if there is good reason to believe that
the vessel is being used or is intended to
be used In contravention of the State
Fisheries Act or the Commonwealth Fish-
eries Act. The purpose of this amendment
is to allow for the control of foreign
fishing vessels in State waters such as the
small Indonesian vessels which have
visited the King Bound area In recent
months. These Powers are similar to those
included in the Commonwealth Fisheries
Act which operates over waters contiguous
to Western Australian waters. At the
Present time a State officer appointed
under the Commonwealth Fisheries Act
can arrest a foreign fishing boat in Com-
monwealth waters, but cannot do so in
State territorial waters as he is not so
empowered under our State Fisheries Act.
This situation must be rectified as urgently
as possible.

The new provision also empowers in-
spectors to require a master of a vessel
not to Proceed to sea unless accompanied
by an inspector. This authority is required
in relation to the supervision of the rock
lobster industry and action Of this nature
has needed to be taken in the Past using
authority conferred under section 17 of
the principal Act, which empowers the
Placing of a condition on a license. it is
more appropriate and acceptable to have
the specific authority spelled out under the
Act as now Proposed.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by the

Hon. S. J. Dellar.

SHEARLERS' ACCOMMODATION ACT
AMEND BlNT BILL

Second Reading
THE BON. G. C. MaeKINNON (South-

West-Minister for Education) [1.33 a.mn.]:
Imove-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.
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This Bill proposes amendments to the
Shearers' Accommodation Act, 1912-1972,
to Provide f or improvement in accommoda-
tion and facilities for shearers where they
are required to live on rural properties
whilst sheep shearing is in progress.

Incidentally the principal Act does not
have application in certain circumstances
such as those related to the provisions of
buildings to accommodate shearers where
less than five shearers are employed in the
shearing shed, or where shearers have resi-
dences in the immediate neighbourhood for
their overnight accommodation, or where
they are accommodated in the residence of
the employer on the property, or where
the shearing Is performed in the precincts
of a city or town where suitable accommo-
dation Is available.

The principal Act of 1912 subsisted until
1944 in which year it was substantially re-
written, and again in 1957 the provisions
of the Important section 6 were enlarged
and updated. Then in April, 1973. the
AWU made formal representations to the
Department of Labour and Industry for a
further review of the Act. On this occasion
the AVIV indicated that it had suggested
to the Pastoralists and Graziers Associ-
ation two Years beforehand that the legis-
lation be updated to Provide more
adequately for Itinerant shearers. The
Shearing Contractors Association had also
approached the Pastoralists and Grazlers
Association seeking improved conditions
and suggesting liaison with the AWTU. The
views of the shearing contractors have
accordingly been represented in the nego-
tiations.

Representatives of both the Pastoralists
and Graziers Association and the Farmers'
Union together with the AWFU have had
discussions on the proposals with officers
of the Department of Labour and Industry.
Also the wool committees of the two asso-
ciations considered the position. From
information received there seemed to be
general agreement for the betterment of
conditions under which shearers should be
accommodated, but some resistance from
woolgrowers could be expected, particu-
larly as steep increases in wages under the
award for shearers and associated workers
were being sought, while at the same time
lower Prices for wool and increased over-
head costs to the rural industry were being
experienced.

I am advised that the move by the union
for substantial wage rises under the award
was accompanied by the threat of a
national stoppage of shearers unless satis-
factory progress was achieved on the log
of claims which had been submitted, and
the likelihood of the union lodging a fur-
ther log of claims for Improved working
conditions and accommodation. In Sep-
tember, 1974, increased wage payments
were granted. With such improved pay
conditions, the earlier tendency for a drift
of shearers out of the industry might be

expected to be reversed, particularly in
view of increasing unemployment gener-
ally.

While one cannot help to view with
concern the economic conditions in which
woolgrowers operate today faced with the
Prospect of a continuing slump, and the
possibility of a wool market that was In
danger of collapsing, some confidence may
be returning as a result of the minimum
wool Pricing guarantee recently introduced.
This may tend towards much needed
stability and remove some uncertainty in
allowing woolgrowers an opportunity to
plan ahead.

Farmers and pastoralists, as responsible
employers, recognise the right of employees
engaged in physically hard employment, in
many instances under conditions of long
absence from their families, to fair and
reasonable accommodation standards. On
the other hand, the financial resources and
economic viability of a woolgrower is an
Important factor as to the extent that this
can be provided.

An amending Bill was presented to Par-
liament last year by the previous Govern-
ment, but was withdrawn because of the
heavy legislative programme at the time.
The demands on woolgrowers contained in
that legislation were somewhat inconsider-
ate in the light of their financial difficul-
ties accentuated by inflation and the fact
that costly Improvements were also sought
at the shearing shed, when in fact it is
considered that such facilities would be
little used.

Changes envisaged in this Bill call for
higher standards of ventilation of sleeping
quarters, kitchens, and dining rooms than
presently required, better equipment of
kitchens, and the upgrading of sanitary
and ablutionary facilities, at least on simi-
lar lines to what is required In construction
camps under the construction camps regu-
lations made under the Health Act.

Where accommodation at present pro-
vided or In the course of erection conforms
with the present requirements of the Act
there will, however, be no obligation to
upgrade to the new requirements, although
some owners will doubtless wish to make
improvements to conform with the stan-
dards proposed in this amending Bill.

On the other hand, new buildings which
may be erected after this Bill takes effect
will have to comply with the new require-
ments.

Inspectors of the department will be
briefed to give reasonable surveillance of
accommodation requirements and com-
plaints, and there will be no necessity to
Increase inspectorial staff constantly to
patrol the whole State. In the past,
police officers have acted in a limited
capacity as statistical collectors and in-
spectors, and this proposed new approach
with respect to inspection staff should
relieve those officers of one of the many
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duties which, over the years, the police
have carried out on behalf of other de-
partments of the Government.

This measure proposes several amend-
merits Introduced to facilitate the smooth
administration of the Act; and these are
to centralise and control administrative
decisions, increase penalties in accord with
present values, and remove an outdated
requirement.

A discrimination against Aborigines, who
are excluded from the definition of
"shearer", Is being removed.

There is some rearrangement of sec-
tions and the obsolete provisions regard-
Ing buildings existing prior to 1944 con-
tained in section 6A are being repealed,
and replaced by a requirement that an
adequate supply of water must be pro-
vided at shearing sheds which are distant
from washing, sanitary, and toilet facilities.

Section 7 is being amended to ensure a
better class of alternative accommodation
being provided when permanent accom-
modation is rendered uninhabitable by
fire, storm, flood, or other disaster.

The requirement in section 9 in the
matter of the employer notifying an in-
spector three days before shearing starts
has never operated, so I am informed,
and is being dispensed with, as its appli-
cation can be quite Impracticable.

Three very minor amendments were
accepted by the Minister in another place.
One limited restrictions on the positioning
of ovens to wood stoves only, another re-
moved a rather outdated reference to the
use of kerosene tins or benzine tins as
cooking utensils, and a third amendment
required refuse to be buried to a depth
of 250 millimetres instead of one metre.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by the

Hon. D. W. Cooley.
House adjourned at 1.40 a.m. (Friday).

Tiregiatur Ansprnnbly
Thursday, the 21st November, 1974

The SPEAKER (Mr Hutchinson) took
the Chair at 2.15 pm., and read prayers.

TEACHERS' CLASSIFCATION
Training Qualifications: Petition

MR BATEMAN (Canning) [2.17 p.r. 1:
I have a petition addressed to the
Honourable the Speaker and members of
the Legislative Assembly of the Parlia-
ment of Western Australia in Parliament
assembled. It reads as follows--

We, the undersigned teachers in the
State of Western Australia do here-
with pray tha~t Her Majesty's Govern-
ment of Western Australia refer to

the decision of the Education Depart-
ment in granting two-year-trained
teachers who complete 10 Years of
satisfactory service classification as
three- year- trained for all purposes.
We protest that trained teachers who
have partly completed the academic
requirements of the Teachers' Higher
Certificates gain no comparable
advantage from that decision. Fur-
ther, we request that the Minister for
Education agree to equate ten years
of service with the education require-
ments, and/or the optional area of
the Teachers' Higher Certificate.
Your petitioners therefore humbly
pray that your honourable House will
give this matter earnest consideration
and your petitioners as in duty
bound will ever pray.

I have signed the petition which complies
with Standing Orders and contains 972
signatures. I have certified it accord-
ingly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the peti-
tion be brought to the Table of the House.

The petition was tabled (see paper No.
380).

COUNTRY AREAS WATER SUPPLY ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Introduction and First Reading
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr O'Nel

(Minister for Water Supplies), and read a
first time.

QUESTIONS (36). ON NOTICE
1.

2.

This question was postponed.

NORTHAM HIGH SCHOOL
Additions

Mr McIVER, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Education:
(1) When will tenders be called for

the additions, alterations and re-
source centre for the Northam
Senior High School?

(2) What has delayed the calling of
these tenders?

(3) When the final tender has been
agreed to exactly what work will
be Included in the final tender?

(4) What is the anticipated cost of
the project and date of comple-
tion?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) Documents will be completed by

the end of next week and tenders
should be called early in Decem-
ber.

(2) Difficulties were experienced in the
design of additions and alterations
to a building which is not of
modern design and for which
some of the original plans were
not available.
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